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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Scope of the problem: Harm from heavy drinking among adolescents and young adults
Alcohol is an intoxicating ingredient in beer, wine, and spirits, and other alcohol beverages, and it
has been part of various cultures from the beginning of recorded history to the present (e.g., Hanson,
1995). In Western societies, alcohol is one of the most commonly used substances among adolescents and young adults (Faden & Goldman, 2004-2005). Although light to moderate drinking can
have positive effects in terms of decreased anxiety and stress and increased relaxation, and it can
facilitate social exchange (Peele & Brodsky, 2000), it is well established that heavy drinking has detrimental consequences for individuals and societies. Heavy alcohol use, drinking more than 14 (adult
females) or 21 (adult males) glasses of standard alcohol units per week with one unit representing
10 grams of ethanol (Gezondheidsraad, 2006), and binge drinking, drinking five or more glasses of
standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per week (Hibell et al., 2004), are both
considered heavy drinking behaviour. It has been estimated that heavy drinking accounts for four
percent of total mortality worldwide as well as for large health-care costs and costs related to social
harm. The costs attributable to heavy drinking are generally more than one percent of the gross domestic product in Western societies (Rehm et al., 2009).
In the Netherlands, there is a drinking culture, where individuals start drinking regularly at a relatively young age compared to other Western societies (Jackson, Sher, Cooper, & Wood, 2002; Ji, Hu,
& Song, 2012; McKinnon, O’Rourke, & Byrd, 2003; Verster, 2011). Before January 2014, Dutch adolescents could purchase light alcohol beverages (e.g., beer and wine) legally at age 16 and strong
alcohol beverages (e.g., vodka, liquor) at age 18. Currently, the sale of both light and strong alcohol
beverages to individuals under the age of 18 is prohibited (Van Rijn, 2013). During the transition
from adolescence to young adulthood, individuals show a relatively fast progress to heavy drinking
patterns (Jackson et al., 2002; Ji et al., 2012; McKinnon et al., 2003; Verster, 2011). The prevalence
of heavy drinking is especially high among young adults attending higher education colleges or
universities (i.e., college students) (Dawson, Grant, Stinson, & Chou, 2004; De Graaf, Ten Have, & Van
Dorsselaer, 2010; Hallett et al., 2012; Ham & Hope, 2003; Karam, Kypri, & Salamoun, 2007; Kypri,
Cronin, & Wright, 2005; Maalsté, 2000; Ragsdale et al., 2011; Turrisi et al., 2009) and adolescents
and young adults with a low educational background (Schrijvers & Schoenmaker, 2008; Schrijvers &
Schuit, 2010; Stolte, Schilthuis, & Van der Wal, 2005); hence, these populations are at an increased
risk of heavy drinking.



College students aged 18-24 years are particularly at risk of heavy drinking. College students engage
in heavy drinking more often compared to their peers due to increased independence and decreased
parental monitoring during the transition from secondary education to college or university (Borsari,
Murphy, & Barnett, 2007). Of the Dutch college students, 35% of the males consume more than 20 alcohol units and 13% of the females consume more than 15 alcohol units during a regular week while
50% of the males and 30% of the females engage in heavy drinking during a week when a special
occasion is celebrated (Maalsté, 2000). Within the college student population, those affiliated with
fraternities or sororities engage in heavy drinking even more often compared to those who are not
members of fraternities and sororities, partly due to selection and socialization processes (Maalsté,
2000; Park, Sher, & Krull, 2008; Ragsdale et al., 2011). For example, the average number of alcohol
units that fraternity and sorority members consume per week is 23 (males: 27, females: 12) compared
to 13 (males: 16, females: 7) for non-members (Maalsté, 2000). Most college students transited
into healthier drinking patterns after college or university, but some also continued to engage in
problematic alcohol use (Ham & Hope, 2003). Current national alcohol prevention and intervention
programs concentrate mainly on adolescents in secondary education and their parents (e.g., Koning,
Verdurmen, Engels, Van den Eijnden, & Vollebergh, 2012). Most adolescents who are younger than 18
years of age follow secondary education and are relatively easy to reach while in school. Ironically,
less systematic attention to prevention and intervention is given to college students, partly due to
the increasing difficulty to reach young adults through college or university. Nonetheless, there is a
clear need for alcohol prevention and intervention for young adults aged 18 to 24 years old (Borsari
et al., 2007).
The second population at-risk of heavy drinking consists of adolescents aged 15-20 years with a
low educational background. Adolescents with a low educational background start drinking at a
younger age and engage in heavy drinking more often compared to peers with a high educational
background (Monshouwer et al., 2008; Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). For instance, 45.5% of the Dutch
adolescents aged 12-16 years with a low educational background engage in binge drinking compared to 30.9% with a high educational background (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). The fact that they
spend more time with friends, come more often from single-parent families, experience less rule
setting and monitoring by the mother, and engage more often in externalizing behaviours are possible explanations for this difference (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). From a public health perspective, it
is crucial to develop alcohol prevention and intervention programs targeting adolescents and young
adults with a low educational background, especially considering that 500,000 out of the 900,000
(i.e., 60%) pupils following secondary education in the Netherlands are low-educated (Schrijvers &
Schuit, 2010). Yet, national alcohol prevention and intervention programs targeting adolescents and
young adults with a low education background are practically non-existent (Van Hasselt, 2010; Von
Heijden & Collard, 2011).
The high prevalence of heavy drinking among college students and adolescents and young adults with
a low educational background is alarming in light of evidence showing that heavy drinking is associated with adverse short and long-term health related consequences, decreased academic performances,
and problems in social relationships (Hingson, Zha, & Weitzman, 2009; Nelson, Hang Lee, Weitzman,
& Wechsler, 2009). Heavy drinking can place college students and adolescents and young adults with
a low educational background at an increased risk for (physical) violence (Komro, Tobler, MaldonadoMolina, & Perry, 2010), drunk driving, injuries, and risky sexual behaviour (Hingson, Heeren, Zakocs,
Winter, & Wechsler, 2003; Mason et al., 2010), brain impairment and neuro-cognitive deficits (Bava &
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Tapert, 2010; Clark, Thatcher, & Tapert, 2008; Zeigler et al., 2005), liver damage (Norstrom & Ramstedt,
2005), various forms of cancer (Rehm et al., 2009), and problematic alcohol use in adulthood (O’Neill,
Parra, & Sher, 2001). The development of adequate interventions is thus imperative to reduce the
prevalence of heavy drinking and associated adverse consequences among these two at-risk populations, especially since few alcohol prevention and intervention programs are available for them in the
Netherlands (De Graaf et al., 2010; Geels et al., 2012; Van Laar et al., 2011).

One way of dealing with the problem: Web-based brief alcohol interventions
The findings of several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) revealed that brief alcohol interventions
or short preventive consultations with therapeutic guidance can be effective in reducing quantity
and frequency of alcohol use among heavy drinking college students (Butler & Correia, 2009; Carey,
Scott-Sheldon, Carey, & DeMartini, 2007). Theoretically, brief alcohol interventions are generally
grounded in the Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), which includes the following determinants:
knowledge of the risks and benefits of various health practices, perceived self-efficacy to exercise
control over the intended behaviour, outcome expectations about the positive and negative effects,
goal-setting and action planning for realizing the intended behaviour, and perceived social and
structural facilitators and impediments to the intended behaviour change. Practically, brief alcohol
interventions vary extensively in length, style, content, intervention personnel, and setting. Yet, brief
alcohol interventions can generally be characterized by the presence of six elements, which can be
summarized with the acronym ‘FRAMES’ (Feedback, Responsibility, Advice, Menu, Empathy, Self-efficacy) (Miller & Sanchez, 1994). First, most brief alcohol interventions provide personalized Feedback
(e.g., ‘You consume more than 15 glasses of alcohol per week during a normal week’) based on some
form of systematic assessment. Second, brief alcohol interventions emphasize personal Responsibility (e.g., ‘You are the only person responsible for the change’). In addition, all brief alcohol interventions deliver Advice (e.g., ‘If you find it hard to reach your drinking goals within one week, you could
choose to gradually reduce your alcohol use every week’) by providing a Menu (e.g., ‘Choose three
drinking situations in which you find it hard to resist alcohol’) suggesting different ways to attain this
change. Moreover, if brief alcohol interventions included a specific counselling style to encourage individuals to change behaviour, Empathy (e.g., ‘It is logic that you find it hard to resist alcohol
when your friends are drinking’) would be the key term. Finally, most brief alcohol interventions aim
to strengthen individuals’ drinking refusal Self-efficacy (e.g., ‘You can do it!’) - one’s belief in the ability to resist alcohol (Lee & Oei, 1993; Young, Oei, & Crook, 1991) - to reinforce behavioural change,
optimism and ability to succeed. The reason for this is the fact that young adults with low drinking
refusal self-efficacy are more likely to engage in heavy drinking (e.g., Oei, Hasking, & Young, 2005;
Young, Connor, Ricciardelli, & Saunders, 2006), whereas high drinking refusal self-efficacy predicts
lower quantity and frequency of alcohol use as well as less alcohol-related problems (Collins & Carey,
2007). Brief alcohol interventions usually also include goal-setting components (e.g., start date and
daily or weekly limits for drinking), written self-help materials with generic information about heavy
drinking consequences, tips to reduce heavy drinking, and arrangements for follow-up monitoring
(Raistrick, Heather, & Godfrey, 2006).
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Initially, brief alcohol interventions are being delivered using conventional methods, such as face-toface (Borsari & Carey, 2000; Moyer, Finney, Swearingen, & Vergun, 2002) and postal mail methods
(Wild, Cunningham, & Roberts, 2007). The widespread growth and availability of computer technology and the Internet in the past decades provided the opportunity to deliver brief alcohol interventions via the web (White et al., 2010). These so called ‘web-based brief alcohol interventions’ have
numerous advantages over the traditional interventions, since they can target non-treatment seeking
populations, they are accessible 24 hours a day, they allow users to access information at a self-chosen time and place while remaining anonymous (Carey, Scott-Sheldon, Elliott, Bolles, & Carey, 2009),
and they are cost-effective (Riper et al., 2009). Based on the findings of numerous trials (Bendtsen,
McCambridge, Bendtsen, Karlsson, & Nilsen, 2012; Bewick, Trusler, Mulhern, Barkham, & Hill, 2008;
Bewick et al., 2013; Chiauzzi, Green, Lord, Thum, & Goldstein, 2005; Doumas & Andersen, 2009; Hester, Delaney, & Campbell, 2012; Hustad, Barnett, Borsari, & Jackson, 2010; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009,
2013; McCambridge et al., 2013; Murphy, Dennhardt, Skidmore, Martens, & McDevitt-Murphy, 2010;
Neighbors et al., 2010; Palfai, Zisserson, & Saitz, 2011; Walters, Vader, & Harris, 2007), web-based
brief alcohol interventions could be effective in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college
students. An overview of the characteristics of studies that tested the effectiveness of web-based
brief alcohol intervention trials on alcohol outcome measures among the student population from
2000 to 2014 can be found in Table 1. The studies in Table 1 were identified through electronic databases (i.e., Pubmed, Web of Science, and Scopus) from January 2000 up to January 2014 by using a
search strategy with the following terms: ((Internet or Web) and (alcohol use or alcohol consumption
or binge drinking or heavy drinking) and (randomized controlled trials) and (students or college or
university)). To be included, studies had to 1) test the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol
intervention to reduce alcohol use, 2) be randomized controlled trials, 3) target students, and 4) use
a control condition for comparison.
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1.
Bewick et al.
(2013)

Author
(year)

Mäori
students
N: 1789
F: 66
M: 20.2

Swedish
students
N: 14910
F: 51
M: unknown

2.
Kypri et al.
(2013)

3.
McCambridge
et al. (2013)

Sample with
N: number
of
participants
F: % females
M: mean age
British
students
N: 1478
F: 70
M: 20.8

CC1: assessment only.
CC2: no-contact.

EC: single session e-mail based brief
alcohol intervention with personalized
feedback, social norms, and generic
(alcohol risk) info. Completion time:
unknown.

CC: assessment only.

EC: single session web-based brief
alcohol intervention ( 10 minutes) with
personalized feedback, social norms, and
generic (alcohol risk) info.

CC: assessment only.

EC: multiple session web-based brief
alcohol intervention ‘Unitcheck’ with
personalized feedback, social norms, and
generic (alcohol risk) info. Completion
time: unknown.

Description of the content of the
intervention with key components
of the experimental condition (EC)
and the control condition (CC)

1. Problem drinking past month
(AUDIT-C)
2. Frequency risky drinking (heavy
episodic drinking ( 4/5 units on 1
occasion at least once past month)
or WAC of more than 9/14 units).
3. Frequency drinking, typical
quantity consumed, frequency
heavy episodic drinking past month
(AUDIT 1, 2, and 3)

1. Frequency drinking past month
2. Typical number of units per
drinking occasion
3. Mean WAC past month
4. Academic-related alcohol
problems (AREAS)

1. Alcoholism (CAGE: yes/no)
2. Mean WAC past week
3. Typical number of units per
drinking occasion

Outcome measures

Opportunity to win
1 of 100 cinema
tickets.

3 months (52%)

Opportunity to win
a NZ $500
supermarket
voucher or an iPad.

University printer
credits: maximum
of £225 (EC) and
£187.50 (CC).
5 months (79%)

1 week (64%)
16 weeks (46%)
34 weeks (40%)

Follow-ups
(% retention)
and incentive

Participants in EC and CC1 had 3.7% fewer
risky drinkers (p 0.01) compared to
participants in CC2. In addition, participants
in CC1 scored 0.16 points lower on AUDIT-C
(p = 0.04) compared to participants in CC2.

Participants in EC drank less often (RR : 0.89,
CI : 0.82, 0.97), drank less per drinking
occasion (RR : 0.92, CI : 0.84, 1.00), reduced
WAC (RR : 0.78; CI : 0.69, 0.89), and had fewer
academic problems (RR : 0.81, CI : 0.69, 0.95)
compared to participants in CC.

There was a monitoring effect: participants
who completed FU assessments reduced
WAC. Additional reductions were found for
participants in EC and the number of visits to
‘Unitcheck’. There were no differences in
CAGE and number of units per drinking
occasions at FU assessments.

Findings at follow-up (FU)

Table 1. Characteristics of randomized controlled trials of web-based brief alcohol interventions among the college student population on alcohol outcome
measures from 2000 to 2014.
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RCT 1:
U.S.
students
N: 144
F: 38
M: 20.3

5.
Hester et al.
(2012)

6.
Palfai et al.
(2011)

RCT 2:
U.S.
students
N: 82
F: 42
M: 20.3
U.S.
students
N: 119
F: 70
M: 18.6

Swedish
students
N: 5227
F: 53
M: unknown

4.
Bendtsen, et al.
(2012)
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CC: info on health guidelines for sleep and
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
Completion time: unknown.
CC1: motivational assessment.
CC2: no motivational assessment.

EC: single session web-based brief alcohol
intervention with personalized feedback,
social norms, generic (alcohol risk) info.
Completion time: unknown.
EC1: motivational assessment.
EC2: no motivational assessment.

CC: delayed-assessment.

EC: CDCU .

CC: assessment only.

CC1: assessment only.
CC2: no-contact.
EC: single session web-based brief alcohol
intervention (± 35 minutes) ‘CDCU’ with
personalized feedback, social norms, and
action planning components.

EC: single session e-mail based brief
alcohol intervention with personalized
feedback, social norms, and generic
(alcohol risk) info. Completion time:
unknown.

1. Quantity consumed past month
2. Heavy episodic drinking
( 4/5 units on 1 occasion at least
once past month)
3. Alcohol-related consequences past
month (YAAPST-36)
4. Problems past month (yes/no).

At 6 months FU, there were 2
additional outcome measures:
5. Problem drinking (AUDIT)
6. Alcohol-related consequences past
month (CSAP)

At 1 month FU:
1. WAC (BDP)
2. Peak BAC in typical week
3. Average number of units in 2
heavy episodes past month
4. Average peak BAC in those 2
heavy episodes in past month

1. Problem drinking past month
(AUDIT)
2. Typical WAC past month
3. Frequency heavy episodic drinking
( 4/5 units on 1 occasion at least 2
times per month)

1 month
(unknown %)

$40 including
transportation
costs.

1 month (99%)

$40 including
transportation
costs.

1 month (97%)
6 months (90%)

Opportunity to win
1 of 100 cinema
tickets.

2 months (45%)

at 1 month FU. No difference in WAC at 1
month FU. At 12 months FU, there were
differences for WAC (d : 0.36, CI : 0.01, 0.71),
average number of units in 2 heavy episodes (d :
0.41, CI : 0.06, 0.76), and average peak BAC in
those 2 heavy episodes (d : 0.40, CI : 0.05, 0.75).
Participants in EC reduced WAC (d : 0.60, CI :
0.16, 1.05) and peak BAC (d : 0.80, CI : 0.34,
1.25), drank less units in 2 heavy episodes (d :
0.91, CI : 0.45, 1.36), and reduced peak BAC in
those 2 heavy episodes (d : 0.97, CI : 0.51, 1.43)
compared to participants in CC.
Participants with more baseline alcohol-related
consequences at baseline in EC reduced
quantity (B [SE] =-3.93 [1.07], t =
-2.03, p < 0.05) and had fewer heavy drinking
episodes (B [SE] = -1.20 [0.50], t = -2.29, p <
0.05) compared to participants in CC. There
were no differences across EC conditions for
those with few baseline alcohol-related
consequences. Assessment did not moderate
intervention effects.

Participants in EC reduced peak BAC (d : 0.41,
CI : 0.08, 0.75), drank less units in 2 heavy
episodes (d : 0.41, CI : 0.07, 0.74), and reduced
peak BAC in those 2 heavy episodes (d : 0.44,
CI : 0.11, 0.78) compared to participants in CC

There were no differences for any of the
outcome measures.

U.S.
students
N: 82
F: 51
M: 18.1

U.S.
students
N: 133
F: 50
M: 18.6

7.
Hustad et al.
(2010)

8.
Murphy et al.
(2010)

U.S.
students
N: 818
F: 57.6
M: 18.7

U.S.
students
N: 80
F: 41
M: 22.0

9.
Neighbors et al.
(2010)

10.
Doumas &
Andersen (2009)
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CC: assessment only.

CC: non personalized feedback containing
facts about students.
EC: e-CHUG.

Single or multiple session web-based brief
alcohol intervention with personalized
feedback and descriptive and injunctive
social norms, based on the normative
feedback component of the
BASICS intervention.
EC1: GSF at baseline only.
EC2: GSF at each FU assessment.
EC3: GSNF at baseline only.
EC4: GSNF at each FU assessment.

CC: assessment only.

CC: assessment only.
EC1: single session counselor-delivered
brief motivational intervention (50-60
minutes) ‘BASICS’ with personalized
feedback, social norms, generic (alcohol
risk) information, and goal-setting
components.
EC2: e-CHUG.

EC1: 3-hour educational program
‘AlcoholEdu’ providing multimedia
presentations and static text with social
norms and generic (alcohol risk) info.
EC2: single session web-based brief alcohol
intervention (± 20 minutes) ‘e-CHUG’ with
personalized feedback, social norms
information, and generic (alcohol risk)
information.

1. Typical WAC (DDQ)
2. Frequency drinking to intoxication
past month
3. Alcohol-related consequences past
3 months (RAPI)

1. Typical WAC past 3 months (DDQ)
2. Heavy drinking (ACI)
3. Alcohol-related consequences past
3 months (RAPI)
4. Perceived gender-(non)specific
drinking norms (DNRF)

1. Normative and self-ideal
discrepancy (DRQ)
2. Readiness to change
3. Typical WAC (DDQ)
4. Heavy drinking past month
( 4/5 units in 2-hour)

1. Typical WAC past month
2. Frequency BD past month
( 4/5 units in 2 hours)
3. Typical alcohol consumption past
month
4. Peak alcohol consumption past
month
5. Typical and peak BAC
6. Alcohol-related consequences past
month (YAACQ)

No incentive,
voluntary
participation.

3 months (65%)

$10 (completing
screening survey),
$25 (completing
baseline survey),
$25(completing
each of the FU
assessments).

6 months (92%)
12 months (87%)
18 months (84%)
24 months (81%)

$25.

1 month (89%)

$15.

1 month (60%)

Participants in EC reduced WAC
(F[3, 51] = 21.73, p < .001), frequency of
drinking to intoxication (F[3, 51] = 33.74, p <
.001), and had less alcohol-related
consequences (F[3, 51] = 11.61, p < .001)
compared to participants in CC.

Participants in EC1 had higher self-ideal
discrepancy (F[1, 86] = 4.89, p = 0.03)
compared to participants in EC2. There were no
differences in normative discrepancy and
readiness to change alcohol consumption.
Participants in EC1 reduced WAC (d:
d: 0.42, p
d: 0.52, p
0.01) and drank less often heavy (d:
0.01) compared to participants in CC. African
American participants (30%) in EC1 reduced
WAC and drank less often heavy compared to
African American participants in EC2 or CC.
Participants in EC2 reduced WAC over time (dd:: 0.16, CI : -0.02, -0.31) compared to participants
in CC. This effect was partially mediated by
changes in social norms. Females, but not
males in EC2 had fewer alcohol-related
consequences over time (d : -0.29, CI : -0.15, 0.58) compared to females in CC. There were
no differences over time for heavy drinking.

Participants in EC1 and EC2 reduced WAC (F[2,
68]: 6.76, p 0.01), drank less frequently (F[2,
68] = 10.21, p .001), reduced typical (F[2, 68]
= 12.52, p .001) and peak alcohol
consumption (F[2, 68] = 8.25, p .001),
reduced typical (F[2, 68] = 4.80, p 0.05), and
peak BAC (F[2, 68] = 9.99, p .001) compared
to participants in CC. The outcome measures at
1 month FU were not different between the 2
EC conditions.

British students
N: 506
F: 69
M: 21.3

12.
Bewick et al.
(2008)

13.
Chiauzzi et al.
(2005)

U.S.
students
N: 265
F: 54
M: 19.9

New Zealand
students
N: 2435
F: 45.3
M: 19.7

11.
Kypri et al.
(2009)
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CC: alcohol education website without
tailored, interactive, motivational, or skillbuilding components.

CC: assessment only.
EC: multiple session web-based brief
alcohol intervention (4x 20 minutes) ‘MSB:
Alcohol’ with personalized feedback, social
norms, and generic (alcohol risk) info.

EC: multiple session web-based brief
alcohol intervention with personalized
feedback, social norms, and generic
(alcohol risk) info. Completion time:
unknown.

CC: assessment only.

EC: single session web-based brief alcohol
intervention (10 minutes) ‘THRIVE’ with
personalized feedback and generic (alcohol
risk) info.

1. Peak alcohol consumption: BD
days and maximum number of
drinks/drinking day past week
2. Typical WAC past week
3. Alcohol use composite score
4. Alcohol use among persistent
heavy binge drinkers
5. Total consumption during special
occasion
6. Peak consumption during special
occasion
7. Alcohol-related consequences past
month (RAPI)

1. Frequency drinking past month
2. Typical number of units per
drinking occasion
3. Mean WAC past month
4. Number of personal problems
(APS)
5. Academic problems score (AREAS)
6. BD past month
( 4/6 units on 1 occasion)
7. Heavy drinking past month
( 14/28 units per week)
8. Subjective treatment effects and
help-seeking behaviour (yes/no) at 6
months FU
1. Alcoholism (CAGE: yes/no)
2. Mean WAC past week
3. Typical number of units per
drinking occasion

$135.

3 months (80%)

University printer
credits: maximum
of £225 (EC) and
£100 (CC).

12 weeks (63%)

Opportunity to win
1 of 40 $100 gift
vouchers.

1 month (78%)
6 months (65%)

Participants in EC reduced WAC (F[1, 313] =
5.74, p = 0.02) compared to participants in CC.
There were no differences for CAGE scores
across conditions (F[1, 313] = 0.17, p = 0.68).
Nor were there differences in units of alcohol
consumed per week across conditions (F[1, 313]
= 0.85, p = 0.36).
Participants in EC reduced number of drinks
consumed on a drinking day (F[1, 208] = 6.28,
p = 0.01) compared to participants in CC at
post-intervention. Persistent heavy drinkers in
EC reduced more rapidly average drinks per
drinking day (F[1, 171] = 8.18, p = .005) and
number of drinks/drinking day (F[1, 171] = 8.2,
p = 0.01) compared to those in CC at 3 months
FU. Females in EC reduced total alcohol
consumption on special occasions more (F[1,
171] = 4.28, p = 0.04), had fewer binge
drinking episodes during special occasions (F[1,
172] = 3.08, p = 0.08), and had fewer alcoholrelated consequences (F[1, 212] = 4.00, p =
0.05) compared to females in CC at 3 months
FU. There were no differences for WAC at FU
assessments.

Participants in EC drank less often (RR : 0.89, CI :
0.83, 0.94), drank less per drinking occasion
(RR : 0.93, CI : 0.88, 0.98), and reduced WAC
(RR : 0.83, CI : 0.78, 0.90) compared to
participants in CC at 1 month FU. There were
no differences in alcohol-related harms at 1
month FU. At 6 months FU, intervention effects
persisted for frequency of drinking (RR : 0.91, CI :
0.85, 0.97) and WAC (RR : 0.89, CI : 0.82, 0.96).
Moreover, participants in EC were more likely
than participants in CC to report subjective
treatment effects ( 2 = 62.9, p < .001) and
help-seeking behaviour ( 2 = 5.2, p = 0.02).

CC: leaflet-only.

EC: single session web-based brief alcohol
intervention (± 10-15 minutes) with
personalized feedback, social norms, and
generic (alcohol risk) info.

CC: assessment only.

EC: e-CHUG.

1. Frequency drinking
2. Typical occasion quantity
3. Total volume
4. Frequency heavy episode
(> 8/12 units)
5. Number of personal problems
6. Academic problems

1. Typical WAC past month
2. Peak BAC
3. Alcohol-related consequences past
month (RAPI)
4. Perceived norm estimates

A lunch voucher
valued at NZ $
4.95.

Opportunity to win
1 of 10 $100 at
each FU
assessment.
6 weeks (80%)
6 months (90%)

8 weeks (72%)
16 weeks (77%)

Participants in EC reduced total volume (GMR :
0.74, CI : 0.56, 0.96) and heavy episode
frequency (GMR : 0.63, CI : 0.42, 0.92), and had
fewer personal problems (GMR : 0.70, CI : 0.54,
0.91) compared to participants in CC at 6 weeks
FU. At 6 months FU, there were differences for
number of personal problems (GMR : 0.76, CI :
0.60, 0.97) and academic problems (GMR : 0.72,
CI : 0.51, 1.02).

compared to participants in CC at 8 weeks FU.
There were no differences in RAPI at 8 weeks
FU. At 16 weeks FU, there were no intervention
effects for outcome measures.

Participants in EC reduced WAC (Beta = -0.57,
p < .01) and peak BAC (Beta = -0.70, p = 0.01)

ACI: Alcohol Consumption Index. APS: Alcohol Problems Scale. AREAS: Academic Role Expectation and Alcohol Scale. AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test. AUDIT-C: score of
three alcohol consumption questions from the AUDIT. BAC: peak blood alcohol concentration. BASICS: Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention program for College Students. BDP: Brief
Drinker’s Profile. BD: binge drinking. B: beta. CAGE: (1) ‘Have you ever thought about Cutting down on your drinking?’, (2) Do you ever get Annoyed at criticism of your drinking?’,
(3) ‘Do you ever feel Guilty about your drinking?’, and (4) ‘Do you ever have a drink in the morning (an Eye-opener)?’. CDCU: College Drinker’s Check-up. CI: 95% confidence interval.
CSAP: College Students Alcohol Problems. d: Cohen’s d. DDQ: Daily Drinking Questionnaire. DNRF: Drinking Norms Rating Form. DRQ: Discrepancy Ratings Questionnaire. e-CHUG: elec
tronic Check-Up to Go. GMR: geometric mean ratio. GSF: gender-specific feedback. GSNF: gender-nonspecific feedback. MSB: MyStudentBody.com: Alcohol. p: p-value. RAPI: Rutgers
Alcohol Problem Index. RR: rate ratio. SE: standard error. THRIVE: Tertiary Health Research Intervention Via Email. WAC: weekly alcohol consumption. YAACQ: Young Adult Alcohol Conse
quences Questionnaire. YAAPST-36: Young Adult Alcohol Problems Screening Test-36.χ2: chi-quadrate.

New Zealand
students
N: 104
F: 50
M: 20.4

15.
Kypri et al.
(2004)

Note.

U.S.
students
N: 106
F: 48.1
M: unknown

14.
Walters et al.
(2007)
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Testing the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions: Randomized controlled
trials applying a traditional approach with few follow-up time-points versus an ecological
momentary assessment approach with multiple follow-up time-points
Despite the demonstrated effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions (see Table 1), the
findings of prior trials have to be interpreted with caution due to methodological flaws with which
alcohol outcome measures and intervention effects are typically assessed. Most web-based brief
alcohol intervention trials use relatively long reference periods (i.e., 30 days or longer) to assess the
outcome measures at baseline and follow-up and use few follow-up time-points (i.e., one short-term
and one long-term follow-up) to test the intervention effectiveness (Bewick et al., 2013; Hustad et
al., 2010; Kypri et al., 2009, 2013). Long reference periods may result in measurement errors since
precise recall of alcohol use decreases after two or three days due to memory deficits (Ekholm, 2004;
Ekholm, Strandberg-Larsen, & Gronbaek, 2011; Engels, Knibbe, & Drop, 1997; Gmel & Daeppen,
2007), leading to an underreporting of alcohol use. Recall bias threatens the internal validity and
credibility of findings, which is especially worrisome in the light of the usually small to medium effect
sizes reported in web-based brief alcohol interventions trials (Carey et al., 2009; Rooke, Thorsteinsson, Karpin, Copeland, & Allsop, 2011). A possible solution for overcoming recall bias is to use short
reference periods that facilitate recall by reporting the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage consumed on each day in the past week. Still, caution is warranted when short reference periods
are used and when intervention effects are measured with few follow-up time-points, since this
approach ignores the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among students due to different semesters
(e.g., holidays) or personal events (e.g., birthdays) (Del Boca, Darkes, Greenbaum, & Goldman, 2004;
Maggs, Williams, & Lee, 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011). A combination of short reference periods with
multiple follow-up time-points over time is thus needed to overcome the shortcomings related to
traditional methods of assessing alcohol outcome measures and testing intervention effectiveness.
Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is characterized by repeated and multiple assessments over
time, and it can obviate the shortcomings of trials that apply traditional approaches to assess alcohol
outcome measures and test intervention effectiveness.
EMA - often used as equivalent to experience-sampling methods (Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009) involves a repeated sampling strategy to assess individuals’ current behaviours and experiences in
real-life settings at strategically selected moments in time (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). EMA
minimizes recall bias and considers variations of alcohol use over time that ultimately maximize ecological validity. In addition, EMA alcohol outcomes measures are refined and sensitive to change and
might alleviate sample size requirements, making EMA-studies less difficult and less expensive to
conduct (Moskowitz & Young, 2006). Besides, EMA allows determining whether intervention effects
are robust or whether they vary over time. Moreover, in combination with latent growth curve (LGC)
modelling techniques, EMA can enhance our understanding of how intervention effects develop over
time. LGC modelling techniques allow for estimation of average growth trajectories (i.e., mean intercepts and slopes) of alcohol use over time as well as individual differences in these trajectories (i.e.,
intercept and slope variances) (Muthén et al., 2002; Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2010). The estimation
of variances in growth trajectories increases the reliability of outcome measures. This is not possible
with traditional statistical techniques that are often used to test the effectiveness of web-based brief
alcohol interventions, such as repeated-measures ANOVA (Cunningham, Wild, Cordingley, Van Mierlo, & Humphreys, 2009), since they only provide mean growth patterns and treat variances as error
(Hardy & Thiels, 2009). Besides, if only one follow-up time-point is used to test the intervention effectiveness (i.e., pre-test-post-test design), mean growth patterns cannot be provided, since growth
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implies a more gradual change over time. In sum, EMA has incremental value above traditional approaches designed to assess alcohol outcome measures and test intervention effectiveness, since it
is characterized by short reference periods with multiple follow-up time-points over time.

Theoretical underpinning of web-based brief alcohol interventions 			
Web-based brief alcohol interventions aim to reduce heavy drinking by providing personalized feedback
based on responses to a screening test. The personalized feedback is provided in a non-judgmental manner in accordance with Motivational Interviewing (MI) principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) to increase
individual’s readiness or motivation to change drinking behaviour (Spijkerman et al., 2010). MI refers to ‘a
client-centred, directive method for enhancing intrinsic motivation to change by exploring and resolving
ambivalence’ (Miller & Rollnick, 2002, p. 25) and includes goal-setting and action planning components
(Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). Most cognitive-behavioural theories of health behaviour (e.g., Theory of
Planned Behaviour; (Ajzen, 1991)) share the tenet that a certain degree of readiness is needed to change
behaviour. Five stages of readiness to change behaviour include precontemplation (i.e., no intention to
change behaviour in the near future), contemplation (i.e., intention to change behaviour in the near future), preparation (i.e., intention to take action within one month and unsuccessfully taken action in the
past year), action (i.e., changed behaviour within the past six months), and maintenance (i.e., changed
behaviour for more than six months) (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997; Rollnick, Heather, Gold, & Hall, 1992).
The personalized feedback conforms to MI principles that aim to move individuals along through the
contemplation, preparation, and action stages of change. The personalized feedback usually provides a
personal drinking profile, risk factors, and normative comparisons of a relevant comparison group. By
providing personalized feedback, web-based brief alcohol interventions attempt to increase individuals’
awareness of the potential problems, consequences, and risks that result from the drinking behaviour
and to ultimately motivate individuals to reduce their alcohol use in the near future. Providing normative
comparisons of individuals’ drinking levels with drinking levels of a relevant comparison group is expected
to correct the misperceptions of descriptive social norms to increase individual’s readiness to change behaviour (Bandura, 1986). Descriptive social norms of alcohol use involve the perceptions of the intensity and
frequency of alcohol use by others from a particular comparison group (e.g., peers), and they are based on
personal observations of how much and how often others typically consume alcohol in drinking situations
(Borsari & Carey, 2003). Cross-sectional (e.g., Wood, Read, Palfai, & Stevenson, 2001) and longitudinal
(e.g., Danielsson, Wennberg, Tengstrom, & Romelsjo, 2010) studies have demonstrated that young adults
who report higher descriptive social norms of alcohol use are more likely to engage in heavy drinking
themselves. Injunctive social norms refer to one’s perceptions of what is approved or disapproved with
regard to alcohol use and represent perceived moral rules of a particular comparison group (Berkowitz,
2004). Although associations between descriptive social norms and heavy drinking are evident, associations between injunctive social norms and heavy drinking are limited and less consistent, possibly due to
the subjective nature of injunctive norms (Lewis et al., 2010). Therefore, web-based brief alcohol interventions utilize mainly descriptive social norms instead of injunctive norms (e.g., Doumas, McKinley, & Book,
2009; Turrisi et al., 2009). Personalized normative feedback based on the individuals’ personal situation
has proven to be an effective component of brief alcohol interventions (Riper et al., 2009; Rooke et al.,
2011) and implies that the intervention is ‘tailored’. Tailored interventions are assumed to be more effective in reducing heavy drinking compared to interventions delivering standardized feedback in the form of
self-help materials. This is believed to be because the receiver of the intervention identifies him or herself
with personally relevant information and pays more attention to the message because the intervention
contains more relevant and less redundant information (De Vries & Brug, 1999a).
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Development of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention
The rationales for developing the web-based brief alcohol intervention entitled ‘What Do You Drink’
(WDYD) included the high prevalence of heavy drinking among Dutch college students and adolescents and young adults with a low educational background; the lack of Dutch alcohol prevention and
intervention programs targeting these two at-risk populations; the advantages of web-based brief
alcohol interventions; and the evidence that these types of interventions are effective in reducing
alcohol use among young adults. In general, interventions should be developed based on the theory
and evidence that identifies the effective components of the intervention (Webb, Joseph, Yardley, &
Michie, 2010) or with an aim to replicate the intervention in different situations (Kwak et al., 2006).
Therefore, we used the Intervention Mapping (IM) protocol to develop the WDYD intervention. IM is a
stepwise approach to describe the process of theory and evidence-based development, implementation, and evaluation of health promotion interventions (Bartholomew, Parcel, Kok, & Gottlieb, 2001).
A planned process for the development, implementation, and evaluation of an intervention, which is
unique to IM, can improve the chance of success (Brug, Oenema, & Ferreira, 2005). IM is not a theoretical framework by itself, and it has not yet been evaluated or compared with other health promotion planning frameworks (Fernández, Gonzales, Tortolero-Luna, Partida, & Bartholomew, 2005). Yet,
IM elaborates on the fifth phase of the PRECEDE-PROCEED model (Green & Kreuter, 1991), which
is a planning framework for designing health promotion programs. The IM process consists of five
steps that are closely linked. First is a comprehensive analysis of the problem (need assessment) that
results in detailed objectives (step 1: definition of proximal program objectives). Next, the objectives
are linked to theory-based methods and practical strategies for changing the health behaviour (step
2: selection of intervention methods and strategies), resulting in a program plan (step 3: program
plan). To make sure the program plan is adopted and implemented effectively, barriers and possible
structures and resources are analysed and addressed (step 4: adaptation and implementation plan).
Evaluation concludes the IM process (step 5: evaluation plan). The IM protocol was found to be a
practical tool for the development of the WDYD intervention. The WDYD intervention was originally
developed for heavy drinking 18 to 24 years olds attending colleges or universities in 2010. Subsequently, the WDYD intervention was slightly modified to target 15 to 20 years old adolescents and
young adults with a low educational background in 2012.

Content of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention
The aim of the WDYD intervention is to detect and reduce heavy drinking of adolescents and young
adults who are ready to change drinking behaviour, preferably to meet the low-risk drinking guidelines of the Dutch National Health Council (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). These low-risk guidelines recommend that adult males should not drink more than two standard alcohol units per day and adult
females one standard alcohol unit per day (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). The WDYD intervention is based
on MI principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and parts of the I-Change model (De Vries, Dijkstra, & Kuhlman, 1988) and focuses predominantly on the action phase of the behaviour change process, since
the target population is assumed to be ready to change drinking behaviour. Knowledge, social norms,
self-efficacy, and goal setting and action planning are the key components of the WDYD intervention
to change heavy drinking.
The first part of the WDYD intervention focuses on increasing the users’ awareness of the potential
problems, consequences, and risks associated with their drinking behaviour, thereby increasing their
readiness to change drinking behaviour. It contains 1) a homepage, 2) a screening test assessing the
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users’ name, gender, age, education level, weight, alcohol use, readiness to change alcohol use, average expenses on one alcohol beverage, and perceived descriptive social norms, and 3) personalized
feedback that is tailored to the users’ gender, alcohol use, and perceived descriptive social norms. The
WDYD homepage provides information about whom the intervention targets (i.e., adolescents and
young adults who drink alcohol frequently), what kind of information will be received (i.e., personalized feedback), and the duration to complete the single session intervention (i.e., about 20 minutes).
Following the homepage, the intervention proceeds with the screening test. The personalized feedback from the screening test includes 1) advice about drinking according to the low-risk guidelines
(Gezondheidsraad, 2006), 2) the amount of glasses of standard alcohol units users consumed in the
last year, with estimates of the number of calories consumed, the amount of weight added because
of drinking, and the amount of money spent on drinking, and 3) a bar chart comparing the number
of glasses of standard alcohol units per week that users think their same-sex peers consume with
the number of glasses of standard alcohol units per week that the users’ same-sex peers actually
consume. The comparative data of the descriptive norms from the same-sex peers are retrieved from
alcohol prevalence estimates obtained from the same-sex nationally representative sample of the
general population (CBS, 2010). The tone of the personalized feedback was aimed to be non-judgmental, conforming to the MI principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002).
The second part of the WDYD intervention focuses on setting and maintaining drinking goals, with a
general goal of reducing heavy drinking. The users are prompted to make decisions about the maximum amount of glasses of standard units of alcohol they want to drink every day of the week at a
given time point. Setting such specific proximal (short-term) goals, also called action plans, are found
to be more effective than setting distal (long-term) goals (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). After the
sign-in procedure through a unique login and security identification code, users are offered an overview of the amount of glasses of standard alcohol units they typically consume per week based on
their answers to the questions on the screening test. Subsequently, users formulate an action plan
about the maximum amount of glasses of standard alcohol units they want to drink every day of the
week, preferably falling within the limits of the Dutch low-risk drinking guidelines (Gezondheidsraad,
2006). Besides goal-setting and action planning, the WDYD intervention focuses on strengthening
users’ drinking refusal self-efficacy (Oei et al., 2005) to succeed and maintain drinking goals. After
users formulate their action plan, they are asked to choose three out of the 12 provided high-risk
situations in which they find it difficult to resist alcohol (e.g., ‘When my friends are drinking’). Subsequently, they are asked to give a rationale for why they find it difficult to resist alcohol in these
three high-risk situations. Finally, for each of the three chosen high-risk situations, several concrete
tips are provided to resist alcohol and to cope with these high-risk situations in order to succeed and
maintain their drinking goals.

Adapting the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention 		
The WDYD intervention requires a moderately high level of text reading and computer literacy to fill
in the screening test, understand the personalized feedback and normative comparisons with alarming content, and utilize the tips to resist alcohol in high-risk situations tailored to the needs of young
adults attending higher education colleges or universities. However, adolescents and young adults
with a low education background tend to respond better to visuals than to a text (Veen & Jacobs,
2005) with respect to online information and have more difficulties interpreting and processing
information (Van der Neut & Kools, 2005) compared to those with a high educational background.
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Due to the time and financial constraints, it was not feasible to incorporate more visuals and less text
into the personalized feedback and tips of the original version of the WDYD intervention that was
developed in 2010 for heavy drinking 18 to 24 years olds attending higher education colleges or universities. Yet, in 2012, the original version of the WDYD intervention was slightly modified in terms of
usability (i.e., use of language) based on the input that was gained via focus group discussions with
15 to 20 years old adolescents and young adults with a low educational background. The modifications were done to stimulate them to effectively interpret and process the online information of the
WDYD intervention. The aim and content of the slightly modified version of the WDYD intervention
were similar to the original version of the WDYD intervention.

Testing the effectiveness of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention
among two at-risk populations: Heavy drinking college students and heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background
The core aim of this thesis was to test the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention in reducing alcohol
use among two at-risk populations: heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years using an EMA
approach (i.e., Study 1) and heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a
low educational background using a traditional approach (i.e., Study 2). This thesis contributes to
the existing knowledge of the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions in two ‘unique’
ways.
First, to our knowledge, to date, EMA has not been used to test the effectiveness of web-based brief
alcohol interventions and rarely in other alcohol prevention trials (e.g., Collins et al., 1998). Yet, long
reference periods with few follow-up time-points are not sufficient to test the effect of a given alcohol intervention or to determine the time at which the intervention effects have stopped and ‘booster
sessions’ are needed due to the methodological flaws. Therefore, a two-arm parallel group RCT was
conducted to test the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention among 907 heavy drinking college
students aged 18-24 years using an EMA approach. In total, 30 EMA-measurements were used to
assess outcomes measures with four pre-tests and 26 post-tests. After four pre-tests, heavy drinking college students in the experimental condition were exposed to the WDYD intervention while
those in the control condition received no intervention. Directly after intervention exposure, heavy
drinking college students in both conditions received the first post-test. One week after intervention
exposure, all participants received weekly EMA post-test measurements for six months. The data
were collected using online questionnaires assessed on Monday mornings in the natural habitat of
college students at 30 strategically selected moments in time. Second, to our knowledge, to date, no
web-based brief alcohol interventions have been developed for adolescents and young adults with
a low educational background, possibly because these types of interventions require moderately
high levels of reading and computer literacy (White et al., 2010). Thus, no prior trials have tested
the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions among this at-risk population. Testing
intervention effectiveness among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background
might be challenging, since these individuals are difficult to recruit, and they tend to drop out of the
intervention more frequently, resulting in lower retention rates compared to populations with a high
educational background (Pyatak et al., 2013). Nonetheless, the slightly modified WDYD intervention
might effectively reduce alcohol use among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low
educational background. Therefore, a two-arm parallel group cluster RCT was conducted to test the
effectiveness of the slightly modified version of the WDYD intervention among 750 heavy drinking
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adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background at one and six
months follow-up. The EMA sampling method was not used to assess outcome measures and test
intervention effectiveness due to the time and financial constraints. The data were collected during
school hours using online questionnaires administered during school visits at baseline and at one
and six months follow-up. The characteristics of the datasets in both studies included in this thesis
can be found in Table 2.
In addition to testing the main intervention effects of the WDYD intervention among heavy drinking
college students and heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background, it was further explored whether certain theory-based subpopulations would benefit from the
WDYD intervention more than others would because these two at-risk populations are unlikely to be
homogeneous. This, in order to improve the WDYD intervention and to identify the needs of different
subpopulations within each at-risk population (Carey, Henson, Carey, & Maisto, 2007; Chiauzzi et al.,
2005; Riper et al., 2008; Turrisi et al., 2009). Therefore, moderation analyses of the WDYD intervention were conducted by identifying several ‘moderators’ (e.g., gender, readiness to change drinking)
that were previously reported in web-based brief alcohol intervention effectiveness trials. Moreover,
(non-conventional) mediation analyses (e.g., self-efficacy) of the WDYD intervention were conducted
to better understand the underlying mechanisms of change in alcohol use. It is important to identify
mediating processes that underlie the effectiveness of an intervention for several reasons (Kazdin,
2007). First reason is to test whether an intervention modified the mediating factors. Second reason
is to provide insights into how an intervention achieved its effects (i.e., which mediating factors
that are related to outcome measures are modified by an intervention). Third reason is to reveal
the mediating factors that are most important for realizing change in outcome measures (Koning,
Van den Eijnden, Engels, Verdurmen, & Vollebergh, 2011). Attitudes, social norms, and self-efficacy
were identified as ‘mediators’, since these alcohol-related cognitions are expected to influence heavy
drinking (Collins & Carey, 2007; Cullum, Armeli, & Tennen, 2010; Lewis et al., 2010; Oei et al., 2005;
Young et al., 2006) and the latter two are incorporated as the key intervention components into the
WDYD intervention.
Table 2. Characteristics of the datasets included in this thesis
Study
1

2

Design

Method

Longitudinal

Online
questionnaires

Longitudinal

Online
questionnaires

Assessments
30 with weekly
intervals:
4 pre-tests and
26 post-tests
3: 1 pre-test and 2
post-tests at one and
six months follow-up
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Sample

Data collection

Chapters

907
college students
aged 18-24 years

Various contexts

2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7

750
adolescents and
young adults
aged 15-20 years

At school

8, 9

Outline of this thesis
                  
The ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention forms the basis for this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the theory- and evidence-based development, implementation, and evaluation of the
WDYD intervention using the Intervention Mapping protocol. Chapter 3 provides the study protocol
for Study 1 targeting heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years. The study protocol described
the trial design, eligibility criteria for participants, treatment conditions, pre-specified outcome measures, sample size calculation, randomization, statistical methods, and the duration of the study. It
should be noted that the content of this chapter overlaps to some extent with the content of Chapter
4. This is due to the fact that we adhere to the statement of Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials (CONSORT), which requires a published study protocol before publication of the trial. Chapter
4 presents the results of Study 1, which tested the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college students at one month and six months follow-up in
accordance with the aims outlined in the study protocol. It further presents the moderation effects
of the WDYD intervention by examining whether certain theory-based subpopulations would benefit from the WDYD intervention more than would other subpopulations, because the population of
heavy drinking college students is not likely to be homogeneous. Chapter 5 employs post-hoc analyses of Study 1 to test whether the intervention effects are robust or vary over time using EMA. It
demonstrates the importance of adopting this sampling method more widely in future trials testing
intervention effectiveness. Chapter 6 tests the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention in reducing
alcohol use among heavy drinking college students using EMA over time (i.e., 30 measurements). It
thus tests the effect of the WDYD intervention on the development of alcohol use over time rather
than intervention effectiveness at the commonly used one month and six months follow-up timepoints. Chapter 7 uses EMA to show the effect of the WDYD intervention on one of its theory-based
determinants - drinking refusal self-efficacy - to better understand changes in alcohol use over time.
Chapter 8 provides the study protocol for Study 2 that targets heavy drinking adolescents and young
adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background. It should be noted that the content of
this chapter overlaps to some extent with the content of 9. Again, this is due to the fact that we
adhere to CONSORT-statement, which requires a published study protocol before publication of the
trial. Chapter 9 presents the results of Study 2 that tested the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention
in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational
background at one and six months follow-up. It further presents moderation effects of the WDYD for
this at-risk population. Chapter 10 concludes with the general discussion of the main findings of this
thesis. It also addresses the limitations of this thesis and offers implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
The development of the web-based brief alcohol intervention ‘What Do You Drink’
in reducing heavy drinking among young adults: An Intervention Mapping approach
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ABSTRACT
In the Netherlands, young adults’ drinking practices have become an issue of public concern since
their drinking levels are high. Heavy drinking can place young adults at an increased risk for developing short and long-term health-related problems. Current national alcohol prevention programmes
focus mainly on adolescents and their parents and paying less systematic attention to young adults.
The present study describes the theory and evidence-based development of a web-based brief alcohol intervention entitled What Do You Drink (WDYD). We applied the Intervention Mapping (IM) protocol to combine theory and evidence in the development and implementation of WDYD. The WDYD
intervention aims to detect and reduce heavy drinking of young adults who are willing to decrease
their alcohol consumption, preferably below the Dutch guidelines of low-risk drinking. According to
the IM protocol, the development of WDYD resulted in a structured intervention. Reducing heavy
drinking to low-risk drinking was proposed as the behavioural outcome. Motivational interviewing
principles and parts of the I-Change Model were used as methods in the development of WDYD,
whereas computer tailoring was selected as main strategy. An effect and a process evaluation of the
intervention will be conducted. IM was found to be a practical instrument for developing the WDYD
intervention tailored to a specific target population in the area of alcohol prevention.
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INTRODUCTION
Alcohol use among young adults is recognized as a major public health problem in most Western countries with high social and economic costs (Rehm et al., 2009). The Netherlands has a drinking culture in
which individuals start drinking regularly at a relatively young age compared with other Western countries and show relatively fast progress to heavy drinking patterns during the transition from adolescence
to young adulthood (Hibell et al., 2004, 2009; Ji et al., 2012; McKinnon et al., 2003; Verster, 2011). Heavy
drinking can place young adults, especially college students and those who are affiliated with fraternities
and sororities (Hallett et al., 2012; Maalsté, 2000; Ragsdale et al., 2011), an increased risk for developing short- and long-term health-related consequences, including risky sexual behaviour (Hingson et al.,
2003), brain damage (Zeigler et al., 2005), problematic alcohol use in adulthood (O’Neill et al., 2001),
liver damage (Norstrom & Ramstedt, 2005) and various types of cancer (Rehm et al., 2009).
									
The heavy drinking practices of Dutch young adults urgently demand adequate interventions that
would encourage them to change their alcohol consumption. Current national alcohol prevention
programmes concentrate mainly on adolescents in secondary education and their parents. Most adolescents who are younger than 18 years of age follow secondary education and are relatively easy
to reach at school. However, after adolescents turn 18, the prevalence rates of alcohol use increase
substantially (Poelen, Scholte, Engels, Boomsma, & Willemsen, 2005). Moreover, at this age, they can
legally purchase light beverages (≥16 years) and strong alcoholic beverages (≥18 years). Ironically,
less systematic attention to prevention is given to this important age group in the Netherlands. This
is partly due to the increasing difficulty to reach young adults through schools. Nonetheless, there is
a clear need for alcohol prevention for young adults aged 18-24 years old.
The present study describes the theory and evidence-based development of the What Do You Drink
(WDYD) web-based brief alcohol intervention for Dutch heavy drinking young adults aged 18-24 years
old who are motivated to change their drinking behaviour. Our definition of heavy drinking is based on
measures of heavy alcohol use and binge drinking. Heavy alcohol use is defined as a mean consumption rate of more than 14 or 21 glasses of standard alcohol units per week for females and males,
respectively (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). Binge drinking is defined as drinking five or more glasses of
standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per week (Hibell et al., 2004).
The Intervention Mapping (IM) protocol is a stepwise approach to describe the planned process
for theory and evidence-based development, implementation and evaluation of health promotion
interventions (Bartholomew et al., 2001). IM elaborates on the fifth phase of the PRECEDE-PROCEED
model (Green & Kreuter, 1991), but it is not a theoretical framework by itself, and it has not yet been
evaluated or compared with other health promotion planning frameworks (Fernández et al., 2005).
Web-based brief alcohol interventions developed on the basis of theory and evidence are limited.
This makes it difficult to identify the effective characteristics of the intervention, to relate effective characteristics to effect sizes (Webb et al., 2010), or to replicate the interventions in different
situations (Kwak et al., 2006). Studies that have documented the development of web-based brief
alcohol interventions mainly describe the theoretical basis, structure and/or content of intervention (Hallett, Maycock, Kypri, Howat, & McManus, 2009; Linke, McCambridge, Khadjesari, Wallace,
& Murray, 2011). However, these studies do not describe the planned process for the development,
implementation and evaluation of these types of interventions, while a planned procedure can improve the chance of success (Brug et al., 2005). The detailed description of the planned process for
the development, implementation and evaluation of an intervention, which is unique to IM, has
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incremental value above these similar approaches. Therefore, the first version of the IM protocol was
applied using five steps. IM has proved to be a practical instrument in the development of interventions aimed at nutrition (Reinaerts, De Nooijer, & De Vries, 2008), weight gain prevention (Kwak et
al., 2006), sun protection (Tripp, Herrmann, Parcel, Chamberlain, & Gritz, 2000), HIV and pregnancy
prevention (Tortelo et al., 2005) and cervical cancer screening (Fernández et al., 2005). This is the first
study to use IM to develop an intervention in the field of alcohol prevention.

NEED ASSESSMENT									
Prior to the beginning of the IM process, it is essential to conduct a need assessment (NA) to identify
the health problem, its behavioural risk factors and their associated individual and environmental
determinants for the at-risk target population. The end product of the NA is the desired behavioural
outcome, which should be defined in terms of desired reduction in the health problem. The current
study identified heavy drinking among Dutch college students aged 18-24 years old as the health
problem. The most important literature on determinants related to heavy drinking among young
adults aged 18-24 years old are presented in the next sections.
Several individual and environmental determinants are related to heavy drinking (e.g., Ham & Hope,
2003). Previous research has demonstrated that social norms are related to heavy drinking among
college students in the age range of 17-25 years old (e.g., Cullum et al., 2010; Danielsson et al.,
2010). It is well established, both cross-sectionally (e.g., Wood et al., 2001) and longitudinally (e.g.,
Danielsson et al., 2010) that young adults who report higher descriptive norms of alcohol use are
more likely to engage in heavy drinking themselves. Although cross-sectional and longitudinal associations between descriptive norms and heavy drinking have been found, associations between injunctive norms and heavy drinking are more limited and less consistent, possibly due to the subjective nature of injunctive norms (Lewis et al., 2010). Therefore, brief alcohol interventions utilize
mainly descriptive norms instead of injunctive norms (e.g., Doumas et al., 2009; Turrisi et al., 2009).
			
A substantial number of studies have shown that alcohol expectancies are related to heavy drinking
(Greenbaum, Del Boca, Darkes, Wang, & Goldman, 2005). Alcohol expectancies refer to beliefs about
the positive or negative cognitive, affective or behavioural effects of alcohol (Borsari et al., 2007).
Positive expectations (e.g., relaxation) represent an important component of motivation to drink,
whereas negative expectations (e.g., cognitive impairment) represent an important component of
motivation to restrain (Jones, 2011). The more positive one’s alcohol expectations, the more heavily
one drinks and the greater the likelihood of engaging in heavy drinking (Oei & Morawska, 2004). Alcohol expectancies appeared to be particularly important among adolescents who have yet to decide
to drink. Nonetheless, on the other hand, drinking motives appeared to be more important than did
alcohol expectancies (Anderson, De Bruijn, Angus, Gordon, & Hastings, 2009).
Attitudes toward drinking have also been considered found to be related to heavy drinking (e.g., Ham
& Hope, 2003). Research has indicated that young adults who perceive low risk and high benefits of
alcohol are more likely to consume alcohol (Lundborg & Lindgren, 2002). Contrary, young adults are
less likely to engage in heavy drinking when they have positive attitudes and expectancies towards
naturally occurring alcohol-free activities, such as studying (Murphy, Correia, & Barnett, 2007). Increasing knowledge about the health consequences of alcohol can help young adults perceive risks
associated with alcohol consumption more accurately (Lundborg & Lindgren, 2002). 		
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Drinking refusal self-efficacy is identified as final determinant of heavy drinking. Young adults with
low self-efficacy to avoid heavy drinking in social situations are more likely to engage in heavy
drinking (e.g., Oei et al., 2005; Young et al., 2006), whereas high drinking refusal self-efficacy predicts lower drinking quantity and frequency, as well as experiencing less problems (Collins & Carey,
2007).						
The NA resulted in the following desired behaviour change, which is defined as the behavioural
outcome for the purpose of this intervention: ‘Dutch college students aged 18-24 years old who are
motivated to change their drinking behaviour in the near future will drink within the normative limits
of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking. This implies that their consumption will
not exceed a mean heavy alcohol use consumption of more than 14 (females) or 21 (men) glasses of
standard alcohol units per week and/or, in case of binge drinking, five or more glasses of standard
alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per week within 1 month and 6 months after
the intervention’.

INTERVENTION MAPPING							
Step 1: Definition of proximal programme objectives					
Step 1 of the IM process identifies the proximal programme objectives (PPOs), providing the foundation for the intervention by specifying who and what will change because of the intervention. First,
the behavioural outcome is divided into performance objectives (POs) by identifying and selecting
changeable individual and environmental determinants that are associated with the health problem.
Subsequently, the theories and models of behaviour change are used to assess the changeability of
the selected determinants. The POs and the determinants are combined in a matrix of PPOs (see Table
1). Finally, the learning objectives (LOs), defined as statements of what the target population should
learn to change in order to achieve the desired behavioural outcome (Bartholomew et al., 2001), are
formulated. 		
The behaviour outcome is subdivided into the following POs: deciding to reduce heavy drinking, setting drinking goals and maintaining drinking goals. Knowledge, social norms and self-efficacy are
identified as most important and changeable intervention components that should be addressed.
Knowledge, although not sufficient in itself, is a prerequisite for determinant of intentional behaviour
change (Van Empelen, Kok, Schaalma, & Bartholomew, 2003). Social norms is another prerequisite for
behavioural change (Bandura, 1986) and seems to be relevant for deciding to reduce heavy drinking
and setting drinking goals. Self-efficacy is expected to be the final prerequisite for behavioural change
(Kok, De Vries, Mudde, & Strecher, 1991) and seems to be relevant to all the POs.

Step 2: Selection of intervention methods and strategies
Step 2 of the IM process links the PPOs, theory-based methods and practical strategies for changing
health behaviours.
A substantial body of evidence indicates that brief alcohol interventions can effectively reduce heavy
drinking among young adults and students (e.g., Bewick et al., 2008; Kok et al., 1991; Kypri et al.,
2009). Brief alcohol interventions are time-limited preventive consultations that focus on early detection of problematic alcohol use and motivation of nontreatment-seeking heavy drinkers to change
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their behaviour or seek treatment (Spijkerman et al., 2010). These types of interventions are based
on motivational interviewing (MI) principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and social influence models
(Bandura, 1986). MI refers to ‘a client-centred, directive method for enhancing intrinsic motivation to
change by exploring and resolving ambivalence’ (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and includes goal-setting
and action planning components (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). The presentation of discrepant
personal information to increase one’s motivation to change or modify his or her drinking behaviour
is generally a central component of brief alcohol interventions (Spijkerman et al., 2010). Therefore,
most brief alcohol interventions consist of two parts (i) a screening procedure and (ii) personalized
feedback based on the screening outcomes. Topics that are addressed in the screening and feedback
include personal drinking profile (e.g., quantity-frequency consumed), risk factors (e.g., negative
consequences) and normative comparisons (e.g., perceptions about peers’ drinking). The inclusion of
normative feedback is based on models on social influence processes (Bandura, 1986) and refers, in
this case, to the presentation of comparative information about personal drinking levels and drinking
levels of a relevant comparison group, such as same-sex peers (Spijkerman et al., 2010). The provision
of personalized feedback, based on the individuals’ personal situation, implies that the intervention
is ‘tailored’. According to the literature, tailored interventions are more effective compared with
general interventions because the receiver of the intervention identifies him or herself with personally relevant information. In addition, the receiver pays more attention to the message because the
tailored intervention contains more relevant and less redundant information compared with general
interventions (De Vries & Brug, 1999b).		
Originally, brief alcohol interventions were delivered by face-to-face methods (Borsari & Carey, 2000)
and postal mail methods (Wild et al., 2007). Recently, interventions are also delivered electronically
via computer programmes (Neighbors, Larimer, & Lewis, 2004) and Internet (Kypri et al., 2009). This
web-based approach has certain advantages over the more conventional delivery methods. (i) Young
adults prefer electronic feedback compared with face-to-face feedback (Kypri, Saunders, & Gallagher,
2003), (ii) it allows easy access to large audiences, (iii) it allows participants to access the intervention at their own convenience, (iv) the brief character of the intervention is time efficient and easier
to implement and (v) tailored information can be offered in an automated, cost-effective and flexible
way (Riper et al., 2009) Web-based brief alcohol interventions may be particularly suitable for college
students, especially considering that the majority of young adults in Western countries have access
to the Internet and make frequent use of Internet technologies (Lebo, 2010). Therefore, computer
tailoring was used to tailor the intervention to each participant. 				
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Table 1. Proximal program objectives specified per determinant

Knowledge

LO1a

LO2a
Social norms

LO1b
LO1c
LO2c

Self-efficacy

L03c

Heavy drinkers are aware of their heavy drinking status.
Heavy drinkers know the amount of weight added in the past year because of drinking.
Heavy drinkers know the amount of money spent on drinking in the past year because of
drinking.
Heavy drinkers are aware of the short and long-term health related consequences of heavy
drinking.
Heavy drinkers know the Dutch guidelines for low risk drinking.
Heavy drinkers know how to set general and specific proximal drinking goals.
Heavy drinkers have an adequate perception of the Dutch guidelines for low risk drinking.
Heavy drinkers have an adequate perception of how much their same-sex peers typically
consume alcohol per week.
Heavy drinkers express confidence in their ability to reduce their heavy drinking status.
Heavy drinkers express confidence how to set specific proximal (short-term) drinking
goals.
Heavy drinkers write down a limit for the amount of glasses of standard alcohol units to
drink per week.
Heavy drinkers write down reasons why they find it hard to decrease their alcohol
consumption in three drinking situations.
Heavy drinkers actively use the tips of their three chosen drinking situations to succeed
and maintain drinking goals.

MI principles and parts of the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 2003) were used as methods to develop WDYD, whereas computer tailoring was selected as main strategy. The I-Change model or the
Integrated Model is derived from the Attitude-Social Influence-Self-efficacy (ASE) model (De Vries &
Brug, 1999b) that integrates aspects of several theories including the Theory of Planned Behavior
(Ajzen, 1991), the Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska
& Velicer, 1997) and the Health Belief Model (Janz & Becker, 1984) in order to explain behavioural
change process. The I-Change model assumes that at least three phases, awareness, motivation and
action, can be distinguished in the behavioural change process. For each phase, different determinants are relevant. Our target population is heavy drinking young adults aged 18-24 years old who
are motivated to change their drinking behaviour and therefore are thought to move into the action
phase. Hence, WDYD focuses predominantly on the action phase of the behaviour change process
with knowledge, social norms and self-efficacy as key determinants (see Figure 1). 		
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Web-based brief alcohol intervention: What Do You Drink ( WDYD )
Part :
Screening test & personalized feedback

Part :
Drinking situations & tips

Awareness

Motivation

Intention state

Action

Knowledge

Social influences
Norms

( Pre )
Contemplation

Self-Efficacy
situational
Goal setting

Action Planning

Behavioural State
Dutch college students aged 8 to  years old – who are motivated to change their drinking
behaviour – drink within the normative limits of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk
drinking. This implies that their consumption will not exceed a mean heavy alcohol use consumption of more than  (females) or  (men) glasses of standard alcohol units per week and/or, in
case of binge drinking, five or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion
at least once per week within one month and six months after the intervention.

Figure 1. I-Change Model applied for the web-based brief alcohol intervention What Do You Drink.

Step 3: Programme plan									
Step 3 of the IM process translates the intervention methods and strategies into the programme
plan. The intervention components and intervention materials are developed and produced as part
of the programme plan in order to conduct and implement a pilot study among representatives of
the target population to pre-test the intervention.
			
Three steps were undertaken for the development of WDYD. First, the chosen strategy was operationalized into a programme plan. Second, representatives of the Trimbos Institute designed the programme
materials of WDYD. The Trimbos Institute is the National Institute of Mental Health and Addiction in
the Netherlands. Goals of the Trimbos Institute are (i) enhancing the quality of life by engaging in the
development and application of knowledge about mental health and addiction and (ii) undertaking
evidence-based activities intended to contribute to and facilitate changes in mental health and addiction care to stimulate individual health gains, promote more effective treatment methods and provide
models for more efficient care. Finally, WDYD was pre-tested with the target population on user friendliness, design and ideas, and adapted, when necessary, to produce the final version.
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WDYD aims to detect and reduce heavy drinking of young adults who are willing to decrease their
alcohol consumption, preferably below the Dutch guidelines of low-risk drinking. The first part of
WDYD focuses on increasing participants’ awareness of the potential problems, consequences, and
risks associated with their drinking behaviour based on MI principles. It contains (i) a homepage, (ii)
a screening test assessing participants’ name, sex, age, education level, weight, alcohol use, willingness to change alcohol consumption, average expenses on one alcohol beverage and descriptive
social norms and (iii) personalized feedback that is tailored to participants’ sex, alcohol intake and
perceived social norms. 		
The WDYD homepage provides information about who the intervention targets (i.e., young adults
who drink alcohol frequently), what you receive from the intervention (i.e., personalized feedback)
and the duration to complete the intervention (i.e., about 20 min). After the homepage, the intervention proceeds with the screening test. The personalized feedback from the screening test includes
(i) advice about drinking according to the guidelines of the Dutch National Health Council (Gezondheidsraad, 2006), (ii) the amount of glasses of standard alcohol units that the participant consumed
in the last year, with estimates of the number of calories consumed, the amount of weight added
because of drinking and the amount of money spent on drinking and (iii) a bar chart comparing the
number of glasses of standard alcohol units per week that participants think their same-sex peers
consume with the number of glasses of standard alcohol units per week that participants’ same-sex
peers actually consume. The comparative data of the descriptive norms from same-sex peers are
retrieved from alcohol prevalence estimates obtained from the same-sex nationally representative
sample of the general population (CBS, 2010). The tone of voice of the personalized feedback was
non-judgemental and reflective conform MI principles. 		
The second part of WDYD focuses on setting and maintaining drinking goals, with a general goal of
reducing heavy drinking. Participants are prompted to make decisions about the maximum amount
of glasses of standard units of alcohol they want to drink every day of the week at a given time point.
Setting such specific proximal (short-term) goals, also called action plans, are found to be more effective than setting distal (long-term) goals (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). After the sign-in procedure
through a unique login and security identification code, participants are offered an overview of the
amount of glasses of standard alcohol units they typically consume per week based on their answers
to the questions on the screening test. Subsequently, participants operationalized action plans about
the maximum amount of glasses of standard alcohol units they want to drink every day of the week,
preferably within the limits of low-risk drinking. Besides goal-setting and action planning, WDYD
focuses on strengthening participants’ drinking refusal self-efficacy (Oei et al., 2005) to succeed and
maintain drinking goals.
After participants have operationalized their action plans, they are asked to choose 3 out of the 12
provided drinking situations in which they find it hard to resist alcohol. Focus group discussions were
conducted with the target population to identify these drinking situations. Seven different drinking
situations were identified and added to the 19 drinking situations of the revised adolescents’ version
of Young’s drinking refusal self-efficacy questionnaire [DRSEQ-RA: (Oei et al., 2005; Young, Hasking,
Oei, & Loveday, 2007)]. Subsequently, these 26 drinking situations were examined quantitatively
online using a sample of heavy drinking young adults (N = 158) in order to select drinking situations
for WDYD. Assessed were (i) the frequency of drinking one or more glasses of standard alcohol units
on each drinking situation in the previous week, (ii) the number of glasses of standard alcohol units
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they had drunk on each drinking situation in the previous week and (iii) the respondents’ ability to
resist drinking alcohol in each drinking situation. In total, a set of 12 drinking situations was selected
for WDYD (see Table 2). After selecting 3 out of the 12 provided drinking situations (e.g., ‘When my
friends are drinking’, ‘When I am dining out’, ‘When someone offers me a drink’), participants are
asked to give a rationale why they find it hard to resist alcohol in these drinking situations. Finally,
each of the chosen drinking situations provides several tips to resist alcohol and cope with these
situations in order to succeed and maintain the general and specific drinking goals. 			
Table 2. Overview of 26 drinking situations

Drinking situations
1. When I am at a partyabc
2. When my friends are drinkinga
3. When I am at the Greek letter organizationab
4. When I am free the next dayab
5. When I am at a nightclub/concertac
6. When someone offers me a drinka
7. When I am watching TVa
8. When I am dining outa
9. When my boy/girlfriend is drinkinga
10. When I have already paid for my drinksab
11. When I have finished my examsab
12. When I have just finished playing sportab
13. When I am by myself
14. When I am at a festivalab
15. When I am listening to music or reading
16. When I participate in a café sport (e.g., darts, pool)b
17. When I first arrive home
18. When I am on the way home from school
19. When I feel nervous
20. When I am having lunch
21. When I am worried
22. When I feel upset
23. When I feel sad
24. When I feel frustrated
25. When I am feeling down
26. When I am angry
Note.

M
3.28
3.18
2.94
2.93
2.89
2.87
2.83
2.81
2.80
2.79
2.71
2.69
2.66
2.65
2.64
2.64
2.63
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.58
2.58
2.57

SD
.72
.70
.73
.62
.79
.65
.45
.52
.58
.86
.77
.44
.30
.82
.31
.55
.25
.31
.27
.34
.24
.25
.30
.29
.27
.29

Range
1.33-5.33
1.33-5.00
1.00-5.33
1.00-5.00
1.00-5.00
1.00-4.67
1.00-4.00
1.33-4.33
1.00-4.33
1.00-5.00
1.00-5.33
1.00-4.33
1.00-3.67
1.00-4.67
1.00-4.00
1.00-4.67
1.00-3.67
1.00-3.33
1.00-3.67
1.00-4.00
1.00-3.00
1.00-3.33
1.00-3.67
1.00-3.33
1.00-3.33
1.00-3.67

N=158. a The twelve selected drinking situations for WDYD. The scores of frequency, intensity and self-efficacy
were summed to get one mean score of the drinking situations, with higher scores reflecting higher frequency
and intensity and lower self-efficacy. b Drinking situations retrieved from focus group discussions. c ‘When I am
at a party’ and ‘When I am at a nightclub/concert’ were taken together into one drinking situation ‘when I am
going out (party / nightclub / concert)’.
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Step 4: Adaptation and implementation plan						
Step 4 of the IM process focuses on adoption and implementation of the intervention. The end product is a plan for adoption and implementation a programme that would influence behaviour of
individuals who will make decisions about adopting and using the programme.
The collaboration with the Trimbos Institute provides a high potential to ensure effective distribution
of information and an adequate large-scale implementation, since WDYD could be easily incorporated in their materials and programmes. Practitioners in the field of alcohol prevention and health
promotion will further be informed about the effectiveness of WDYD through a large-scale mailing
distributed to interested organizations and institutions. Depending on its effectiveness, organizations
(e.g., STAP, Dutch Institute for Alcohol Policy) will be encouraged to make referrals to WDYD through
their official websites and in other alcohol prevention communications. Therefore, we will send out
promotion materials about WDYD to all interested parties. Furthermore, if effective, WDYD will be
incorporated into materials of the national mass media campaign for youth alcohol prevention, the
national campaign and programme on alcohol and parenting, and the ‘Healthy School and Drugs’
(Gezonde School en Genotmiddelen) and I.COM (Innovation Centre of Mental Health & Technology)
programmes, both run by the Trimbos Institute. Since the tested intervention involves a web-based
brief alcohol intervention, it will be easy to implement by providing the WDYD link on websites or in
promotion and education materials. Some specific actions for further implementation will consist of
adding the WDYD link to promotion materials and on the official website of the national youth alcohol
prevention campaign ‘Mainstage’. Within the framework of this mass media campaign, youth-oriented
activities and contests that will be organized to create publicity will promote WDYD. In addition, WDYD
will be integrated in prevention materials that are developed for students and in online modules for
the national school prevention programme ‘Healthy School and Drugs’. Finally, another relevant direction for further implementation will be the integration of WDYD in more extensive e-health modules
developed at I.COM. 		
Step 5: Evaluation plan									
Step 5 of the IM process entails an effect and a process evaluation of the intervention.
The primary objective of the effect evaluation is to test the effectiveness of WDYD. To determine
the effectiveness of WDYD, a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial will be conducted
among 908 heavy drinking college students (for other evaluations of web-based brief interventions,
see (Riper et al., 2008) and (Wallace et al., 2011)). One month before the intervention, participants
in both the experimental (n = 454: web-based brief alcohol intervention) and control condition (n
= 454: no intervention) will receive five weekly repeated online Ecological Momentary Assessment
(EMA) measurements (Stone & Shiffman, 1994). After these five measurements, participants in the
experimental condition will be exposed to WDYD. Immediately after the intervention, participants in
both conditions will receive an EMA measurement of alcohol-related cognitions, that is, attitudes,
self- efficacy, subjective norms and alcohol expectancies. One week after the intervention, participants will receive weekly EMA measurements for 6 months and a final EMA measurement 9 months
after the intervention. Both in the pre-tests and post-tests, EMA will be used to assess participants’
alcohol use and alcohol-related cognitions (Voogt, Poelen, Kleinjan, Lemmers, & Engels, 2011).
										
The process evaluation - which concerns how and why the intervention was effective or not (Steckler
& Linnan, 2002) - will be assessed by (i) the percentage of participants that participated in the inter38

vention, (ii) evaluating which intervention components were actually delivered to the participants,
(iii) asking participants to what degree they have read the content of the website and (iv) asking the
intervention providers to indicate the extent to which the intervention was delivered as planned.
			
CONCLUSION										
The present study is the first to describe the planned process for the development, implementation,
and process and effect evaluation of a web-based brief alcohol intervention based upon the IM approach. Strengths of IM encompass that WDYD was developed on the basis of theory and empirical
evidence enabling other programme planners to identify and retain the crucial elements in order
to translate the intervention to new populations and/or settings. Moreover, WDYD is tailored to the
target population as a result of IM, which should improve the likelihood of effectiveness of the intervention because less redundant information is given, users’ confidentiality is ensured, and the stages
of the behavioural change process are considered (Brug et al., 2005). Finally, the use of IM ensured
the participation and involvement of the programme planners through all the phases of the project
(Fernández et al., 2005), thereby enhancing further collaboration among the programme planners.
Several limitations need to be acknowledged regarding the use of IM. First, the usefulness of IM in
the development of web-based brief interventions has not yet been demonstrated. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine the successful application of IM in the field of alcohol prevention. Secondly,
the iterative planning process of IM might hamper the acquisition of funding, as the intervention is
subject to ongoing evaluation and adaptation (Reinaerts et al., 2008). However, this affords flexible
and corrective decision-making during the process, eventually resulting in a state-of-art intervention.
Third, IM is a time-consuming process. However, it ensured a systematic evidence-based and theorydriven development and implementation of the WDYD intervention. 				
				
We hope to encourage developers in the field of web-based interventions to make the development
and implementation of the intervention more transparent in order to understand the underlying
mechanisms of the effectiveness of interventions.
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CHAPTER 3
The effectiveness of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years: Study protocol
of a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial
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young drinkers online: The effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol intervention in reducing heavy
drinking among college students: Study protocol of a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled
trial. BMC Public Health, 11(1), 231.
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ABSTRACT
The prevalence of heavy drinking among college students and its associated health related consequences highlights an urgent need for alcohol prevention programs targeting 18 to 24 year olds.
Nevertheless, current alcohol prevention programs in the Netherlands pay surprisingly little attention
to the drinking patterns of this specific age group. The study described in this protocol will test the
effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol intervention that is aimed at reducing alcohol use among
heavy drinking college students aged 18 to 24 years old. The effectiveness of the What Do You Drink
web-based brief alcohol intervention will be tested among 908 heavy drinking college students in
a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial. Participants will be allocated at random to
either the experimental (n = 454: web-based brief alcohol intervention) or control condition (n =
454: no intervention). The primary outcome measure will be the percentage of participants who
drink within the normative limits of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking. These
limits specify that, for heavy alcohol use, the mean consumption cannot exceed 14 or 21 glasses of
standard alcohol units per week for females and males, respectively, while for binge drinking, the
consumption cannot exceed five or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion
at least once per week within one month and six months after the intervention. Reductions in mean
weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking are also primary outcome measures.
Weekly Ecological Momentary Assessment will measure alcohol-related cognitions, that is, attitudes,
self-efficacy, subjective norms and alcohol expectancies, which will be included as the secondary
outcome measures. This study protocol describes the two-arm parallel group randomized controlled
trial developed to evaluate the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol intervention. We expect a
reduction of mean weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking in the experimental
condition compared to the control condition as a direct result of the intervention. If the website is
effective, it will be implemented in alcohol prevention initiatives, which will facilitate the implementation of the protocol.
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INTRODUCTION 1
The prevalence of heavy alcohol use among young adults and its associated health related consequences has become a great public health concern in most Western countries (Rehm et al., 2009). The
percentage of heavy drinkers is particularly high among college students (Dawson et al., 2004; De
Graaf et al., 2010; Karam et al., 2007; Kypri et al., 2005) and those who are affiliated with fraternities
and sororities (Ham & Hope, 2003; Maalsté, 2000; Turrisi et al., 2009). In the Netherlands, a substantial number of young adults engages in heavy alcohol use (De Graaf et al., 2010). Heavy alcohol use
can have detrimental short and long-term health related consequences for young adults, including
risky sexual behaviour (Hingson et al., 2009), brain damage (Zeigler et al., 2005), problematic alcohol
use in adulthood (O’Neill et al., 2001), liver damage (Norstrom & Ramstedt, 2005), and various types
of cancer (Rehm et al., 2009). Heavy drinking among young adults and its social and economic burden highlights an urgent need to develop alcohol prevention programs targeted at 18 to 24 year olds.
Nevertheless, current alcohol prevention programs in the Netherlands pay surprisingly little attention
to young adults’ drinking patterns. The study described in this protocol will test the effectiveness of
a web-based brief alcohol intervention aimed at reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college
students aged 18 to 24 years old.
Previous studies have found that web-based brief alcohol interventions or individual single-session
interventions without therapeutic guidance can be effective in reducing heavy alcohol use among
young adults and students (Bewick et al., 2008; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas et al., 2009; Kypri
et al., 2004, 2009; Neighbors et al., 2004; Neighbors & Lewis, 2006). Originally, brief alcohol interventions were delivered using conventional methods, such as face-to-face (Borsari & Carey, 2000;
Moyer et al., 2002) and postal mail methods (Wild et al., 2007). Recently, interventions have been
delivered electronically via computer programs (Neighbors et al., 2004) and Internet (Kypri et al.,
2009; Spijkerman et al., 2010). This web-based approach may have a number of advantages over the
more traditional delivery methods. First, heavy drinkers are generally not interested in any type of
treatment because they either do not think of themselves as heavy drinkers or they do not recognize
that their drinking patterns may cause serious health risks; therefore, they use interventions without
therapeutic involvement rather than group and individual counselling treatments to address their
drinking behaviour (Chiauzzi et al., 2005). Second, web-based brief alcohol interventions allow easy
access to large audiences. Third, such interventions allow participants to access the intervention at
their own convenience, which may enhance participants’ feelings of privacy and anonymity. Fourth,
these types of interventions are brief; therefore, less time-consuming and easier to implement. Finally, tailored information can be provided in an automated, cost-effective and flexible way (Riper et
al., 2009). Therefore, web-based brief alcohol interventions may be particularly suitable for our target
population, especially considering that the majority of young adults in Western countries have access
to the Internet and make frequent use of Internet technologies (Gross, 2004; Lebo, 2010).

Objectives and hypotheses
The objective of our study is to assess the effectiveness of the web-based brief alcohol intervention
What Do You Drink (WDYD) among heavy drinking college students aged 18 to 24 years old. The effectiveness of the intervention will be tested at one month and six months after the intervention.
1 The

content of this chapter overlaps to some extent with the content of Chapter 4. This is due to the fact that we adhere to

CONSORT-statement, which requires a published study protocol before publication of the trial.
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In total, five pre-tests and 26 post-tests will be assessed weekly using Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) (Stone & Shiffman, 1994). We expect that a larger percentage of participants in the
intervention condition will drink within the normative limits of the Dutch National Health Council for
low-risk drinking (Gezondheidsraad, 2006) compared to the control condition as a direct result of
the intervention. This means that their consumption will not exceed a mean heavy alcohol use consumption of more than 14 or 21 glasses of standard alcohol units per week for females and males,
respectively and/or, in case of binge drinking, five or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one
drinking occasion at least once per week within one month and six months after the intervention.
One standard alcohol unit contains ten grams of ethanol. Moreover, it is hypothesized that participants in both arms of the intervention would reduce their mean weekly alcohol consumption and
frequency of binge drinking; although, it is expected that the exposure to the WDYD web-based brief
alcohol intervention will be more effective compared to no intervention.

METHODS
Trial design
The effectiveness of the web-based brief alcohol intervention for heavy drinking college students will
be tested in a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial. Participants will comprise 908 heavy
drinking college students aged 18 to 24 years old. They will be randomly assigned to either the experimental (n = 454: web-based brief alcohol intervention) or control condition (n = 454: no intervention).

Participants
A convenience sampling strategy will be used to recruit participants from Higher Professional Education (HBO) Institutions and Universities in the Netherlands. We will recruit participants by distributing
flyers at the HBO Institutions and Universities and sending e-mails with information about the study
to college students. Respondents will be given an e-mail address to obtain additional information
about the study. Then, they will be invited to complete an online screening questionnaire to establish whether they fulfil the inclusion criteria. The online screening questionnaire contains items on
demographic characteristics, alcohol use, and willingness to change drinking behaviour. To fulfil the
inclusion criteria participants have to: 1) be between 18 and 24 years old, 2) report heavy drinking
in the past six months, 3) be willing to change alcohol consumption, 4) have access to the Internet,
and 5) sign an informed consent. Heavy drinking is defined based on the above-mentioned definition
of heavy alcohol use and binge drinking, and it differs across participants’ sex. Participants should
be either heavy alcohol users and/or binge drinkers to fulfil the inclusion criteria. College students
showing symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence, that is an AUDIT score of 20 or above (Babor,
Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001), and/or receiving treatment for alcohol-related problems, will be excluded from the sample. Participants satisfying the inclusion criteria will be invited
by e-mail to electronically sign the informed consent containing information about confidentiality,
voluntary participation, and human subject protections. Approval for the design and data collection
was already obtained from the Ethical Committee (ECG) of the Faculty of Social Sciences of Radboud
University Nijmegen in the Netherlands.
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Interventions
The web-based brief alcohol intervention, What Do You Drink (WDYD), aims to detect and reduce
heavy drinking of young adults who are willing to decrease their alcohol consumption, preferably
below the Dutch guidelines for low-risk drinking. The intervention is based on Motivational Interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and parts of the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 1988) and focuses
predominantly on the action phase of the behaviour change process. Knowledge, social norms, and
self-efficacy are embedded as the most changeable determinants of behaviour change (Voogt, Poelen, Kleinjan, Lemmers, & Engels, 2013a)
The theoretical underpinning of web-based brief alcohol interventions is based on the literature on
Motivational Interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and social influence (Bandura, 1986). Motivational Interviewing, ‘a client-centred, directive method for enhancing intrinsic motivation to change
by exploring and resolving ambivalence’ (Miller & Rollnick, 2002, p. 25), includes goal-setting and
action planning components (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). A basic element in these types of interventions is the presentation of discrepant personal information to increase an individual’s motivation to change or modify his or her behaviour (Spijkerman et al., 2010). A web-based brief alcohol
intervention could present this discrepancy in two parts: a screening procedure and personalized
feedback that is based on the screening outcomes. Topics that are addressed in the screening and
the personalized feedback include personal drinking profile, risk factors, and normative comparisons.
The inclusion of normative feedback is based on theory about social influence (Bandura, 1986). This
type of feedback offers comparative information about personal drinking levels and drinking levels
of a relevant comparison group, such as same-sex peers (Spijkerman et al., 2010). The use of personalized feedback implies that the intervention is ‘tailored’ to the individuals’ personal situation.
Tailored interventions might be more effective than general interventions because the receiver of the
intervention identifies him or herself with the personal-related information and pays more attention
to the message and because they contain more relevant and less redundant information compared
to general interventions (De Vries & Brug, 1999b).
The first part of WDYD focuses on the motivation phase of the behaviour change process and contains
a homepage and a screening test with personalized feedback. The principle of a screening procedure
with personalized feedback on alcohol-related knowledge and social norms has been shown effective when used in web-based brief alcohol interventions (Bewick et al., 2008; Doumas et al., 2009;
Kypri et al., 2009; Walters et al., 2007). The screening test includes items assessing participants’
name, sex, age, education level, weight, alcohol use, willingness to change alcohol consumption,
average expenses on consumed alcohol beverages, and descriptive social norms. After completing
the screening test, participants will receive personalized feedback that will depend on their answers
to the questions on the screening test. The feedback will be tailored to participants’ sex, alcohol intake, and perceived social norm. It will provide 1) advice about drinking according to the guidelines
of the Dutch National Health Council, recommending that men should not drink more than two
glasses alcohol per day and women one glass alcohol per day (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). Further, it
will provide information about 2) the amount of glasses of standard alcohol units that the participant consumed in the last year, with estimates of the number of calories consumed, the amount of
weight added because of drinking, and the amount of money spent on drinking. Lastly, it will depict
3) a bar chart comparing the number of glasses of standard alcohol units per week that participants
think their same-sex peers consume with the number of glasses of standard alcohol units per week
that participants’ same-sex peers actually consume. The comparative data of the descriptive social
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norms from a proximal reference group will be retrieved from alcohol prevalence estimates for the
same-sex groups found in a nationally representative sample of the general population (CBS, 2010).
After receiving personalized feedback, participants will be offered access to the second part of the
intervention via a registration and sign-up procedure.
The second part of WDYD focuses on the action phase of the behaviour change process, with a general goal of reducing heavy drinking. Specific proximal (short-term) goals, also called action plans, are
found to be more effective compared to distal (long-term) goals (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009).
Therefore, participants will be prompted to make decisions about the maximum amount of glasses of
standard alcohol units they want to drink on every day of the week at a given point of time, preferably within the limits of low-risk drinking.
In addition to goal setting and action planning, the WDYD intervention will include self-efficacy. A
substantial number of studies have indicated that adolescents with low self-efficacy for avoiding
heavy drinking in social situations are more likely to engage in heavy drinking (Lee, Oei, & Greeley,
1999; Oei et al., 2005; Young et al., 2006). Therefore, WDYD focuses on strengthening participants’
drinking refusal self-efficacy (Oei & Morawska, 2004) by proving tips to resist alcohol in different
drinking situations, which is expected to lead to behavioural change to succeed and maintain drinking goals. Participants will be asked to choose three out of the twelve provided drinking situations
(derived from the Young’s drinking refusal self-efficacy questionnaire (DRSEQ-RA: (Oei et al., 2005;
Young et al., 2007))). Subsequently, participants will be asked to give a rationale why they find it hard
to resist alcohol in the three chosen drinking situations. Finally, several tips will be offered for each
of the chosen drinking situations to help participants cope with these situations in order to succeed
and maintain general and specific drinking goals.
Intervention conditions. Participants will be randomly assigned to either the experimental condition - exposure to the WDYD intervention - or the control condition - no intervention.

Data collection
An overview of measurements is given in Figure 1. The baseline assessment and pre-tests (one month
before the intervention) are already collected in January 2011. The post-tests data will be obtained
from weekly EMA measurements collected over 26 fixed time points following the intervention, that
is, from February until August 2011, with a final follow-up in November 2011. Every Monday, participants will report 1) the number of glasses of standard alcohol units they drank during each day
of that week, 2) the frequency of binge drinking within that week, and 3) the frequency of drinking
and their ability to resist 26 different drinking situations during that week. Attitudes, self-efficacy,
subjective norms and alcohol expectancies will be measured at baseline, immediately after the intervention, and one and six months after the intervention. In addition, a cost-effectiveness evaluation
will be conducted along with the RCT, with follow-ups at baseline and one and six months. After
completing the final follow-up, all participants will receive a monetary reward of hundred euro.
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Enrolment

Assessed for
eligibility

Excluded
- not meeting the criteria
- declined to participate
- other reasons

Randomized

Baseline assessment

Follow-up

Allocation

Pre-tests: 4 weekly EMA measurements during 1 month before
the intervention

Allocated to
WDYD intervention

Allocated to
no intervention

Post-tests:  weekly EMA measurements during 9 months
after the intervention

Figure 1. Study design.

Outcomes
The primary outcome measure will be the percentage of participants who drink within the normative
limits of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking. Thereby, their mean consumption rate
cannot exceed 14 or 21 glasses of standard alcohol units per week for females and males, respectively,
and/or five or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per week
within one month and six months after the intervention. In addition, reductions in mean weekly alcohol
consumption and frequency of binge drinking will also be included as primary outcome measures.
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Weekly alcohol consumption will be measured with the Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall
(Lemmens, Tan, & Knibbe, 1992). Respondents will be asked to indicate retrospectively how many
glasses of standard alcohol units they consumed in the last seven days. To ensure standardized responses, an overview of standard units for various beverages will be provided. The frequency of binge
drinking will be measured by asking respondents how often they consumed five or more glasses of
standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per week in the past week. They will be
asked to respond on a 7-point scale ranging from (1) ‘never’ to (7) ‘every day’.
Weekly EMA will be employed in the pre-tests and post-tests to assess the secondary outcome measures. EMA is a generic term encompassing various research methods that utilize repeated measurements to assess people’s current or very recent states or behaviours in their natural environments
according to strategically selected moments in time (Stone & Shiffman, 1994). One of the advantages
of EMA is that it contains measures that are ecologically more valid, as data are collected in realworld environments. The most relevant advantage of EMA is that it reduces bias due to memory
effects because it assesses the participants’ most recent alcohol use instead of asking them to recall
their past alcohol consumption. This enhances the validity of self-reports (Shiffman et al., 2008).
Scholars who have employed EMA using different designs showed that EMA is a useful methodology
for assessing drinking patterns (Collins et al., 1998).

Sample size
The sample size for our study will be based on a power calculation for detecting an increase in the
percentage of participants showing low-risk drinking (i.e., who do not show heavy drinking) after
one month of 42% in the experimental group versus 31% in the control group (Boon, Risselada,
Huiberts, Riper, & Smit, 2011). When using a 2-sided test at alpha = 0.05, a power of (1-beta) = 0.80,
and expecting a worst case scenario of 30% loss-to-follow-up after randomization, we will need a
total sample size of 908 respondents (n = 454 per condition).

Randomization
An independent researcher of the Behavioural Science Institute will randomly assign participants to
the experimental and the control condition before baseline assessment. Randomization will be carried out centrally using a blocked randomization scheme (block size 4), and it will be stratified by sex
and education level, as the Dutch guidelines for low-risk drinking differ for men and women.

Statistical methods
To test the effectiveness of the web-based brief alcohol intervention, significantly more participants
in the experimental condition would need to fulfil the criteria for low-risk drinking at one and six
months follow-up compared to participants in the control condition; therefore, we will employ binomial statistical analyses to assess differences between the control and experimental conditions. Logistic regression models in SPSS and/or Mplus will be analyzed to test how the intervention relates to
aggregated measures of drinking one month, three months, and six months after the intervention as
well as at the final follow-up. The effect sizes as well as confidence intervals will be reported to determine both the magnitude and effect of the web-based brief alcohol intervention on heavy drinking. In
addition, we will test whether age, sex, and drinking status moderate the main effect of the intervention
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on heavy drinking. We are also interested in possible mediators in the relation between the web-based
brief alcohol intervention and alcohol consumption. Using SPSS and/or Mplus, we will test whether attitudes, social norms, and self-efficacy (ASE-model) could mediate the main effect because WDYD focuses
predominantly on the latter two alcohol-related cognitions. The EMA data will comprise a large number
of observations for each participant, making it possible to examine alcohol use of each participant over
time. Therefore, in addition to the binomial statistical analyses, we will examine the effect of the intervention on trajectories and growth curves of alcohol consumption (Van Zundert, Ferguson, Shiffman, &
Engels, 2010). The EMA enables us to examine specific point in time at which the intervention is most
successful and its effect size starts decreasing. Further, HLM survival analyses will be conducted to test
the efficacy of the intervention. Moreover, a cost-effectiveness evaluation will be carried out.

DISCUSSION
The present study protocol presents two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial evaluating
the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention for 18 to 24 years old college students. WDYD aims to
detect and reduce heavy drinking of young adults, preferably below the Dutch guidelines for low-risk
drinking. It is hypothesized that reductions in mean weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of
binge drinking will occur in both arms, but exposure to the WDYD web-based brief alcohol intervention will be more effective compared to no intervention.

Strengths and limitations
The first strength of the WDYD intervention is that it incorporates elements of theory on Motivational
Interviewing and social influence, which have been proven to be effective when used in web-based
brief alcohol interventions aimed at reducing heavy drinking among students (Bewick et al., 2008;
Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas et al., 2009; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009; Neighbors et al., 2004). Second,
WDYD is a tailored web-based brief alcohol intervention that may offer a more beneficial approach
compared to the traditionally delivered interventions, especially for young adults (Spijkerman et
al., 2010). Third, the use of EMA measurements in the study reduces recall bias, which enhances
the validity of self-reports (Shiffman et al., 2008). A limitation of the study is that the behaviour of
young adults will be based entirely on self-report measures, which may be subject to over- or underreporting of alcohol use due to social desirability (Offer, Kaiz, Howard, & Bennett, 2000). However,
evidence suggests that self-report measures of alcohol use are reliable and valid when confidentially
is assured (Engels, Van der Vorst, Dekovic, & Meeus, 2007; Winters, Stinchfield, Henly, & Schwartz,
1991). In addition, participants will not be explicitly informed about the selection variables in order
to avoid stigmatization. However, selecting participants and providing accurate study information to
the participants is a general ethical issue with targeted interventions (Lammers et al., 2011).
Implications for practice
The insights that will be obtained from the WDYD effectiveness study will be communicated to scientists and health professionals. Moreover, if proven effective, the WDYD intervention will be further
implemented in existing alcohol prevention initiatives. The collaboration with the Trimbos Institute
(Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and Addiction) provides a high potential to ensure effective
distribution of information and an adequate large-scale implementation, since WDYD can be easily
incorporated in their materials and programs.
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Conclusion
This study has described a study protocol for testing an intervention aimed at reducing heavy drinking among college students. Evaluation of the intervention will provide insights into the effectiveness
of WDYD and the precursors of alcohol use among college students aged 18 to 24 year olds.
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CHAPTER 4
The effectiveness of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college students at one and six months follow-up

Published as:
Voogt, C. V., Poelen, E. A. P., Kleinjan, M., Lemmers, L. A. C. J., & Engels, R. C. M. E. (2013). The effectiveness of the What Do You Drink web-based brief alcohol intervention in reducing heavy drinking among students: A two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial. Alcohol and Alcoholism,
48(3), 312-321.
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ABSTRACT
The aim was to evaluate the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol intervention ‘What Do You
Drink’ (WDYD) among heavy drinking students at 1- and 6-month post-intervention. Additionally, it
was investigated whether certain subgroups would benefit more than others from the WDYD intervention. A two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial was conducted online in the Netherlands in 2010-2011. Inclusion criteria were: (1) being between 18- and 24-year old, (2) reporting
heavy drinking in the past 6 months, (3) being motivated to change alcohol consumption, (4) having
access to the Internet and (5) giving informed consent. Participants (N = 913) were randomized to
the experimental (WDYD intervention) or control condition (no intervention). Measures were heavy
drinking, frequency of binge drinking and weekly alcohol consumption. Analyses according to the
intention-to-treat principle revealed no significant main intervention effects in reducing the alcohol
measures at the follow-up assessments. Secondary analyses revealed that gender, freshmen and
fraternity or sorority membership did not moderate the effect of the WDYD intervention at both follow-ups. Readiness to change, problem drinking and carnival participation moderated intervention
effects such that contemplators, those with severe symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence, and
those who participated in carnival benefited more than others from the WDYD intervention regarding weekly alcohol consumption at 1-month follow-up. The WDYD intervention was not effective in
reducing the alcohol measures among heavy drinking students at 1- and 6-month postintervention.
However, there is preliminary evidence that the WDYD intervention is effective in lowering drinking
levels for subgroups of heavy drinking students in the short term.
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INTRODUCTION
The high prevalence of heavy drinking among students, especially among those who are affiliated
with fraternities or sororities, is cause for concern (Karam et al., 2007; Maggs et al., 2011; Ragsdale
et al., 2011; Wicki, Kuntsche, & Gmel, 2010). Heavy drinking among young adults significantly increases the risk of adverse consequences in terms of mortality and morbidity (Hingson et al., 2009).
Adequate interventions are needed to curb the prevalence and associated consequences of heavy
drinking among young adults. What is remarkable, however, is that few alcohol intervention programs that target young adults are available in the Netherlands (De Graaf et al., 2010; Geels et al.,
2012; Van Laar et al., 2011).
Over the past decade, alcohol interventions are increasingly being delivered via the web with the
growth of computer technology and the Internet (White et al., 2010). Prior studies suggested that
web-based brief alcohol interventions providing personalized normative feedback are a promising
way to reduce heavy drinking among young adults (Bewick et al., 2008), students (Doumas et al.,
2009; Kypri et al., 2009), freshmen (Hustad et al., 2010; Saitz et al., 2007), and fraternity or sorority
members (Larimer et al., 2001). The majority of web-based brief alcohol interventions are based on
Motivational Interviewing principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and social influence models (Bandura,
1986) and endeavor to detect harmful alcohol consumption and encourage non-treatment seeking
heavy drinkers to alter their behavior (Spijkerman et al., 2010). Web-based brief alcohol interventions
are beneficial over traditional face-to-face ones since they can target non-treatment seeking groups,
are accessible 24 h a day, can safeguard the users’ anonymity, and are cost-effective to implement
(Riper et al., 2009).
Because of the high prevalence of heavy drinking among young adults and its consequences, the
lack of Dutch alcohol prevention programs targeting young adults, the advantages of web-based
delivered interventions, and the fact that the majority of young adults have access to the Internet and
are actively using it (Escoffery et al., 2005), a web-based brief alcohol intervention targeting heavy
drinking young adults was developed. This intervention, entitled ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD), was
developed using the intervention mapping (IM) protocol (see Voogt et al., 2011), which is a stepwise
approach for theoretical and evidence-based development, implementation, and evaluation of effective behavior change interventions (Bartholomew et al., 2001). The WDYD intervention was intended
to reduce alcohol consumption among heavy drinking young adults by (a) increasing their awareness
of potential problems, consequences, and risks associated with drinking behavior through providing
personalized normative feedback and (b) strengthening drinking refusal self-efficacy through providing tips to maintain drinking goals in situations in which it is hard to resist alcohol. Personalized
normative feedback comprised comparative information about personal drinking levels and drinking
levels of same-sex peers. The underlying idea was to correct misperceptions of descriptive drinking
norms, which conforms to social influence models. Moreover, the personalized normative feedback
was delivered in a non-judgmental, non-confrontational and non-aversive manner to meet Motivational Interviewing principles.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention among
heavy drinking students at 1- and 6-month post-intervention. It was hypothesized that exposure
to the WDYD intervention would be more effective in reducing heavy drinking, frequency of binge
drinking and weekly alcohol consumption compared with no intervention at the 1- and 6-month
follow-up.
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Because the population of heavy drinking students is not likely to be a homogeneous group, we
further explored whether certain theory-based subgroups would benefit more than others from the
WDYD intervention to improve the intervention and to identify the needs of different subgroups
(Carey et al., 2007; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Riper et al., 2008; Turrisi et al., 2009). Six moderators were
identified on the basis of moderators previously reported in the literature. 				
						
Gender 											
The moderating role of gender in web-based brief alcohol interventions remains ambiguous. In some
studies, males show better outcomes than females (e.g., Spijkerman et al., 2010), yet other studies
indicate the opposite pattern (e.g., Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Riper et al., 2008), and yet others indicate
that males and females are equally receptive (Ballesteros, González-Pinto, Querejeta, & Ariño, 2004;
Bewick et al., 2008; Carey et al., 2009; Kypri et al., 2009). The differential gender effectiveness of
web-based brief alcohol interventions necessitates further research.				
			
Readiness to change 									
Readiness to change is a proximal predictor of behavior change in multiple cognitive-behavioral theories, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) and the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska
& Velicer, 1997). Evidence regarding the moderating role of readiness to change in web-based brief
alcohol intervention effectiveness has been mixed, with some studies showing that a high degree
of readiness to change resulted in alcohol consumption reductions (Carey et al., 2007; Mun, White,
& Morgan, 2009), whereas other studies showed opposite effects (e.g., Maisto et al., 2001). The
inconsistent findings of differences in readiness to change support further investigation of readiness
to change as a moderator of web-based brief alcohol intervention effectiveness.
		

Problem drinking									
Several studies have found that severity of alcohol consumption acted as moderator in the effectiveness of alcohol interventions (e.g., Lewis, Neighbors, Oster-Aaland, Kirkeby, & Larimer, 2007; Sher &
Rutledge, 2007), yet other studies did not (e.g., Barnett et al., 2010; Riper et al., 2008). Those with
higher levels of alcohol consumption, might be more inclined to seek help or advice when they
receive personalized feedback and normative comparisons with alarming content (Fraeyman, Van
Royen, Vriesacker, De Mey, & Van Hal, 2012; White et al., 2010). The contradicting findings of previous
studies and the limited research on the impact of the severity of alcohol consumption on web-based
brief alcohol intervention response in a student population warrants investigation of problem drinking as a moderator.

Freshmen
Freshmen are at high risk of developing and adopting heavy drinking patterns due to increased
independence and decreased parental monitoring in the transition from high school to college or university. Moreover, freshmen are found to perceive alcohol consumption as a way to make new friends
(Borsari et al., 2007). Considering that perceived peer norms of alcohol consumption are influential,
interventions providing personalized normative feedback about drinking levels of same-sex peers
might be especially beneficial for freshmen (Borsari et al., 2007).
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Fraternity or sorority membership 							
The moderating role of fraternity or sorority membership in web-based brief alcohol intervention effectiveness has not been well evaluated. Students affiliated with fraternities or sororities engage in heavy
drinking more often than those who are not members of fraternities and sororities, partly due to selection
and socialization processes (Maalsté, 2000; Park et al., 2008; Ragsdale et al., 2011). Fraternity or sorority
members who are frequently exposed to situations where alcohol is present might benefit more than others from guidelines to resist alcohol in high-risk drinking situations provided by the WDYD intervention.

Carnival participation 									
Most web-based brief alcohol interventions do not take into account the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among students during the year (Del Boca & Darkes, 2003; Maggs et al., 2011)
and merely focus on reducing heavy drinking in general rather than heavy drinking associated with
specific events (Neighbors et al., 2011). Carnival, a 4-day event celebrated in February before spring
in the southern provinces in the Netherlands and associated with excessive drinking, coincided with
our 1-month follow-up. Although the WDYD intervention was not designed as a prevention strategy
for specific high-risk drinking events, it is worthwhile to explore whether carnival participants benefit
more than others from the WDYD intervention.

METHODS										
Trial design 										
The effectiveness of the WDYD intervention for heavy drinking students was evaluated in a two-arm
parallel group randomized controlled trial. Participants were randomly assigned to either the experimental (n = 457: WDYD intervention) or control condition (n = 456: no intervention). Data were collected employing an online diary study with 30 ecological momentary assessments. In the current study,
we solely report on the findings of three data points, that is, baseline and the 1- and 6-month follow-up.
The findings of the online diary study and alcohol-related cognitions, will be reported elsewhere (see
Voogt et al., 2011).

Participants and procedure
Study participants were students aged 18-24-year old who reported heavy drinking in the past 6
months and who were motivated to change alcohol consumption. Additionally, participants needed
to have daily access to the Internet and to have signed an informed consent electronically. Problem
drinkers (i.e., participants scoring 20 or higher on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT: (Saunders, Aasland, Babor, De la Fuente, & Grant, 1993)) and/or received treatment for alcoholrelated problems), do not belong to the target group and are, therefore, advised to seek treatment
and are excluded from our sample. The WDYD intervention was not developed for the prevention of
problem drinking, but instead focuses on the prevention of heavy drinking. Power analysis (G-Power)
revealed that to detect an increase in the percentage of participants showing low-risk drinking after
1 month of 42% in the experimental condition versus 31% in the control condition (Boon et al.,
2011) with a two-sided 5% significance level and a power of 80%, a sample size of 908 participants
was necessary given an anticipated dropout rate of 30% after randomization.
From September until December 2010, students were recruited by distributing flyers at higher profes58

sional education institutions and universities in the Netherlands. Students were informed that the
study was about the evaluation of newly developed health education materials addressing alcohol
consumption. The cover story was used to reduce the risk of social desirability bias. Students who
were willing to participate were given an e-mail address to obtain additional information about
the study. A screening survey was used to select study participants. Respondents who fulfilled the
inclusion criteria signed the informed consent electronically. They were then randomized to the experimental and the control conditions in blocks of four by using a computerized random number
generator. Randomization occurred before baseline assessment in January 2011 and was stratified by
gender and an education level to ensure equal groups. Four weeks after baseline assessment, participants in the experimental condition received access to the WDYD intervention, whereas participants
in the control condition received no intervention. Participants received a monetary reward of 100
euro after they had completed the final assessment. Ethical approval was granted by the Ethical
Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences of Radboud University Nijmegen.

Interventions
Participants in the experimental condition were exposed to WDYD, which is a single session web-based
brief alcohol intervention to detect and reduce heavy drinking of adolescents. The WDYD intervention,
developed by using the IM protocol (Voogt et al., 2011), is based on Motivational Interviewing principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and elements of the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 1988). Knowledge,
social norms and self-efficacy are embedded in the intervention as the most changeable determinants
of behavior change (see for more details on the intervention (Voogt et al., 2011). The WDYD intervention took ±20 min to complete. The participants in the control condition received no intervention.

Measures 										
Heavy drinking. Heavy drinking was defined as consuming >21 glasses of standard alcohol units
per week and/or five or more glasses of standard alcohol units at a single occasion (binge drinking)
at least 1 day per week for males and for females consuming more than 14 glasses of standard
alcohol units per week and/or five or more glasses of standard alcohol units at a single occasion
(binge drinking) at least 1 day per week (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). Heavy drinking was analyzed as
a dichotomous measure with 0 = ‘no heavy drinking’ and 1 = ‘heavy drinking’. 			
						
Frequency of binge drinking. The frequency of participants’ binge drinking was assessed by asking
them how often they had drunk five or more glasses of standard alcohol units in the previous week on
one drinking occasion (Hibell et al., 2004). Responses were given on an eight-point scale ranging from (0)
‘never’ to (7) ‘every day’. The scale was dichotomized into 0 = ‘no binge drinking’ and 1 = ‘binge drinking’.
			
Weekly alcohol consumption. Participants’ weekly alcohol consumption, operationalized as
the mean number of glasses of standard alcohol units they consumed in the previous 7 days, was
measured with the Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al., 1992). To ensure
standardized responses, an overview of standard units for various beverages was provided with one
unit representing ten grams of ethanol. Weekly alcohol consumption was analyzed as a continuous
measure. Participants who scored higher than the sample mean of the weekly alcohol consumption
plus three times its standard deviation were given that latter value in order to retain outliers in the
analyses (resulting range 0-108) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).					
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Moderators										
Readiness to change. Participants’ readiness to change alcohol consumption was assessed through
one item asking participants which statement applied best to them. Response choices were: (1) ‘I do
not drink alcohol anymore’, (2) ‘In the future I will keep drinking alcohol as much as I do now’, (3)
‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol in the future, but not within the upcoming 6 months’, (4) ‘I want
to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming 6 months’, (5) ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol
within the upcoming month’, (6) ‘I have already reduced drinking alcohol, but <6 months ago’ and
(7) ‘I have reduced drinking alcohol >6 months ago’. The seven response choices were dichotomized
into 0 = ‘readiness to change’ and 1 = ‘not readiness to change’. Participants who selected option
four or five were considered to be in the contemplation stage of change (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997;
Rollnick et al., 1992), meaning that they were motivated to reduce their alcohol consumption in the
near future, whereas those selecting one of the other statements were considered not motivated to
reduce their alcohol consumption in the near future. 					
Problem drinking. The AUDIT was used to measure problem drinking. The scale consists of ten items
with scores ranging from 0 to 40. Subscales of the AUDIT comprise sensible drinking (0-7), hazardous
drinking (8-15), harmful drinking (16-19) and dependent drinking (20-40). An AUDIT score of ≥8 is
indicative of problem drinking. However, an AUDIT score of ≥16 was assumed as a valid cut-off score
in our heavy drinking student population. Therefore, the subscales of harmful and dependent drinking were merged and recoded into dichotomous variables with 0 = ‘no problem drinking’ (AUDIT
scores of 0-15) and 1 = ‘problem drinking’ (AUDIT scores of 16-40). 				
		
Freshmen. Participants were asked in which education year they were enrolled. Response choices
were: (1) ‘first year Bachelor’, (2) ‘second year Bachelor’, (3) ‘third year Bachelor’, (4) ‘fourth year
Bachelor’, (5) ‘first year Master’ and (6) ‘second year Master’. The response choices were dichotomous into 0 = ‘no freshmen’ (response choices: 2-6) and 1 = ‘freshmen’ (response choice: 1). 		
							
Fraternity or sorority membership. Participants were asked if they were a member of a fraternity
or sorority. Response choices were: (1) ‘no’ and (2) ‘yes’.
Carnival participation. Participants were asked if they celebrated carnival in March 2011. Response
choices were: (1) ‘no’ and (2) ‘yes’.

Statistical methods
Primary statistical analyses involved t-tests, chi-quadrate tests and logistic regressions to assess
whether the randomization had resulted in two comparable groups at baseline and whether loss to
the follow-up was distributed equally across the experimental and control condition at the 1- and 6month follow-up (Table 1). Data were analyzed according to the intent-to-treat (ITT) principle and the
completers-only framework. Missing data were imputed in SPSS 19 using the predictive mean matching method (MMS). Twenty imputed datasets were evaluated for statistical significance by averaging
the results (i.e., pooling). In addition, completers-only analyses were conducted on participants who
completed baseline and both the follow-up assessments.
Secondary statistical analyses included logistic regressions to assess how the WDYD intervention
related to heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking at follow-ups. Odd ratios (ORs) and 95%
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confidence intervals (CIs) were reported to determine the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention
on these dichotomous measures. A linear regression was conducted to assess the effectiveness of
the WDYD intervention on the continuous measure of weekly alcohol consumption by reporting the
r2-value, standardized coefficient (β), and the P-value. Moreover, interaction terms were computed
and entered into the logistic (heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking) and linear regression
models (weekly alcohol consumption) to examine differences in intervention effectiveness between
subgroups at the 1- and 6-month follow-up. Interaction terms were calculated as the products of the
dummy coded intervention-control contrasts with each of the moderators, that is, (1) gender (male/
female), (2) readiness to change (no/yes), (3) problem drinking (no/yes), (4) freshmen (no/yes), (5)
fraternity or sorority membership (no/yes) and (6) carnival participation (no/yes).

RESULTS
Participant flow
The flow of the participants, follow-up rates and number analyzed are depicted in Figure 1. In total,
4,992 students completed the screening survey, of whom 4,079 (81.7%) did not meet the inclusion
criteria of the study, mainly because they did not report heavy drinking in the past 6 months and/or
were not motivated to change. Before baseline assessment, 913 students were randomized to the
experimental condition (n = 456) or control condition (n = 451). Six students did not fill in the baseline questionnaire and were therefore excluded (n = 6). Overall, 456 students were allocated to the
experimental condition and 451 to the control condition. The follow-up rates were high: 93.5 and
91.3% at 1 and 6 months, respectively. A total of 821 students (90.5%) completed data at baseline,
1- and 6-month follow-up.
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Enrolment

Assessed for
eligibility
( n = 99 )
Excluded ( n = 09 )
- not meeting the criteria ( n = 09 )
- declined to participate ( n = 0 )
- other reasons ( n = 0 )

Randomized
( n = 9 )

Follow-up

Allocation

Allocated to intervention
( n =  )

Allocated to no intervention
( n =  )

Baseline
assessment
Allocated
to no
intervention
90) )
( (nn==
Participants that did not show up
(n=)
Received
allocated intervention
( n =  )

Received no
intervention
( n =  )

Follow-up at 1 month
( n =  )

Follow-up at 1 month
( n =  )

Lost to follow-up at  month
( n = 9 )

Lost to follow-up at  month
( n = 0 )

Follow-up at 6 month
( n =  )

Follow-up at 6 month
( n =  )

Lost to follow-up at  month
( n = 0 )

Lost to follow-up at  month
( n = 9 )

Figure 1. Participant flow chart following Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
guidelines.
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Baseline characteristics
Table 1 presents baseline characteristics of 907 participants, of whom 60.2% was male, 73.5% received university training, 21.3% was freshmen and 51.4% affiliated with fraternities or sororities.
The average age was 20.8 (SD = 1.7). Slightly more than one fifth of the participants (21.4%) were
considered to be in the contemplation stage of change, meaning that they were motivated to reduce
their alcohol consumption in the near future (The screening survey was administered between September and December 2010, whereas the baseline assessment was administered in January 2011,
which might explain the reduction in participant’s motivation to reduce their alcohol consumption in
the near future.). Additionally, more than one third (39.0%) of the participants reported symptoms
of problem drinking. Moreover, nearly half of participants (44.7%) celebrated carnival. At baseline,
746 (82.2%) participants were heavy drinkers and 741 (81.7%) participants had drunk five or more
glasses of standard alcohol units in the previous week on one drinking occasion. Mean weekly alcohol consumption was 21.8 (SD = 15.9) standard units. There were no significant differences (p >
0.05) between conditions on any of the baseline variables.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics as a percentage of the sample, unless indicated otherwise
Baseline characteristics
Male
Age, mean (SD)
Education
HBO
University
Moderators
Contemplation stage*
Problem drinking**
Freshmen
Fraternity or sorority membership
Carnival participation T1
Measures
Heavy drinking***
Frequency of binge drinking
Weekly alcohol consumption, mean (SD)
Note.

Intervention
condition
(n = 456)
60.3
20.9 (1.7)

Control
condition
(n = 451)
60.1
20.8 (1.7)

Total
sample
(N = 907)
60.2
20.8 (1.7)

26.5
73.2

25.9
73.8

26.2
73.5

20.4
38.8
23.3
50.4
43.9

22.4
39.2
19.3
52.3
45.5

21.4
39.0
21.3
51.4
44.7

82.2
81.8
22.0 (15.9)

82.3
81.6
21.6 (16.0)

82.2
81.7
21.8 (15.9)

Significant
difference I
and C
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

All differences between conditions were non-significant (p > 0.05). SD: standard deviation. T1: one month
follow-up. *Readiness to change alcohol consumption was assessed through one item asking the participants
which statement applied best to them. Participants selecting ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the
upcoming six months’ or ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming month’ were considered to be
in the contemplation stage of change, meaning that they were willing to reduce their alcohol consumption in
the near future. **Assessed with the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) and dichotomized into
0 = ‘no problem drinker’ (AUDIT score of ≤ 15) and 1 = ‘problem drinker’ (AUDIT score of ≥ 16). ***Drinking
> 14 or 21 (female/male) glasses of standard units of alcohol per week and/or drinking 5 or more glasses of
standard alcohol units per occasion at least once per week (= binge drinking).
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Loss to follow-up
Retention rates were 93.5% (n = 848) at the 1-month follow-up and 91.3% (n = 828) at the 6-month
follow-up and unrelated to conditions (χ2 = 0.032 [df = 1], p = 0.86 and χ2 = 0.004 [df = 1], p =
0.95). Non-completers did not differ from the follow-up respondents (p > 0.05) in terms of the characteristics assessed at baseline (analyses not shown here).

Effect of the intervention
Heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking. Table 2 displays the effect of the intervention on heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking at the 1- and 6-month follow-up for the
experimental and control conditions. At both the follow-up assessments, there were no significant
differences between conditions in heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking. All findings were
replicated under completers-only analyses.

Table 2. Percentage of heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking at one and six months follow-up by condition (WDYD intervention versus control): intention-to-treat (multiple imputation) and
completers-only analyses
Measures

Heavy drinking
1-month follow-up

Intervention
%
n

Control
%
n

OR

95% CI

P

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

456
412

81.5
81.6

451
409

82.8
83.1

0.92
0.90

[0.64 to 1.31]
[0.62 to 1.29]

0.63
0.55

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

456
412

68.0
67.5

451
409

66.0
65.5

1.10
1.09

[0.83 to 1.46]
[0.82 to 1.46]

0.52
0.55

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

456
412

80.2
80.6

451
409

82.3
82.9

0.88
0.86

[0.61 to 1.25]
[0.60 to 1.22]

0.46
0.39

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

456
412

67.0
66.7

451
409

65.2
65.0

1.09
1.08

[0.82 to 1.44]
[0.81 to 1.44]

0.56
0.61

6-month follow-up
Frequency of binge drinking
1-month follow-up
6-month follow-up

Weekly alcohol consumption. Table 3 shows means and standard deviations of weekly alcohol
consumption by condition at the follow-up assessments. There were no significant differences between the experimental and control conditions in weekly alcohol consumption at both the follow-up
assessments. These results were replicated in the completers-only analyses. 2

2 Although there were no significant main effects of the WDYD intervention on the alcohol outcomes at 1 and 6 months follow-

up, Chapter 5 demonstrates that the WDYD intervention was effective at several other follow-up time-points when the alcohol
outcomes were analyzed over 25 separate follow-up time-points by means of ecological momentary assessment (EMA). In addition, the WDYD intervention was found to be effective in sustaining a preventive effect on alcohol use when using ecological
momentary assessment and latent growth curve modelling techniques, as demonstrated in Chapter 6.
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Table 3. Weekly alcohol consumption [standard deviations (SD)] at one and six months follow-up
by condition (WDYD intervention versus control): intention-to-treat (multiple imputation) and completers-only analyses.
Weekly alcohol consumption

1-month follow-up

Intervention
M
SD

Control
M
SD

Beta

95% CI

P

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

28.6
28.4

22.6
22.9

31.0
31.7

26.9
27.5

-0.06
-0.07

[-6.11 to 0.45]
[-6.74 to 0.20]

0.09
0.07

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

21.5
21.2

20.6
20.7

22.4
22.3

20.5
20.6

-0.02
-0.03

[-3.61 to 1.88]
[-3.94 to 1.72]

0.54
0.44

6-month follow-up

Moderating intervention effects
Heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking. Moderation analyses in terms of heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking revealed no significant effects at 1- and 6-month after the intervention for any of the moderators (Table 4).

Table 4. Moderating effects on heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking using logistic regression (intention-to-treat analysis) at one and six months follow-up
OR

1-month follow-up
95% CI

P

OR

6-months follow-up
95% CI

P

Gender
Readiness to change T0
Problem drinking T0
Freshmen T0
Fraternity or sorority membership T0
Carnival participation T1

0.72
0.61
0.75
1.04
1.07
0.78

[0.35 to 1.44]
[0.26 to 1.48]
[0.35 to 1.65]
[0.45 to 2.38]
[0.53 to 2.18]
[0.31 to 1.94]

0.35
0.28
0.48
0.93
0.85
0.59

1.39
1.28
0.74
1.15
0.87
0.99

[0.78 to 2.49]
[0.64 to 2.55]
[0.41 to 1.33]
[0.57 to 2.33]
[0.48 to 1.56]
[0.55 to 1.80]

0.27
0.49
0.31
0.69
0.63
0.99

Gender
Readiness to change T0
Problem drinking T0
Freshmen T0
Fraternity or sorority membership T0
Carnival participation T1

0.75
0.67
0.70
1.00
1.08
0.83

[0.37 to 1.52]
[0.28 to 1.61]
[0.32 to 1.49]
[0.45 to 2.24]
[0.54 to 2.18]
[0.33 to 2.09]

0.43
0.37
0.35
0.99
0.83
0.69

1.38
1.30
0.75
1.14
0.90
1.06

[0.78 to 2.44]
[0.65 to 2.59]
[0.41 to 1.36]
[0.57 to 2.32]
[0.50 to 1.61]
[0.59 to 1.91]

0.27
0.45
0.33
0.71
0.72
0.84

Measures

Heavy drinking by

Frequency of binge drinking by

Note.

T0: baseline assessment. T1: one month follow-up.
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Weekly alcohol consumption. Moderation analyses with respect to weekly alcohol consumption
found significant effects for problem drinking (β = −0.12; CI = −14.09 to −1.24; p = 0.02) and carnival participation (β = −0.12; CI = −13.52 to −1.74; p = 0.01) at the 1-month follow-up. For readiness
to change, a marginally significant effect was found (β = −0.10; CI = −15.89 to 0.06; p = 0.05). Contemplators, problem drinkers and carnival participants in the experimental condition increased their
mean weekly alcohol consumption at the 1-month follow-up with 2.0, 12.3 and 16.4 alcohol units
compared with 11.5, 20.0, and 23.3 alcohol units in the control condition, respectively, indicating
that those in the control condition had increased their intake by a significantly larger amount in absolute terms than those exposed to the WDYD intervention. These effects were not found at 6-month
follow-up. In addition, gender, freshmen and fraternity or sorority membership did not moderate the
effect of the WDYD intervention at both the follow-up assessments (Table 5 and Figure 2).

Table 5. Moderating effects on weekly alcohol consumption using linear regression (intention-totreat analysis) at one and six months follow-up

Gender

Beta
0.10

1-month follow-up
95% CI
[ -3.12 to 9.67]

Readiness to change T0

-0.10

[-15.89 to 0.06]

Problem drinking T0

-0.12

[ -14.09 to -1.24]

0.02

0.02

[-6.69 to 4.37]

0.68

Freshmen T0

-0.01

[ -8.65 to 7.50]

0.89

0.04

[-3.78 to 9.58]

0.40

Weekly alcohol consumption by

P
0.32

6-months follow-up
Beta
95% CI
P
0.05
[-4.14 to 6.69]
0.64

0.05

0.02

[-8.01 to 5.27]

0.69

Fraternity or sorority membership T0

0.12

[ -3.16 to 10.06]

0.31

0.00

[-5.36 to 5.45]

0.99

Carnival participation T1

-0.12

[-13.52 to -1.74]

0.01

0.05

[-7.84 to 3.21]

0.41

Note.

T0: baseline assessment. T1: one month follow-up.

Weekly alcohol consumption  month follow up

Standaard alcohol units



0

Control condition



Expirimental condition

0

Contemplators

No contemplators
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Weekly alcohol consumption  month follow up

Standaard alcohol units


0


Control condition

0

Expirimental condition

0

Problem
drinkers

No problem
drinkers

Weekly alcohol consumption  month follow up

Standaard alcohol units

0

0

Control condition
0

Expirimental condition

0

-0

Carnival
participants

No carnival
participants

Figure 2. Increases in weekly alcohol consumption (in standard alcohol units) in the experimental
and control condition one month after baseline assessment, by readiness to change, problem drinking, and carnival participation.
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DISCUSSION										
The aim of the current study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the web-based brief alcohol intervention WDYD. It was hypothesized that exposure to the WDYD intervention would reduce heavy
drinking, frequency of binge drinking and weekly alcohol consumption among heavy drinking students compared with no intervention at the 1- and 6-month follow-up. Contrary to the hypothesis,
there were no significant main effects of the WDYD intervention on any of the alcohol measures at
the follow-up assessments. This is in contrast with previous studies showing that web-based brief
alcohol interventions are successful (small to medium effect sizes) in reducing heavy drinking, frequency of binge drinking and/or weekly alcohol consumption in a student population at the 1-month
follow-up (e.g., Doumas & Andersen, 2009; Hustad et al., 2010) and 6 months follow-up (e.g., Kypri,
Langley, Saunders, Cashell-Smith, & Herbison, 2008).
Several explanations can be proposed for the absence of main effects of the WDYD intervention on
the alcohol measures at the follow-up assessments. First, the 20-min and single-session exposure to
the WDYD intervention might not have been intensive enough to reduce alcohol consumption at the
follow-up assessments. Booster sessions might have increased participants’ exposure to the WDYD
intervention and thereby strengthen and/or extending intervention effects (Portnoy, Scott-Sheldon,
Johnson, & Carey, 2008; Riper et al., 2011). Secondly, participants in both conditions might have been
exposed to alcohol intervention programs, such as mass media campaigns (e.g., national campaigns
aiming at increasing awareness of dangers of drunk driving). Exposure to other alcohol intervention
programs on the alcohol measures can therefore not be ruled out for participants in both conditions.
Thirdly, it is unclear to what extent the participants in the experimental condition have read and
remembered the personalized feedback and normative comparisons and utilized the tips to resist
alcohol in high-risk drinking situations provided by the WDYD intervention. Participants might have
exhibited less engagement in the content and presentation of the WDYD intervention than envisioned beforehand (Danaher & Seeley, 2009).
The present study further explored whether subgroups would benefit more than others from the
WDYD intervention. The moderating effect of gender could not be demonstrated. If ambiguity remains concerning differential effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions between genders, it reasonable to target both male and female students in future web-based delivered interventions. In addition, freshmen and fraternity and sorority members, both at elevated risk of developing
and engaging in heavy drinking patterns (Hustad et al., 2010; Turrisi, Mallett, & Mastroleo, 2006),
were not found to benefit more than others from the WDYD intervention. Heavy drinking students
who derived more benefit than others from the WDYD intervention tended to be contemplators,
problem drinkers and carnival participants. The observed moderating effects were evident with respect to weekly alcohol consumption at the 1-month follow-up. Contemplators, problem drinkers and
carnival participants increased their weekly alcohol consumption in both conditions, probably due to
the carnival event that coincided with the 1-month follow-up assessment. However, those who were
exposed to the WDYD intervention increased their weekly alcohol consumption less steeply than
controls did, indicating the protective role of the WDYD intervention. Contemplators might have been
better in operationalizing action plans postulated by the WDYD intervention about the maximum intake of alcoholic beverages per day and week compared with those who are not contemplators since
they are found to be more likely to pursue their drinking goals, feel strongly committed to them, and
consider that the drinking goals are attainable (Cox, Pothos, & Hosier, 2007). Additionally, problem
drinkers might be more interested in, explored, and took advantage of the personalized feedback and
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normative comparisons with alarming content than non-problem drinkers (Fraeyman et al., 2012;
White et al., 2010). Moreover, carnival participants might have perceived the personalized normative
feedback and tips to resist alcohol in high-risk drinking situations to a greater relevance during the
carnival event leading to more active processing of the feedback and information. Early intervening
might be especially relevant to target carnival participants due to the extensive access to alcohol and
peer pressure to drink large amounts of alcohol during this high-risk drinking event. The accurate
timing of intervention exposure might also explain why carnival participants benefited more than
others from the WDYD intervention.
The moderating intervention effects indicated that the WDYD intervention can be meaningful for subgroups of heavy drinking students who are motivated to change and who are most at risk. Moreover,
the WDYD intervention can be valuable prior to specific high-risk drinking events (e.g., carnival) and
might assist as a promising event-specific prevention strategy.

Strengths and limitations
The current study was adequately powered and had a high retention rate, especially when compared
with other web-based alcohol interventions (Carey et al., 2009). In addition, the trial design was
conducted in a real-life context rather than in an artificial setting and thus provided accurate tests
of hypotheses. Moreover, the WDYD intervention is based on theory and evidence by using the IM
protocol and includes components (e.g., personalized normative feedback) that have been identified
as successful in reducing heavy drinking in student populations (Carey et al., 2007).
The study has several limitations that are worth mentioning. First, the convenience sampling strategy
might have affected the representativeness of the study sample. Nonetheless, the majority of webbased brief alcohol interventions conducted with young adult or student populations have used this
type of sampling strategy (e.g., Spijkerman et al., 2010). Secondly, contamination between conditions
might have occurred when participants in the control condition had friends in the experimental condition who shared the link of the WDYD intervention. Yet, the number of participants in the control
condition that could have been exposed to the WDYD intervention is expected to be small because
the intervention is not yet available online. A third limitation is the self-reported nature of the data.
However, self-reports on alcohol measures have been found to be reliable and valid (Del Boca &
Darkes, 2003; Engels et al., 2007). Fourth, the results from this study cannot be generalized to individuals younger than 18 and those who have not attended a college or university. Finally, the current
study used only two follow-up assessments (i.e., 1- and 6-month) and did not take into account the
fluctuating nature of heavy drinking among college students (Del Boca et al., 2004). Therefore, the
effectiveness of the WDYD intervention should be further examined by using ecological momentary
assessment as methodology for the assessment of drinking behavior.

Conclusions
The WDYD intervention was not effective in reducing heavy drinking, frequency of binge and weekly
alcohol consumption among heavy drinking students at 1- and 6-month post-intervention. However,
there is preliminary evidence that the WDYD intervention is effective in lowering drinking levels for
subgroups of heavy drinking students in the short term.
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CHAPTER 5
Using ecological momentary assessment in testing the effectiveness of an alcohol
intervention

Published as:
Voogt, C. V., Kuntsche, E., Kleinjan, M., Poelen, E. A. P., Lemmers, L. A. C. J., & Engels, R. C. M. E. (2013).
Using ecological momentary assessment in testing the effectiveness of an alcohol intervention: A
two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial. PLoS One, 8(11): e78436.
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ABSTRACT
Alcohol consumption of college students has a fluctuating nature, which might impact the measurement of intervention effects. By using 25 follow-up time-points, this study tested whether intervention
effects are robust or might vary over time. Data were used from a two-arm parallel group randomized
controlled trial applying ecological momentary assessment (EMA) with 30 data time-points in total.
Students between 18 and 24 years old who reported heavy drinking in the past six months and who
were ready to change their alcohol consumption were randomly assigned to the experimental (n =
456: web-based brief alcohol intervention) and control condition (n = 451: no intervention). Outcome
measures were weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and heavy drinking status.
According to the intention-to-treat principle, regression analyses revealed that intervention effects
on alcohol consumption varied when exploring multiple follow-up time-points. Intervention effects
were found for a) weekly alcohol consumption at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 weeks follow-up, b) frequency of
binge drinking at 1, 2, 7, and 12 weeks follow-up, and c) heavy drinking status at 1, 2, 7, and 16
weeks follow-up. This research showed that the commonly used one and six month follow-up timepoints are relatively arbitrary and not using EMA might bring forth erroneous conclusions on the
effectiveness of interventions. Therefore, future trials in alcohol prevention research and beyond are
encouraged to apply EMA when assessing outcome measures and intervention effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, various interventions have been developed to reduce the global burden resulting from health-threatening behaviours, such as excessive alcohol consumption (Rehm et al., 2009).
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard and have been increasingly
used to evaluate intervention effectiveness (Kaptchuk, 2001). In alcohol prevention research, efficacy
trials commonly report significant differences between conditions in outcome measures, assuming
that these effects are attributed solely to the intervention without considering possible measurement
artefacts (e.g., time-frame problems (Grossman & Mackenzie, 2005)). This is troublesome due to major shortcomings related to the way in which the outcome measures are typically assessed and the
number of follow-up time-points that are commonly used to test intervention effectiveness.
First, retrospective assessment methods with relative long reference periods (e.g., 30-days or longer)
at baseline and follow-up are used (Kaner et al., 2009), thereby increasing the likelihood of recall
bias. Precise recall of alcohol consumption decreases after two or three days due to memory deficits
(Ekholm, 2004, 2011; Engels et al., 1997; Gmel & Daeppen, 2007) leading to an underreporting of
alcohol intake. Moreover, participants are often asked to report the ‘average’ quantity and frequency
of alcohol consumption in a ‘usual’ reference period. This further decreases the accuracy of reported
alcohol intake (Dawson, 2003) since community events (e.g., holidays) and personal events (e.g.,
birthdays) are likely to be not- or underreported even though they are associated with elevated
risk of excessive drinking (Neighbors et al., 2011). Moreover, since recall bias was found to vary as
a function of how much alcohol individuals consume (Gmel & Daeppen, 2007), it might also differ
between individuals who received an intervention versus individuals in the control condition. In the
most extreme case, it is possible that reported intervention effectiveness might be simply due to
differences in recall bias between the intervention and the control condition. Recall bias threatens
the internal validity and thus the credibility of study findings of trials, which is especially worrisome
in the light of the usually small to medium effect sizes reported in intervention studies (Carey et al.,
2009; Rooke et al., 2011).
			
Second, to overcome the problem of recall bias, one can consider using short reference periods that
facilitate recall by asking participants to report the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage
consumed on each day in the past week. Yet, caution is warranted when short reference periods are
used and when effects are measured with few follow-up time-points. An important disadvantage of
this approach is that it does not consider the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among individuals. Moreover, it is unlikely that short reference periods with few follow-up time-points capture
important drinking events, such as end of academic year parties, New Year’s Eve, or birthday celebrations (Del Boca et al., 2004; Maggs et al., 2011). This could lead to biased conclusions that would
be based on the selection of (arbitrary) days or weeks as follow-up time-points to test intervention
effectiveness. This is especially problematic when the intervention is assumed to cause changes in
alcohol consumption but the baseline assessment is completed during high-risk drinking periods
(e.g., starting weeks of semester) and follow-ups are completed during low-risk drinking periods
(e.g., exams weeks).
Although there are exceptions (Anton et al., 2006), the majority of trials in alcohol prevention research have used relative long reference periods (i.e., 30 days or longer) to assess outcome measures
and few follow-up time-points (i.e., four or less) to test intervention effectiveness (Khadjesari, Murray, Hewitt, Hartley, & Godfrey, 2011; Tripodi, Bender, Litschge, & Vaughn, 2010; White et al., 2010),
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ignoring the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among individuals. The current study deals
with the evaluation of a web-based brief alcohol intervention for young adults. In line with the aims
outlined in the trial study protocol (Voogt et al., 2011), we reported the main outcomes on measurements after one and six months follow-up using the CONSORT Statement and the impact of the
intervention on the development of alcohol consumption over time elsewhere (Voogt, Poelen, Kleinjan, Lemmers, & Engels, 2013b). The current study employs post-hoc analyses in which we consider
the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among individuals. We used short reference periods
(i.e., one week) with multiple follow-up time-points (i.e., 25) to test whether intervention effects are
robust or vary over time using an ecological momentary assessment (EMA) approach (Shiffman et
al., 2008). This, since it is simply not sufficient to use few follow-up time-points (e.g., one and six
months follow-up only) to examine the impact of a given alcohol intervention due to the fluctuating
nature of alcohol consumption among individuals. The ‘ecological’ aspect of EMA implies that data
are collected in real-life settings at strategically selected moments in time. The ‘momentary’ aspect
of EMA involves that the assessment of the behaviour under study focuses on participants’ current
or recent state. Besides, EMA is characterized by repeated and multiple assessments over time and
often used equivalent to experience sampling methods (ESM) (Shiffman et al., 2008; Trull & EbnerPriemer, 2009). Week-to-week variations in the effects of a web-based brief alcohol intervention
were assessed by using 25 follow-up time-points across six months. We analysed the treatment
outcome at each follow-up time-point separately; as if these would be 25 independent scenarios
with a pre-test and post-test design. Effects are considered robust if the 25 different scenarios come
to a similar conclusion about intervention effects. However, due to the fluctuating nature of alcohol
consumption among young adults (Del Boca et al., 2004; Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011),
we expected that the effects of the web-based brief alcohol intervention vary across the 25 followup time-points. If our hypothesis is correct, these findings would have important implications for
the number of follow-up time-points needed for testing intervention effectiveness in future trials in
alcohol prevention research and beyond.

METHODS		
Ethics statement
The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences of Radboud University Nijmegen approved
the study (Voogt et al., 2011).

Participants and procedure
The current study used data from a two-arm parallel group RCT applying an EMA approach with
30 data time-points. From September until December 2010, participants were recruited at Higher
Professional Education (HBO) institutions and universities in the Netherlands via distributing flyers. Students between 18 and 24 years old who reported heavy drinking in the past six months,
were ready to change their alcohol consumption, had daily access to the Internet, and signed an
informed consent form were included in the study. Students reporting a score of 20 or higher on the
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT: (Saunders et al., 1993)) and/or receiving treatment
for alcohol-related problems were excluded from the study and advised to seek treatment since the
intervention was developed for the reduction of heavy drinking and not the reduction of problem
drinking. A sample size of 908 participants was required given an anticipated dropout rate of 30%
after randomization to detect an increase in the percentage of participants adhering to low-risk
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drinking guidelines after one month of 42% in the experimental condition versus 31% in the control
condition (Boon et al., 2011) with a two-sided 5% significance level and a power of 80%. Students
who met the inclusion criteria were randomly assigned to the experimental condition and control
condition by an independent researcher of the Behavioural Science Institute (see Figure 1). Randomization occurred centrally using a blocked randomization scheme (block size 4) and was stratified by
sex before the baseline assessment in January 2011 (Voogt et al., 2011).
Participants’ drinking patterns were measured at pre-tests and post-tests using EMA. After four EMA
pre-test measurements in January, participants in the experimental condition received access to the
web-based brief alcohol intervention while participants in the control condition received no intervention. Immediately after the intervention in the first week of February, participants in both conditions
received the fifth EMA-measurement, which was the first follow-up time-point. One week after the
intervention, all participants received weekly EMA-measurements for six months from February until
August. In total, 30 EMA-measurements or data time-points were employed. The web survey software application ‘Perseus Survey Solutions 6’ was used to collect participants’ answers. Participants
received a monetary incentive of 100 euro after completing at least 28 out of 30 surveys. This trial is
registered in the Netherlands Trial Register (no. NTR2665).

Interventions
The single session web-based brief alcohol intervention entitled ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD) is
designed to detect and reduce alcohol consumption among heavy drinking young adults. Completion time of the intervention was approximately 20 minutes. The Intervention Mapping protocol
(Bartholomew et al., 2001) was used to develop the intervention. Content is based on the principles
of Motivational Interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and parts of the I-Change model (De Vries et
al., 1988), in which knowledge, social norms, and self-efficacy are included as the most changeable
determinants of behavioral change. Part one of the WDYD intervention contains a screening procedure and personalized feedback based on the screening outcomes (i.e., personal drinking profile).
Part two of the WDYD intervention focuses on goal-setting, action planning, and reinforcing drinking
refusal self-efficacy through providing tips to maintain drinking goals in situations in which it is hard
to resist alcohol. A full description of the WDYD intervention is given elsewhere (Voogt et al., 2011).
Participants in the control condition received no intervention.

Outcome measures
Primary outcome measures were weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and
heavy drinking status assessed at baseline and 25 weekly follow-ups by using an EMA approach.
EMA is generic term encompassing various research methods that utilize repeated measurements to
assess participant’s current or recent states or behaviours in real-life settings at strategically selected
moments in time EMA (Shiffman et al., 2008).
Weekly alcohol consumption. Weekly alcohol consumption, defined as the mean number of
glasses of standard alcohol units consumed in the past seven days, was assessed using the Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al., 1992). Participants could indicate retrospectively
the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they consumed on each day in the past seven
days. Standardized responses were assured by providing an overview of standard units for various
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beverages with one unit representing ten grams of ethanol. Participants who scored three standard
deviations above the sample mean of weekly alcohol consumption were given that value in order to
retain outliers in the analyses (resulting range 0 to 109) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Weekly alcohol
consumption was analyzed as a continuous outcome measure.
Frequency of binge drinking. Binge drinking frequency was operationalized as the number of
days in the past week in which females and males had drunk five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion (Hibell et al., 2004). The frequency of binge drinking could be answered on
an 8-point Likert scale ranging from (0) ‘never’ to (7) ‘every day’. Frequency of binge drinking was
analyzed as a continuous outcome measure.
Heavy drinking status. Heavy drinking status was defined as the percentage of participants drinking above the normative limits of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking, which sets
a maximum of 14 or 21 glasses of standard alcohol units per week for females and males, respectively (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). Heavy drinking status was dichotomized into 0 = ‘no heavy drinker’
and 1 = ‘heavy drinker’.

Analyses
Data were analyzed conforming to the intent-to-treat (ITT) principle and the completers-only framework. The predictive mean matching method (MMS) was employed to impute missing data in SPSS
19. Twenty imputed datasets were evaluated for statistical significance with p = 0.05 as criterion by
averaging the results (i.e., pooling). A completers-only framework was conducted on participants
who completed baseline and all 25 follow-up time-points. The regressions analyses in the completers-only framework were handled in the same way as in the ITT analysis and thus adjusted for
baseline measures of the outcome measures. To examine week-to-week variations in the effects of
the web-based brief alcohol intervention across six months, regression analyses were conducted for
every single follow-up time-point. We utilized linear regression analyses for the outcome measures
of weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking, whereas we applied logistic regression analyses for heavy drinking status. The Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (Holm, 1979)
was not applied since the aim of the study was to test whether intervention effects are robust or vary
over time while considering the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption. Therefore, it was needed
to analyze the alcohol outcomes at each follow-up time-point separately; as if these would be 25
independent scenarios with a pre-test-post-test design. For all data points, regression coefficients
(B), standard errors (SE) were reported for weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking, whereas odd ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were reported for the likelihood to
have a consumption above the heavy drinking status threshold. The three outcome measures were
regressed on condition (i.e., 0 = control and 1 = intervention) while adjusting for baseline measures
of the outcome variables.
The four EMA pre-test measures were aggregated into a baseline average while the fifth EMAmeasurement conducted immediately after the intervention was not included in the analyses, since
participants reported on the drinking behaviour over the past week, thereby making it impossible
to observe direct intervention effects. Non-completers (n = 162) did not differ from completers (n
= 745) with respect to the demographic characteristics (i.e., sex: χ2 = 0.34 (df = 1), p = 0.56, age:
t(902) = −0.25, p = 0.80, education: χ2 = 1.88 (df = 1), p = 0.17, and readiness to change alcohol
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consumption: χ2 = 0.12 (df = 1), p = 0.73) and outcome measures (i.e., weekly alcohol consumption:
t(903) = 0.32, p = 0.75, frequency of binge drinking: t(903) = −0.57, p = 0.57, and heavy drinking
status: χ2 = 0.12 (df = 1), p = 0.73) at baseline. The distribution of the missing values indicated that
9.6% of the 907 participants (n = 87) did not complete the EMA-study and that 8.3% of the 907 participants (n = 75) nearly completed the survey (missing one or two out of 30 EMA-measurements).

RESULTS
Participant flow
The participant flow throughout the study is presented in Figure 1. Of the 4,992 students who completed the screening survey, 913 met the inclusion criteria of the study. Six students were excluded
from the sample because they did not fill in the baseline survey. Of the 907 students, 456 (50.3%)
were allocated to the experimental condition and 451 (49.7%) to the control condition. In total, 745
completed the baseline assessment and all 25 EMA follow-ups. The attrition rate at 25 EMA followups was 17.9% (n = 162) due to withdrawn and was distributed equally between the two conditions
(χ2 = 0.927 (df = 1), p = 0.34). The analyses were performed over 907 participants by original assigned conditions.

Figure 1 ( next page ). Flow diagram following Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials guidelines.
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Enrolment
Allocation
Follow-up
Analysis

Assessed for
eligibility

Randomized
( n = 9 )

Excluded ( n = 09 )
- not meeting the criteria ( n = 09 )
- declined to participate ( n = 0 )
- other reasons ( n = 0 )

Allocated to intervention ( n =  )
Received allocated intervention ( n = 0 )
Did not recieve allocated intervention due
to withdrawn before intervention ( n = 0 )

Allocated to no intervention( n =  )
Received allocated intervention ( n =  )
Did not recieve allocated intervention due
to withdrawn before intervention ( n =  )

Lost to follow-up due to withdrawn at:

Lost to follow-up due to withdrawn at:

1 week (n = 55)
2 weeks (n = 57)
3 weeks (n = 58)
4 weeks (n = 62)
5 weeks (n = 63)
6 weeks (n = 64)
7 weeks (n = 64)
8 weeks (n = 66)
9 weeks (n = 66)
10 weeks (n = 69)
11 weeks (n = 71)
12 weeks (n = 72)
13 weeks (n = 73)
14 weeks (n = 75)
15 weeks (n = 75)
16 weeks (n = 75)
17 weeks (n = 75)
18 weeks (n = 76)
19 weeks (n = 76)
20 weeks (n = 76)
21 weeks (n = 77)
22 weeks (n = 80)
23 weeks (n = 81)
24 weeks (n = 85)
25 weeks (n = 87)

1 week (n = 43)
2 weeks (n = 45)
3 weeks (n = 45)
4 weeks (n = 48)
5 weeks (n = 51)
6 weeks (n = 51)
7 weeks (n = 51)
8 weeks (n = 52)
9 weeks (n = 52)
10 weeks (n = 55)
11 weeks (n = 55)
12 weeks (n = 58)
13 weeks (n = 60)
14 weeks (n = 61)
15 weeks (n = 61)
16 weeks (n = 61)
17 weeks (n = 62)
18 weeks (n = 63)
19 weeks (n = 64)
20 weeks (n = 66)
21 weeks (n = 69)
22 weeks (n = 73)
23 weeks (n = 74)
24 weeks (n = 74)
25 weeks (n = 75)

Discontinued intervention due to
withdrawn ( n = 87 )

Discontinued intervention due to
withdrawn ( n = 75 )

Analyzed ( n =  )

Analyzed ( n =  )

Excluded from analysis ( n = 0 )

Excluded from analysis due not showing
up at the baseline assessment ( n =  )
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Baseline characteristics
Table 1 depicts demographic characteristics and outcome measures of 907 participants. The average
age was 20.8 (SD = 1.7), 60.3% of the participants were male, 73.5% received university training,
and 21.4% were motivated to reduce alcohol consumption in the near future. The screening survey
was administered between September and December 2010, whereas the baseline assessment was
administered in January 2011, which might explain the lower rates of participant’s readiness to
change alcohol consumption at baseline. At baseline, mean weekly alcohol consumption was 21.9
(SD = 13.5) alcohol units, frequency of binge drinking was 1.8 (SD = 1.0) times per week, and 51.2%
were classified as heavy drinkers. There were no significant differences (p > 0.05) between conditions
on any of the baseline variables.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics and outcome measures at baseline (N = 907)
Demographic characteristics
Male, %
Age, mean (SD)
Education: attending HBO, %
Education: attending university, %
Contemplation stagea, %
Weekly alcohol consumptionb, mean (SD)
Frequency of binge drinkingc, mean (SD)
Heavy drinking statusd, %
Note.

Intervention
(n = 456)
60.3
20.9 (1.7)
26.8
73.2
20.4
22.0 (13.0)
1.8 (1.0)
52.0

Control
(n = 451)
60.3
20.8 (1.7)
26.2
73.8
22.4
21.9 (14.0)
1.7 (1.1)
50.3

Total sample
(N = 907)
60.3
20.8 (1.7)
26.5
73.5
21.4
21.9 (13.5)
1.8 (1.0)
51.2

All differences between conditions were non-significant (p > 0.05). SD: standard deviation. HBO: Higher
Professional Education. a Readiness to change alcohol consumption was assessed through one item asking the
participants which statement applied best to them. Participants selecting ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol with
in the upcoming six months’ or ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming month’ were considered
to be in the contemplation stage of change, meaning that they were willing to reduce their alcohol consumption
in the near future. b The mean number of glasses of standard alcohol units consumed in the past seven days.
c The number of days in the past week drinking five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion.
d Drinking > 14 and > 21 glasses of standard units of alcohol per week for females and males, respectively.
One standard alcohol unit represents ten grams of ethanol.

Effect of the intervention 3
Weekly alcohol consumption. The intervention significantly reduced weekly alcohol consumption
in the experimental condition relative to the control condition at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 weeks follow-ups,
respectively (see Table 2 and Figure 2). In both conditions, weekly alcohol consumption varied over
time. In the experimental condition, mean weekly alcohol consumption ranged from 18.9 (SD = 16.4)
alcohol units at 19 weeks follow-up to 28.9 (SD = 22.9) at 4 weeks follow-up compared to 20.2 (SD
= 17.3) and 31.5 (SD = 26.3) alcohol units in the control condition. The 4th EMA follow-up time-point
coincided with carnival, a four-day event celebrated in February before spring in the southern
provinces in the Netherlands, and it is associated with excessive drinking. These results were replicated in the completers-only analyses (findings can be obtained from the first author upon request).

3 This

chapter demonstrates the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention over 25 separate follow-up time-points by means of

ecological momentary assessment. Chapter 6 additionally demonstrates the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention over time
using ecological momentary assessment and latent growth curve modelling techniques.
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Table 2. Weekly alcohol consumption at 25 EMA follow-ups by condition. N = 907
Weekly alcohol consumption

Follow-up in weeks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note.

Control
(n = 451)
M
SD

Intervention
(n = 456)
M
SD
23.8
21.6
21.9
28.9
25.6
21.1
21.2
20.1
20.6
21.2
25.9
27.1
24.5
23.6
21.5
21.1
25.5
23.0
18.9
19.1
23.5
22.2
22.8
24.8
21.6

18.6
16.7
16.6
22.9
20.5
16.6
16.3
16.5
16.9
16.9
19.8
20.0
18.7
18.7
17.6
18.5
20.2
19.3
16.4
17.3
18.8
19.6
21.8
23.2
20.6

26.4
24.1
23.8
31.5
26.6
22.6
23.7
21.5
20.5
22.4
26.6
29.0
24.6
23.7
21.9
24.0
25.3
23.3
20.2
20.4
23.4
22.0
23.6
26.3
22.5

19.5
19.2
19.3
26.3
20.2
18.1
18.2
17.0
17.5
18.3
21.0
20.0
18.5
19.9
17.7
19.0
19.3
18.9
17.3
17.9
18.9
19.4
21.5
24.2
19.8

B

SE

-2.74**
-2.67**
-2.07*
-2.78*
-1.13
-1.61
-2.68**
-1.46
0.00
-1.23
-0.75
-2.02
-0.22
-0.18
-0.51
-2.01
0.09
-0.43
-1.39
-1.39
-0.11
0.16
-0.61
-1.58
-1.04

1.03
0.93
0.94
1.43
1.19
0.96
0.97
0.91
0.95
1.01
1.21
1.18
1.04
1.10
1.03
1.09
1.15
1.12
0.98
1.02
1.10
1.14
1.34
1.50
1.28

* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001. M: mean. SD: standard deviation. B: unstandardized regression coefficient.
SE: standard error. One standard alcohol unit represents ten grams of ethanol.

Frequency of binge drinking. Analyses showed that participants in the experimental condition reported significantly fewer binge drinking occasions compared to participants in the control condition
at 1, 2, 7, and 12 weeks follow-up (Table 3 and Figure 2). In the experimental condition, frequency
of binge drinking ranged from 1.4 (SD = 1.4) at 20 weeks follow-up to 2.0 at 4 (SD = 1.5), 11 (SD =
1.6), and 12 (SD = 1.4) weeks follow-up. Frequency of binge drinking ranged from 1.5 (SD = 1.4) at
19 weeks follow-up to 2.2 (SD = 1.4) at 12 weeks follow-up in the control condition. The completers-only analyses revealed that the intervention was effective at 12, 16, and 20 weeks follow-up
(findings can be obtained from the first author upon request). Frequency of binge drinking was not
entirely normally distributed. Therefore, we re-estimated the results by maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors (MLR) in Mplus. However, the results were consistent with the ones
presented here (findings of the tables can be obtained from the first author upon request).
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Table 3. Frequency of binge drinking at 25 EMA follow-ups by condition. N = 907
Frequency of binge drinking

Follow-up in weeks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note.

Intervention
(n = 456)
M
SD
1.9
1.7
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.7
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.6

1.5
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.7

Control
(n = 451)
M
SD
2.1
1.9
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.7
2.1
2.2
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.7

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.7

B

SE

-0.21*
-0.17*
-0.12
-0.11
-0.08
-0.11
-0.17*
-0.08
0.02
-0.08
-0.13
-0.20*
-0.03
-0.03
-0.05
-0.16
-0.05
-0.06
-0.09
-0.14
-0.02
-0.00
-0.06
-0.04
-0.09

0.09
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.12

* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001. M: mean. SD: standard deviation. B: unstandardized regression coefficient.
SE: standard error.

Heavy drinking status. At 1, 2, 7, and 16 weeks follow-ups, a significantly higher number of participants in the experimental condition drank within the normative limits of the Dutch National Health
Council for low-risk drinking compared to those in the control condition (Table 4 and Figure 2). Heavy
drinking was highest (63.0%) at 4 weeks follow-up and lowest (40.8%) at 20 weeks follow-up for
participants in the experimental condition. For those in the control condition, heavy drinking was
highest at 12 weeks follow-up (66.8%) and lowest (45.4%) at 9 weeks follow-up. All findings were
replicated under completers-only analyses (findings can be obtained from the first author upon
request).
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Table 4. Percentage of participants drinking above the normative limits of the Dutch guidelines for
low-risk drinking (drinking > 14 or > 21 (female/male) glasses of standard units of alcohol per week)
at 25 EMA follow-ups by condition. N = 907
Heavy drinking status

Follow-up in weeks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note.

Intervention
(n = 456)
%

Control
(n = 451)
%

OR

95% CI

53.8
49.1
52.6
63.0
55.1
47.5
48.8
47.3
47.3
50.3
57.8
62.2
58.7
53.7
47.8
50.7
55.7
51.6
42.9
41.8
53.9
47.5
48.5
52.5
46.3

62.7
54.9
55.1
62.2
58.9
52.1
56.2
50.9
45.4
51.5
60.1
66.8
59.8
54.5
50.3
58.0
59.8
54.6
46.6
46.2
54.6
49.5
50.9
54.8
47.1

0.62**
0.73*
0.86
1.02
0.82
0.79
0.68*
0.82
1.07
0.92
0.89
0.78
0.93
0.94
0.87
0.69*
0.80
0.86
0.83
0.79
0.95
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.95

(0.46 to 0.85)
(0.54 to 0.99)
(0.64 to 1.16)
(0.76 to 1.38)
(0.62 to 1.09)
(0.59 to 1.06)
(0.51 to 0.92)
(0.61 to 1.10)
(0.80 to 1.44)
(0.68 to 1.26)
(0.66 to 1.18)
(0.57 to 1.05)
(0.69 to 1.25)
(0.70 to 1.27)
(0.65 to 1.17)
(0.52 to 0.93)
(0.60 to 1.08)
(0.65 to 1.14)
(0.62 to 1.10)
(0.59 to 1.07)
(0.71 to 1.27)
(0.68 to 1.20)
(0.67 to 1.18)
(0.68 to 1.18)
(0.71 to 1.27)

* p < .05. ** p < .01. OR: odds ratios. CI: confidence interval. One standard alcohol unit represents ten grams of
ethanol.
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Week-to-week variations in effect of the WDYD intervention
on weekly alcohol consumption
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Figure 2. Week-to-week variations in effects of the WDYD intervention on weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and heavy drinking status at 25 EMA follow-ups by condition. N = 907. *significant.
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DISCUSSION										
The current study examined week-to-week variations in the effects of a web-based brief alcohol
intervention to test whether intervention effects are robust over time or vary due to the fluctuating
nature of alcohol consumption. Data were used from a trial that applied an EMA approach with 25
follow-up time-points conducted across six months. As expected, the effects of the web-based brief
alcohol intervention on the outcome measures varied across the 25 follow-up time-points. Additionally, intervention effects varied across the different outcome measures in terms of both the frequency
and timing of the effects. The fluctuating pattern of intervention effects over time in this study raises
questions with respect to the credibility of findings reported in former trials in alcohol prevention
research. One might inquire about the degree to which findings reported in earlier trials are reliable
when a) 30-day or longer reference periods were used to assess outcome measures, b) four or less
(arbitrary) follow-up time-points were used to assess intervention effectiveness, and c) the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among individuals was not considered. Caution should thus be
exercised when interpreting findings of trials in alcohol prevention research since intervention effects
seem to vary from week to week across outcome measures, which makes that conclusions regarding
intervention effectiveness differ depending on the selection of follow-up time-points. In our case, no
intervention effect was found at two months follow-up, but one week prior to two months follow-up
there was an effect. Former trials on intervention effectiveness in alcohol prevention research might
have found significant main effects when selecting other follow-up time-points. Moreover, significant
main effects might even become insignificant when using short reference periods with more precise
recall, especially if small effect sizes were reported. Our findings have potentially important implications for the testing of outcome measures and the number of follow-up time-points needed to assess
intervention effectiveness in future trials in alcohol prevention research and beyond.

Advantages of EMA 									
The use of short reference periods with multiple follow-up time-points by means of an EMA approach
has rarely been used to assess outcome measures and to test intervention effectiveness in alcohol
prevention research. Nonetheless, EMA can overcome shortcomings related to traditional methods
of assessing outcomes measures and intervention effectiveness. First, EMA-measurements can generate ecological valid outcome measures of individuals’ alcohol consumption over time since they
cover relatively short reference periods, thereby enabling a reduction in memory deficits and recall
bias (Shiffman et al., 2008). Improved recall of alcohol consumption can be further enhanced by asking individuals to report retrospectively the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they
consumed on each day in the past seven days (e.g., previous Sunday, previous Saturday, etc.) instead
of asking them to indicate the ‘average’ number in the past week. Additionally, because EMA outcomes measures are refined and sensitive to change, they might alleviate sample size requirements,
making EMA-studies less difficult and less expensive to conduct (Moskowitz & Young, 2006). Moreover, EMA allows determining whether intervention effects are robust or varying over time. Finally,
type I and type II errors can be reduced by aggregating the means of the outcome measures across
multiple time-points, thereby generating an overall intervention effect. The reduction of statistical
errors results in more reliable outcome measures and a higher precision in measuring intervention
effectiveness. Overall, measuring intervention effects by means of an EMA approach will enhance
our understanding of how intervention effectiveness develops over time, which can help determine
the time at which the intervention effects have levelled off and ‘booster sessions’ (re-exposure to the
intervention) are needed to strengthen and/or extend intervention effects.		
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Future directions 								
The advantages of EMA justify the importance of adopting this method more widely in future
trials to measure the effectiveness of alcohol interventions. It might also be beneficial to use EMA
to increase the precision of measuring the effectiveness of interventions in research beyond alcohol
prevention (e.g., depression, bulimia nervosa), especially when recall bias is present, the outcome
measures under the investigation have a high variability across time, and few follow-up time-points
are used to assess intervention effectiveness. Nevertheless, to confirm that intervention effects vary
when multiple time-points are explored; replication of our findings is needed. Also, future studies
are advised to investigate populations other than heavy drinking students, since the reported effects
might be less evident in populations with more stable drinking patterns, such as problem drinkers.
In addition, the current trial used an inactive treatment in the control condition and did not adjust
for participants’ expectations that can affect the outcomes of the trial. Future trials should measure
expectations of treatment benefit and the extent to which participants perceive the treatment in
the control condition to be as credible as the treatment in the experimental condition to determine
whether the conditions are significantly different with regard to this non-specific treatment effect
(Whitehead, 2004). Besides, as in other trials, EMA consists of self-report measures which presents
methodological concerns that should be considered (Shiffman et al., 2008). Also, EMA imposes a
higher participant response burden compared to traditional trials with few follow-up time-points,
possibly reducing compliance since participants need to devote time, effort, and skills to complete
the EMA-study. To facilitate participants’ compliance, investigators should give a briefing about the
study procedure before the study onset, use short and well-conducted surveys, and offer monetary
incentives after study completion. With a high retention rate of 82.1%, especially compared to traditional trials delivering web-based interventions (Christensen & Mackinnon, 2006), our trial indicates
the feasibility of conducting an EMA study within a RCT context. Furthermore, reactivity or the potential that observed changes in certain behaviours are affected by the act of assessing might occur
by employing EMA. Although research has shown that participants’ reactivity can reduce alcohol
outcome measures when using traditional assessments methods (Clifford, Maisto, & Davis, 2007;
Kypri, Langley, Saunders, & Cashell-Smith, 2007; Maisto, Clifford, & Davis, 2007), evidence that EMA
stimulates significant reactivity is limited (Shiffman et al., 2008). 				
				
Conclusions										
By means of an ecological momentary assessment approach with 25 follow-up measures, this study
showed that intervention effects vary over time. The intervention was mainly effective on the short
term, which provides important information for implementation purposes, such as the timing of
booster sessions. It further showed that the commonly used one and six month follow-up time-points
are relativelyarbitrary and not using EMA might bring forth erroneous conclusions on the effectiveness of interventions. Besides, EMA can maximize ecological validity, minimize recall bias, and takes
into account the fluctuating nature of individuals’ behaviour over time. Therefore, future trials in
alcohol prevention research and beyond are encouraged to apply EMA when assessing outcome
measures and intervention effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 6
Using ecological momentary assessment to test the effectiveness of the ‘What Do
You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention over time among heavy drinking
college students
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ABSTRACT
Web-based brief alcohol interventions are effective in reducing alcohol use among students when
measured at limited follow-up time points. To date, no studies have tested Web-based brief alcohol
intervention effectiveness over time by using a large number of measurements. The aim was to test
whether the What Do You Drink (WDYD) Web-based brief alcohol intervention can sustain a reduction in alcohol use among heavy-drinking students aged 18-24 years at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up
intervals. A purely Web-based, 2-arm, parallel-group randomized controlled trial applying an ecological momentary assessment approach with 30 weekly measurements was conducted in the Netherlands (2010-2011). Participants were recruited offline and online. A total of 907 participants were
randomized into the experimental condition (n=456) including the single-session and fully automated WDYD intervention, or into the control condition (n=451) including assessment only. Weekly
alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking were the self-assessed outcome measures.
Attrition rates of the 907 participants were 110 (12.1%), 130 (14.3%), and 162 (17.9%) at 1-, 3-, and
6-month follow-up intervals, respectively. Latent growth curve analyses according to the intentionto-treat principle revealed that participants in the experimental condition had significantly lower
weekly alcohol consumption compared to participants in the control condition that was sustained at
3-month follow-up (intercept=-2.60, P<.001; slope=0.16, P=.08). Additional linear regression analyses indicated that this intercept difference resulted from significantly higher levels of alcohol units
per week for participants in the control condition compared to those in the experimental condition
at 1-month (beta=-2.56, SE 0.74, Cohen’s d=0.20, P=.001), 3-month (beta=-1.76, SE 0.60, Cohen’s
d=0.13, P=.003), and 6-month (beta=-1.21, SE 0.58, Cohen’s d=0.09, P=.04) follow-up intervals.
Latent growth curve analyses further indicated that participants in the experimental condition had a
significantly lower frequency of binge drinking compared to participants in the control condition that
was sustained at 6-month follow-up (intercept=-0.14, P=.01; slope=0.004, P=.19). This intercept
difference resulted from higher levels in this outcome for participants in the control condition relative to participants in the experimental condition at 1-month (beta=-1.15, SE 0.06, Cohen’s d=0.16,
P=.01), 3-month (beta=-0.12, SE 0.05, Cohen’s d=0.09, P=.01), and 6-month (beta=-0.09, SE 0.05,
Cohen’s d=0.03, P=.045) follow-up intervals. The WDYD intervention was shown to be effective in
preventing an increase in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking directly after
the intervention. This effect was sustained 3 and 6 months after the intervention.
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INTRODUCTION
Given the high prevalence and social and economic costs attributable to heavy drinking among young
adults, there is an urgent need for adequate interventions (Maggs et al., 2011; Ragsdale et al., 2011;
Wicki et al., 2010). The widespread growth and availability of computer technology and the Internet has provided the opportunity to deliver interventions via the Web (White et al., 2010), which is
advantageous for young adults because it allows them to access information at a self-selected time
and place while remaining anonymous (Voogt et al., 2013b). Web-based brief alcohol interventions
have been found to be effective in reducing the quantity and frequency of alcohol use among heavydrinking young adults and students (Bewick et al., 2008; Hustad et al., 2010; Kypri et al., 2009, 2013).
However, despite the demonstrated effectiveness of these types of interventions, findings have to be
interpreted with caution because of the way alcohol use and intervention effectiveness are assessed.
First, alcohol use is typically assessed over relatively long recall periods (e.g., 30 days) and participants
are often asked to report the average number of alcohol units they consumed in a usual week. This
can result in measurement errors because precise recall of alcohol use decreases after 2 or 3 days due
to memory deficits (Gmel & Daeppen, 2007). Second, the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among
students because of calendar-specific events (Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011) is often overlooked because intervention effectiveness is measured at limited follow-up time points (i.e., 1 short
and several longer follow-ups of approximately 1-12 months after the intervention). The use of limited
follow-up time points not only disregards important drinking events, but also increases the danger of
drawing inaccurate conclusions about intervention effectiveness. In a previous study, we recognized
the disadvantage of using only 2 follow-up time points (i.e., 1 and 6 months) when testing the effectiveness of the What Do You Drink (WDYD) Web-based brief alcohol intervention. 4 Our baseline
assessment was completed during a usual drinking period without any remarkable events, whereas
our first 1-month follow-up assessment coincided with carnival, a 4-day event associated with excessive drinking. The observed increase in alcohol use was likely the consequence of the selection of this
particular week to test intervention effectiveness rather than the WDYD intervention, which aims to
detect and reduce heavy drinking in young adults (Voogt et al., 2013a). The single-session and fully
automated WDYD intervention was developed in collaboration with the Trimbos Institute (Netherlands
Institute of Mental Health and Addiction) by using the intervention mapping protocol (Bartholomew
et al., 2001). Content is based on motivational interviewing principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and
parts of the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 1988) in which knowledge, social norms, and self-efficacy are embedded as the most changeable determinants of behavior change (Voogt et al., 2013a).
Despite the sound theoretical background of the WDYD intervention, no significant main effects on
alcohol use were found when using 2 follow-up time points with short recall periods of 7 days (Voogt
et al., 2013b). Third, individual changes in alcohol use and intervention effectiveness over time remain
unnoticed when using limited follow-up time points. Information on these changes can be extremely
valuable for determining the time at which the intervention effects have stopped and the time at
which booster sessions may be needed to strengthen and/or extend intervention effects.
In evaluating intervention effectiveness, it appears to be important to use short recall periods to reduce measurement errors and to include a large number of measurements to consider the fluctuating
nature of alcohol use over time and capture important drinking events. Higher precision in establishing
intervention effectiveness can be achieved by means of ecological momentary assessment (EMA) and
latent growth curve (LGC) modeling techniques.
4

Chapter 5 also demonstrates the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention over 25 separate follow-up time-points by means

of EMA.
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The ecological aspect of EMA is that data are collected in real-life settings at strategically selected moments in time (Shiffman, 2009). The momentary aspect of EMA implies that the assessment of alcohol
use focuses on participants’ current or recent state. In addition, EMA is characterized by repeated and
a large number of measurements over time and often used equivalent to experience sampling methods (ESM), a systematic way for participants to report on their ongoing alcohol use behavior (Shiffman
et al., 2008; Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009). LGC modeling techniques allow for estimation of average
growth trajectories (i.e., mean intercepts and slopes) of alcohol use over time as well as individual
differences in these trajectories (i.e., intercept and slope variances) (Muthén et al., 2002; Muthén &
Muthén, 1998-2010; Shiffman et al., 2008; Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009). The estimation of variances in
growth trajectories increases the reliability of outcome measures. This is not possible with traditional
statistical techniques that are often used to test intervention effectiveness, such as repeated-measures
ANOVA (Cunningham et al., 2009), because they only provide mean growth patterns and treat variances as error (Hardy & Thiels, 2009). Although the advantages of employing EMA and LGC modeling
techniques are evident, most trials on Web-based brief alcohol interventions used long recall periods
with limited follow-up time points and traditional techniques (Cunningham et al., 2009) to test intervention effectiveness (White et al., 2010). To our knowledge, this is the first study to test whether
a Web-based brief alcohol intervention can sustain a reduction in alcohol use among heavy-drinking
students at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals. To test the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention
over time, we conducted 30 weekly EMA measurements for 6 months through online surveys and LGC
analyses to model individual change in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking
at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals by condition. The rationale of reporting over 3 time periods
was to gain insight into how long the intervention effects sustained and to limit the chance of reporting outlier trajectories. We hypothesized that participants in the experimental condition would reduce
their alcohol use (intercept) compared to participants in the control condition directly after exposure
to the WDYD intervention. Based on Web-based brief alcohol interventions that have produced longterm effects (Kypri et al., 2009, 2013), it was hypothesized that the reduction would be sustained
(slope) at the 6-month follow-up interval.

METHODS									
Study design										
A 2-arm, parallel-group randomized controlled trial applying an EMA approach with 30 weekly EMA
measurements was conducted online in the Netherlands (2010-2011) to test whether the WDYD
intervention could sustain a reduction in alcohol use among heavy-drinking students at 1-, 3-, and
6-month follow-up intervals. This trial was purely Web-based because there were no face-to-face
components in the intervention and for assessing the outcome measures. 			
		
Procedure and participants								
A convenience sampling strategy was used to recruit heavy-drinking students offline by distributing
flyers at universities and higher professional education institutions (i.e., universities of applied sciences)
online by sending emails with information about the study from September to December 2010. The cover
story was that students had to evaluate newly developed health education materials addressing alcohol
use and that they had to judge these materials to reduce the risk of social desirability bias. Students were
blinded to the aim of the study until the end of the EMA study. Interested students were referred to an
email address and were sent a detailed description of the study by email. To be included in the study,
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students had to (1) be between ages 18 and 24 years, (2) report heavy drinking in the past 6 months, (3)
be ready to change their alcohol use, (4) have daily access to the Internet (and be literate), and (5) sign
an online informed consent form. Heavy drinking was defined as consuming more than 14 (females) or
21 (males) glasses of standard alcohol units per week and/or consuming 5 or more glasses of standard
alcohol units per occasion at least 1 day per week (Voogt et al., 2011). Students reporting a score of 20
or higher on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) (Babor et al., 2001), and/or receiving
treatment for alcohol-related problems were excluded from the study and advised to seek treatment
because the WDYD intervention was developed to reduce heavy drinking rather than problem drinking.
				
					
A sample size of 908 participants was necessary to detect an increase in the percentage of participants
showing low-risk drinking guidelines after 1 month of 42% in the experimental condition versus 31%
in the control condition (Boon et al., 2011) with a 2-sided 5% significance level and a power of 80%,
given an anticipated dropout rate of 30% after randomization. Students who met the inclusion criteria were randomly assigned to the WDYD intervention condition (n=456) or to the control condition
(n=451) in blocks of 4 using a computerized random number generator by an independent researcher
of the Behavioural Science Institute who could not influence or predict the randomization result.
Participants were not blinded to randomization results. Randomization was stratified by sex and educational level before the baseline assessment in January 2011 (Voogt et al., 2011).
In total, 30 weekly EMA measurements were conducted online from January to August 2011, to assess
outcome measures with 4 pretests and 26 posttests. After the 4 pretests in January, participants in the
experimental condition were exposed to the WDYD intervention, whereas those in the control condition received assessment only. Directly after intervention exposure in the first week of February, participants in both conditions received the first posttest. One week after the intervention, all participants
received weekly EMA posttest measurements for 6 months from February to August. EMA measurements were assessed on Monday mornings. All participants received an email with the instructions on
the use of the survey, and they were asked to respond to the survey before midnight. Each survey took
approximately 10 minutes to complete and contained identical questions about participants’ weekly
alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and drinking refusal self-efficacy. In addition, extended surveys were administered at baseline assessment, immediately after the intervention, and at 1
and 6 months after the intervention. These extended surveys included additional questions concerning
alcohol-related cognitions, cost-effectiveness, and problem drinking. Completion time of the extended
surveys was approximately 20 minutes. Paper-and-pencil surveys with identical content were provided
to participants in case they were unable to access the Internet. Participants who failed to complete the
survey on Mondays received a short text message on their mobile phones on Tuesdays to remind them.
Those who still did not complete the survey on Tuesdays were reminded by a telephone call on Wednesdays. On average, 11% (range 7%-17%) of the surveys were completed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
instead of Mondays. When participants completed at least 28 of 30 surveys, they received €100 as an
incentive, as stated in the informed consent. Ethical approval was provided by the Ethical Committee of
the Faculty of Social Sciences at Radboud University Nijmegen (ECG30062011). This trial is registered
at the Netherlands Trial Register (NTR2665) as mentioned in the trial protocol (Voogt et al., 2011).
							
Interventions										
Participants assigned to the experimental condition used the WDYD intervention. The first part of the
WDYD intervention focuses on increasing the users’ awareness of the potential problems, consequen94

ces, and risks associated with their drinking behavior. It contains a home page and a screening test
with personalized feedback delivered in a nonjudgmental, nonconfrontational, and nonaversive way
(see Figure 1). The screening test included participants’ self-reported name, sex, age, education level,
weight, alcohol use, readiness to change alcohol use, average expenses for consumed alcohol beverages, and descriptive social norms. Personalized feedback consisted of advice about drinking according
to low-risk drinking guidelines (Gezondheidsraad, 2006), personal drinking profile (quantity-frequency
consumed in past year), estimates of calorie intake, increases in weight, money expenses because of
drinking, and a comparison of personal use rates with the national norms of same-sex peers to correct
misperceptions of descriptive social norms (see Figure 2). The personalized feedback was based on the
individuals’ personal situation, implying that the WDYD intervention was tailored. The second part of
WDYD focused on setting and maintaining drinking goals (see Figure 3) and strengthening users’ drinking refusal self-efficacy to succeed and maintain drinking goals by providing tips to resist alcohol in
different drinking situations (see Figure 4). Participants were able to track their progress through the
WDYD intervention, which took approximately 20 minutes to complete. A full description of the WDYD
intervention is given elsewhere (Voogt et al., 2013a). Participants assigned to the control condition
received assessment only.

Outcome measures									
Weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking were the self-assessed primary outcome measures through online surveys. Weekly EMA measurements were used to assess the primary
outcome measures over time at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals. Weekly alcohol consumption, defined as the mean number of glasses of standard alcohol units consumed in the previous 7
days, was assessed using the Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al., 1992).
Participants were asked to indicate retrospectively the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they consumed on each day of the previous 7 days. An overview of standard units for various
beverages was provided to guarantee standardized responses. In total, 1.47% of the participants
scored above 3 standard deviations of the sample mean of weekly alcohol consumption, but they
were given a score exactly at 3 standard deviations above the sample mean of weekly alcohol consumption to retain outliers in the analyses (resulting range 0-109) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) and to
handle outliers in accordance with our previous studies (Voogt et al., 2013, 2013b). Binge drinking
frequency, defined as the number of days in the previous week on which participants drank 5 or more
glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion (Voogt et al., 2013b), was assessed on an 8-point
Likert scale ranging from 0=never to 7=every day.

Analyses										
Data were analyzed according the intent-to-treat (ITT) principle. Missing data were handled by using
multiple imputations using the predictive mean matching method (Ladenburg, 2013; Voogt et al.,
2013b). Twenty imputed datasets were evaluated with P<.05 as the criterion for statistical significance by averaging the results (i.e., pooling). First, descriptive analyses involving t tests and chisquare tests were conducted to explore whether the randomization resulted in a balanced distribution
of participants’ demographic characteristics and alcohol use (i.e., weekly alcohol consumption and
frequency of binge drinking) across conditions at baseline assessment. Loss to follow-up was also
examined with attrition analyses using 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals as outcome measures
and demographic characteristics, alcohol use, and condition status (intervention vs. control) as pre95

dictors. Second, LGC analyses were conducted to model individual change in alcohol use over time
by condition at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals. LGC analyses were conducted over 3 time
periods to limit the chance of reporting outlier trajectories. The models without condition status and
baseline levels of alcohol use were tested first. Subsequently, the growth curves were regressed on
condition status for weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking separately while
adjusting for baseline levels of alcohol use. A random-effect parameter for educational institutions
was not included in the models since variation in participants between institutions was expected to
be limited because all participants needed to meet the inclusion criteria of the study.
Unstandardized intercepts, representing alcohol use directly after the intervention, and unstandardized slopes, representing the change of alcohol use over time, were reported. Global fit indexes were
used to assess model fit for each construct: chi-square statistic, Comparative Fit Index (CFI), TuckerLewis Index (TLI) with a cut-off value of ≥0.90 and ≥0.95 for acceptable fit, and Root Mean Square
Error of Approximation (RMSEA) with a cut-off value of ≤0.06 for acceptable fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
In parallel with the LGC analyses, linear regression analyses were conducted for weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals and presented
as unadjusted and adjusted for baseline levels of alcohol use to provide additional specific tests of
a difference between the conditions. For the linear regression analyses, unstandardized coefficients
(betas), standard errors (SE), and Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988) effect sizes were provided. All analyses
were performed using Mplus version 6.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2010).				
					
In total, 30 weekly EMA measurements were conducted with 4 pretests and 26 posttests. For the
LGC and linear regression analyses, the 4 pretests were aggregated into a baseline score. The first
posttest immediately after the intervention was excluded from both analyses because participants
reported on outcome measures over the previous week, thereby making it impossible to observe
direct intervention effects. Thus, for all analyses, 4 pretests and 25 posttests were used. Only for the
additional linear regression analyses, aggregated scores were computed for the 1-month follow-up
interval (posttests 1-4), the 3-month follow-up interval (posttests 1-12), and the 6-month follow-up
interval (posttests 1-25).

RESULTS										
Participant flow										
Figure 5 illustrates the participant flow through the study following the Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines (Moher et al., 2010) and the data collection with 30 weekly
EMA measurements. Originally, 913 students were included in the study. However, 6 students did
not fill in the baseline assessment and were excluded from the study. Finally, 907 participants were
enrolled in the EMA study, randomized into the experimental condition (n=456, 50.3%) or control
condition (n=451, 49.7%), and eligible for the ITT analyses. In total, 82.1% (745/907) completed the
baseline assessment and all 25 EMA follow-ups.

Descriptive statistics									
Of the 907 participants, 547 (60.3%) were male, 667 (73.5%) attended university, and 194 (21.4%)
were ready to reduce alcohol use in the near future at baseline assessment. The screening survey
was administered between September and December 2010, whereas the baseline assessment was
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administered in January 2011, which might explain the lower rates of participant’s readiness to
change alcohol use at baseline assessment. On average, participants were age 20.8 years (SD 1.7).
At baseline assessment, participants reported to consume a mean 21.9 (SD 13.5) alcohol units per
week and reported to have 1.8 (SD 1.0) occasions in which they drank 5 or more glasses of alcohol
units per week (see Table 1). No significant differences emerged between conditions in demographic
characteristics and outcome measures at baseline assessment (analyses not shown here).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics and outcome measures at baseline assessment
Demographic characteristics
Male, n (%)
Age, mean (SD)
Higher professional education, n (%)
University education, n (%)
Contemplation stagea, n (%)
Weekly alcohol consumption, mean (SD)
Frequency of binge drinking, mean (SD)
Note.

Intervention
(n = 456)
275 (60.3)
20.9 (1.7)
122 (26.8)
334 (73.2)
93 (20)
22.2 (12.9)
1.8 (1.0)

Control
(n = 451)
272 (60.3)
20.8 (1.7)
118 (26.2)
333 (73.8)
101 (22.4)
22.1 (13.8)
1.7 (1.1)

Total sample
(N = 907)
547 (60.3)
20.8 (1.7)
240 (26.5)
667 (73.5)
194 (21.4)
21.9 (13.5)
1.8 (1.0)

a Readiness to change alcohol use was assessed through a question asking the participants which statement
applied best to them. Participants selecting ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming 6 months’
or ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming month’ were considered to be in the contemplation
stage of change, meaning that they were willing to reduce their alcohol use in the near future.

Loss to follow-up								
Because of lack of interest and time, the attrition rate at the 1-month follow-up interval was 12.1%
(110/907; intervention: 62/456, 13.6%; control: 48/451, 10.6%), 14.3% at the 3-month follow-up
interval (130/907; intervention: 72/456, 15.8%; control: 58/451, 12.9%), and 17.9% at 6-month follow-up interval (162/907; intervention: 87/456, 19.1%; control: 75/451, 16.6%). Attrition was not
related to conditions at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals (χ2 1=1.9, P=.17; χ2 1=1.6, P=.21; and
χ2 1=0.9, P=.34). Completers (those who completed the baseline assessment and all 25 EMA followups, n=745) did not differ from noncompleters (n=162) with respect to demographic characteristics
(i.e., sex: χ2 1=0.3, P=.56; age: t902=-0.25, P=.80; education: χ2 1=1.9, P=.17; and readiness to change
alcohol use: χ2 1=0.1, P=.73), and alcohol use (i.e., weekly alcohol consumption: t903=0.32, P=.75;
frequency of binge drinking: t903=-0.57, P=.57) at baseline assessment. The distribution of the missing values indicated that 87 of 907 participants (9.6%) did not complete the EMA study and that 75 of
907 participants (8.3%) nearly completed the survey (missing 1 or 2 of 30 EMA measurements).

Model findings 									
The models for weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking without condition status and baseline levels of alcohol use were tested first. The intercept and slope of weekly alcohol
consumption were significant (intercept=23.7, P<.001; slope=-0.06, P=.002), indicating that participants consumed 23.7 alcohol units on average and gradually reduced their consumption throughout
the 6-month study period (χ2 320=1393.2, P<.001; CFI=0.90; TLI=0.91; RMSEA=0.06). For frequency
of binge drinking, a significant intercept and slope was found (intercept=1.9, P<.001; slope=-0.01,
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P<.001), meaning that the average number of occasions in the previous week that participants
had drunk 5 or more glasses of alcohol units was 1.89. Participants’ frequency of binge drinking
slowly reduced throughout the 6-month study period (χ2 320=904.2, P<.001; CFI=0.92; TLI=0.92;
RMSEA=0.05). Next, condition status and baseline levels of alcohol were added to both models. The
weekly alcohol consumption model provided an acceptable fit to the data at follow-up assessments,
except for the RMSEA at the 1-month follow-up interval. Fit indexes for weekly alcohol consumption
were χ2 9=107.3, P<.001, CFI=0.95, TLI=0.92, and RMSEA=0.11 at the 1-month follow-up interval,
χ2 93=644.7, P<.001, CFI=0.91, TLI=0.91, and RMSEA=0.08 at the 3-month follow-up interval, and
χ2 366=1451.2, P<.001, CFI=0.91, TLI=0.91, and RMSEA=0.06 at the 6-month follow-up interval.
The LGC analyses revealed that participants in the experimental condition had a significantly lower
weekly alcohol consumption compared to participants in the control condition directly after the
intervention. The intercept difference in alcohol units between conditions sustained at the 3-month
follow-up interval (intercept=-2.60, P<.001; slope=0.16, P=.08), but faded out over time resulting in a significant slope of the LCG at the 6-month follow-up interval (intercept=-2.18, P=.001;
slope=0.08, P=.02) (see Table 2 and Figure 6). Linear regression analyses indicated that the intercept
difference resulted from significantly higher levels of alcohol units per week for participants in the
control condition compared to those in the experimental condition at 1-month (beta=-2.56; SE 0.74;
Cohen’s d=0.20; P=.001), 3-month (beta=-1.76; SE 0.60; Cohen’s d=0.13; P=.003), and 6-month
(beta=-1.21; SE 0.58; Cohen’s d=0.09; P=.04) follow-up intervals (see Table 3).			
									
The frequency of binge drinking model provided an acceptable fit at all 3 follow-up intervals. Fit indexes for frequency of binge drinking were χ2 9=42.3, P<.001, CFI=0.97, TLI=0.95, and RMSEA=0.06
at the 1-month follow-up interval, χ2 93=341.3, P<.001, CFI=0.93, TLI=0.93, and RMSEA=0.05 at
the 3-month follow-up interval, and χ2 366=956.9, P<.001, CFI=0.92, TLI=0.93, and RMSEA=0.04
at the 6-month follow-up interval. According to the LGC analyses, the frequency of binge drinking
of participants in the experimental condition was significantly lower compared to participants in
the control condition. The intercept difference in frequency of binge drinking was sustained at the
6-month follow-up interval (intercept=-0.14, P=.01; slope=0.004, P=.19) (see Table 2) and resulted
from higher levels in this outcome for participants in the control condition relative to participants
in the experimental condition at 1-month, (beta=-1.15; SE 0.06; Cohen’s d=0.16; P=.01), 3-month
(beta=-0.12; SE 0.05; Cohen’s d=0.09; P=.01), and 6-month (beta=-0.09; SE 0.05; Cohen’s d=0.03;
P=.045) follow-up intervals (see Table 3 and Figure 6).
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Table 2. Latent growth curve models presenting alcohol use intercepts and alcohol use slopes of
intervention effects on alcohol use at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals (N = 907)
Alcohol use intercepts and slopes of
intervention effects on alcohol use at 1-, 3-,
and 6-month follow-up intervals

1 month (posttests 1-4)

Weekly alcohol
consumption
Unstandardized
P
estimate (SE)

Binge drinking
Unstandardized
estimate (SE)

P

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept
Intervention condition on alcohol use
slope

0.86 (0.03)
0.01 (0.02)
-2.70 (0.89)
0.16 (0.44)

< .001
.60
.002
.73

0.71 (0.04)
-0.03 (0.02)
-0.21 (0.08)
0.04 (0.04)

< .001
.14
.01
.32

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept
Intervention condition on alcohol use slope

0.87 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.003)
-2.60 (0.73)
0.16 (0.09)

< .001
< .001
< .001
.08

0.68 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.004)
-0.15 (0.06)
0.01 (0.01)

< .001
.01
.02
.56

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept
Intervention condition on alcohol use slope

0.85 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.001)
-2.18 (0.65)
0.08 (0.04)

< .001
< .001
.001
.02

0.66 (0.03)
-0.004 (0.002)
-0.14 (0.05)
0.004 (0.003)

< .001
.003
.01
.19

3 months (posttests 1-12)

6 months (posttests 1-25)

Table 3. Intervention effects of alcohol use at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-ups by condition (intervention vs. control): linear regression analyses unadjusted and adjusted for the outcome measures at
baseline assessment (N = 907)
Intervention effects of alcohol use
at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-ups

Group, mean (SD)
Control
Intervention
(n = 451)
(n = 456)

Beta (SE)

Cohen’s d

P

Weekly alcohol consumption: unadjusted
Baseline (4 pretests)
1 month (posttests 1-4)
3 months (posttests 1-12)
6 months (posttests 1-25)

22.2 (12.9)
24.0 (15.0)
23.1 (13.2)
22.9 (13.0)

22.1 (13.8)
26.5 (17.4)
24.9 (14.7)
24.0 (13.7)

-2.44 (1.09)
-1.66 (0.94)
-1.11 (0.89)

0.20
0.13
0.09

.03
.08
.21

Baseline (4 pretests)
1 month (posttests 1-4)
3 months (posttests 1-12)
6 months (posttests 1-25)

22.2 (12.9)
24.0 (15.0)
23.1 (13.2)
22.9 (13.0)

22.1 (13.8)
26.5 (17.4)
24.9 (14.7)
24.0 (13.7)

-2.56 (0.74)
-1.76 (0.60)
-1.21 (0.58)

0.20
0.13
0.09

.001
.003
.04

Baseline (4 pretests)
1 month (posttests 1-4)
3 months (posttests 1-12)
6 months (posttests 1-25)

1.8 (1.0)
1.9 (1.1)
1.8 (0.9)
1.8 (0.9)

1.7 (1.1)
2.0 (1.1)
1.9 (1.0)
1.8 (0.9)

-0.13 (0.08)
-0.10 (0.06)
-0.07 (0.25)

0.16
0.09
0.03

.08
.12
.25

Baseline (4 pretests)
1 month (posttests 1-4)
3 months (posttests 1-12)
6 months (posttests 1-25)

1.8 (1.0)
1.9 (1.1)
1.8 (0.9)
1.8 (0.9)

1.7 (1.1)
2.0 (1.1)
1.9 (1.0)
1.8 (0.9)

-0.15 (0.06)
-0.12 (0.05)
-0.09 (0.05)

0.16
0.09
0.03

.01
.01
.045

Weekly alcohol consumption: adjusted

Binge drinking: unadjusted

Binge drinking: adjusted
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the What Do You Drink home page.

How long does it take?
About 15 minutes.

What does this test offer?
Personalized feedback about your alcohol use and tips
to resist alcohol in different drinking situations.

Who can fill out this test?
Youth who drink alcohol.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of personalized feedback on the What Do You Drink website.

You spend approximately 1950 euro in the past year on
alcohol.

Your drinking pattern indicates increased health
related risk.

The total glasses of alcohol units you drink per week
amounts to 780 glasses of standard alcohol units per
year. Due to your drinking practices, you could add 11
kilograms to your weight since 1 glass of alcohol unit
contains 1000 calories. To gain 500 gram in weight, one
should consume 3500 calories.

Did you know that:
You consume more than 15 glasses of alcohol per week
during a normal week. On average this is more than 2
glasses of alcohol per day. This exceeds the low-risk
drinking limit.

Thanks for completing the test!
According to your responses, you regularly consume
alcohol and are motivated to reduce your alcohol use.
Good choice!
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Figure 3. Screenshot of drinking goals on the What Do You Drink website.

TIP: if you find it hard to reach your drinking goals within
one week, you could choose to gradually reduce your
alcohol use every week. Choose your drinking situations!

On Monday I usually drink 		
0 glasses
On Tuesday I usually drink 		
0 glasses
On Wednesday I usually drink 		
0 glasses
0 glasses
On Thursday I usually drink 		
On Friday I usually drink 		
0 glasses
On Saturday I usually drink 		
15 glasses
On Sunday I usually drink 		
0 glasses
Weekly alcohol consumption		15 glasses

Try to reach your drinking goals within one month.
Starting day = TODAY!
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the overview of drinking situations on the What Do You Drink website.

When I am at a party/nightclub/concert
When I am at a fraternity or sorority
When someone offers me a drink
When I am dining out
When I have already paid for my drinks
When I have just finished playing sports		
When my friends are drinking
		
When I am free the next day		
When I am watching TV			
When my boy/girlfriend is drinking		
When I have finished my exams		
When I am at a festival

Drinking situations are situations in which you find it
hard to resist alcohol. Choose three drinking situations.

Enrolment
Allocation
Follow-up
Analysis

Assessed for
eligibility
Excluded ( n = 09 )
- not meeting the criteria ( n = 09 )
- declined to participate ( n = 0 )
- other reasons ( n = 0 )

Randomized
( n = 9 )

Allocated to intervention ( n =  )
Received allocated intervention ( n = 0 )
Did not recieve allocated intervention due
to withdrawn before intervention ( n = 0 )

Allocated to no intervention( n =  )
Received allocated intervention ( n =  )
Did not recieve allocated intervention due
to withdrawn before intervention ( n =  )

Lost to follow-up due to withdrawal at:

Lost to follow-up due to withdrawal at:

1 month ( n =  )
3 months ( n =  )
6 months ( n = 8 )

1 month ( n = 8 )
3 months ( n = 8 )
6 months ( n =  )

Discontinued intervention due to
withdrawal ( n = 87 )

Discontinued control due to
withdrawal ( n =  )

Analyzed ( n =  )

Analyzed ( n =  )

Excluded from analysis ( n = 0 )

Excluded from analysis due not showing
up at the baseline assessment ( n =  )

Figure 5. Participant flow diagram.
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Figure 6. Latent growth trajectories for weekly alcohol consumption (above) and frequency of binge
drinking (below).
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DISCUSSION
Principal results										
This study is the first to test whether a Web-based brief alcohol intervention can sustain a reduction
in alcohol use among heavy-drinking students at 1-, 3-, and 6-month follow-up intervals by means
of an EMA approach with 25 posttests. The WDYD intervention did not reduce weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking of participants in the experimental condition compared
to participants in the control condition. Instead, the WDYD intervention was shown to be effective
in preventing an increase in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking directly
after the intervention that was sustained at 3 and 6 months postintervention. Ideally, participants
in the experimental condition should reduce their alcohol use and participants in the control condition should stabilize after intervention exposure. However, these results revealed that participants in
the experimental condition stabilized, whereas participants in the control condition deteriorated by
increasing their alcohol use. Calendar-specific events might explain the increase in alcohol use that
occurred among participants in the control condition from the beginning of February. The alcohol use
patterns of participants in the control condition were similar to the patterns of binge drinking among
freshmen that increased from winter break mid-December to New Year’s Eve, subsequently decreased
up to the end of January and then increased again to the end of Spring Break in mid-March (Beets
et al., 2009). In the first week of February, participants in the experimental condition could benefit
from the tips of the WDYD intervention to resist alcohol in different drinking situations. Exposure to
the WDYD intervention might have led to an increase in drinking refusal self-efficacy, thereby making
participants in the experimental condition less susceptible compared to participants in the control
condition for calendar-specific events associated with elevated risk of excessive drinking (Neighbors
et al., 2011). In addition, binge drinking primarily occurs when students are with friends inside their
homes, and outside their homes in bars, at parties, on dates, or during socializing activities (Demers
et al., 2002). It is reasonable to assume that students perceived the tips to resist alcohol as more
relevant when they actually found themselves in drinking situations in which binge drinking occurs.
This might explain the short-term preventive effect of the WDYD intervention for weekly alcohol
consumption at 3 months postintervention and the long-term preventive effect of binge drinking
frequency at 6 months postintervention.		
In our previous study, we did not find significant main effects when we tested the effectiveness of
the WDYD intervention at 1 and 6 months postintervention (Voogt et al., 2013b). However, by using EMA and LGC modeling techniques, overall significant intervention effects were generated for
weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking that were sustained 3 and 6 months
postintervention. This finding stresses the importance of using a large number of measurements in
combination with appropriate statistical techniques to obtain higher precision in intervention effectiveness and minimize the danger of inaccurate conclusions about intervention effectiveness when
using limited follow-up time points. Moreover, the use of EMA enables one to examine whether
intervention effectiveness on the treatment outcome varied over time and helps determine the time
at which the intervention effects stopped and the time at which booster sessions are needed to
strengthen and/or extend intervention effects.
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Limitations and Strengths
Limitations of this study include the use of a large number of measurements by means of EMA, which
might have affected the observed changes in the outcome measures by the act of assessing (Clifford
et al., 2007; Kypri et al., 2007; Maisto et al., 2007), yet participants in both conditions received weekly
posttest measurements. If there was assessment reactivity, it could lead to underestimates of the true
intervention effect (McCambridge, 2009). Also, EMA could impose participant burden and reduce
compliance because of the length of the survey entry, the frequency of responses, and the length of
the study period (Shiffman, 2009). Nonetheless, noncompliance and attrition were low in the current
study. It seemed to be important to provide a briefing about the study procedure before the study
onset, use short and well-conducted surveys, and offer a monetary incentive after study completion.
In addition, the use of EMA might even alleviate sample size requirements because it provides more
refined outcome measures that are more sensitive to change, thereby making studies less difficult
and less expensive to conduct (Shiffman, 2009). Additionally, the effect sizes of the WDYD intervention were small but comparable to those reported in other Web-based brief alcohol interventions
(Carey et al., 2009; Rooke et al., 2011). Despite the small absolute differences in alcohol use between
the conditions, the advantage lies in the inclusion of all the effects of the WDYD intervention over
time across a far larger group of heavy drinkers with less serious alcohol-related problems resulting
in a greater societal gain than reducing problem drinking among a smaller number of dependent
drinkers, known as the prevention paradox, that is used to justify a population strategy of prevention
(Poikolainen, Paljarvi, & Makela, 2007). Further, the representativeness of the study sample might
have been affected because of the convenience sampling strategy, although the majority of trials on
Web-based brief alcohol interventions have used this type of sampling strategy (e.g., Spijkerman et
al., 2010) in which participants are selected based on availability. Moreover, contamination between
conditions might have occurred if participants in the experimental condition shared the link of the
WDYD intervention with participants in the control condition. Nonetheless, WDYD is not yet available online; thereby, it reduces the likelihood of contamination between conditions. Additionally, the
EMA measurements relied on self-reported measures with 7-day recall, which still remains subject
to measurement errors because data were not collected in the event and precise recall of alcohol
use decreases after 2 or 3 days due to memory deficits (Gmel & Daeppen, 2007). True in-the-event
measures would be very difficult over long time periods. However, this is the first study using 30
weekly EMA measurements to assess outcome measures, thereby generating outcome measures
that are much closer to the actual drinking behavior of individuals than any other trial on Web-based
brief alcohol interventions in the current alcohol prevention literature. Another limitation is that the
outcome measures of weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking have not been
validated for online use. However, these outcome measures have been validated in paper-based
surveys (Hibell et al., 2004; Lemmens et al., 1992). In addition, research has shown that online survey data can be equal or superior to that of equivalent paper-based survey data (Chang & Vowles,
2013). Furthermore, participants were not blinded to the assigned interventions, which is a common
limitation in Web-based trials (Eysenbach, 2011). Participants who are aware that they have been assigned to the experimental condition might have favorable expectations or increased apprehension
and participants assigned to the control condition might feel deprived or relieved, which can affect
their responses on the outcome measures. Finally, one should be careful in generalizing our findings
to students who are not ready to change their alcohol use, individuals younger than 18 years, and
those who do not attend or have not attended a college or university.				
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Strengths of this study included the online weekly EMA methodology for assessing alcohol use and
intervention effectiveness over time while maintaining a high retention rate. First, the use of a large
number of measurements over time by means of EMA enabled us to assess changes in alcohol use
and intervention effectiveness over time while taking into account the fluctuating nature of alcohol
use among students. Second, the coverage strategy of EMA minimized recall bias because of a relative
short reference period (i.e., 1 week), thereby generating more ecologically valid outcome measures of
self-reported drinking behaviors (Shiffman, 2009). Third, the use of online surveys had the advantage
over paper-and-pencil surveys because it reduced the likelihood of entry errors while improving costeffectiveness (Miller & Rollnick, 2002). Fourth, the use of EMA in combination with LGC modeling
techniques allowed diminishing statistical errors by generating overall intervention effects resulting
in more reliable outcome measures and a higher precision in intervention effectiveness. In addition,
the WDYD intervention is based upon the intervention mapping protocol, which is a sound framework for theoretical- and evidence-based development, implementation, and evaluation of effective
behavior change interventions (Bartholomew et al., 2001). Moreover, the WDYD intervention incorporated components (e.g., personalized normative feedback) that are successful in reducing heavy
drinking among student populations (Carey et al., 2007).

Future directions									
The findings of the current study suggest that the WDYD intervention can prevent an increase in
weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking among heavy-drinking students that is
sustained at 3 to 6 months postintervention. The collaboration with the Trimbos Institute can ensure
an adequate large-scale implementation of the WDYD intervention by incorporating it in their materials and programs (Voogt et al., 2013a). In addition, the findings indicate the relevance of including a
large number of measurements by means of EMA for assessing the outcome measures and evaluating
the intervention effectiveness to obtain higher precision in future alcohol prevention trials. If a large
number of measurements with extremely short reference periods (i.e., 2 hours) are used to assess outcome measures, smartphones might be more beneficial than online surveys because they can capture
data regardless of time and location of the participant (Burger et al., 2010). Moreover, future research
should identify whether alcohol-related cognitions (e.g., self-efficacy) account for the observed outcomes to help explain why Web-based brief alcohol interventions are effective in reducing or, in our
case, preventing an increase in alcohol use among heavy-drinking students, especially considering
that most Web-based brief alcohol interventions are designed to affect alcohol-related cognitions that
determine heavy drinking in young adults (Cullum et al., 2010; Danielsson et al., 2010).

Conclusions										
The WDYD Web-based brief alcohol intervention was shown to be effective in preventing an increase
in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking directly after the intervention among
heavy-drinking students that was sustained at 3 and 6 months postintervention. Moreover, the findings emphasize the strengths of using EMA and statistical techniques, such as LGC, in testing the
intervention effectiveness that would otherwise remain undetected.
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CHAPTER 7
The effect of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention on self-efficacy
among heavy drinking college students to better understand changes in alcohol use over
time using ecological momentary assessment

Published as:
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the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention on self-efficacy to better understand
changes in alcohol use over time: Randomized controlled trial using ecological momentary assessment. Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 138, 89-97.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study was to examine whether (1) the ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD) intervention
resulted in drinking refusal self-efficacy (DRSE) changes directly after the intervention, and if so,
whether these changes sustained at six-months follow-up and (2) DRSE was related to alcohol use
over time, and if so, whether the strength of these relationships differed across conditions. Insight
herein can help explain the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use, as
reported previously. Alcohol use and DRSE data were collected from 907 participants (60.3% male;
M = 20.8 (SD = 1.7) in a two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial applying ecological
momentary assessment with 30 time-points. Participants were randomized to the experimental (n =
456: WDYD intervention) or control condition (n = 451: no intervention). Latent Growth Curve (LGC)
analyses that modeled individual change in DRSE over time by condition revealed that participants
in the experimental condition experienced a higher social pressure DRSE compared to participants in
the control condition at six-months follow-up. Moreover, LGC analyses with time-varying covariates
revealed that DRSE was negatively related to weekly alcohol consumption and social pressure DRSE
to frequency of binge drinking. The WDYD intervention did not affect the strength of these relationships. Conclusions: The WDYD intervention increased the level of social pressure DRSE directly after
the intervention that sustained at six-months follow-up. This change is likely to be responsible for the
sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use, as reported previously.
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INTRODUCTION
Excessive alcohol use among young adults is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity and related
social and economic costs (Hingson et al., 2009). Over the past decades, several web-based brief
alcohol interventions have been developed to target excessive alcohol use among students (Bewick
et al., 2008; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas & Andersen, 2009; Hester et al., 2012; Hustad et al., 2010;
Kypri et al., 2004; McCambridge et al., 2013; Walters et al., 2007). This development is mostly due to
the proliferation of computer technology and the Internet (White et al., 2010) as well as the advantages of web-based interventions over face-to-face interventions regarding accessibility, anonymity,
and cost-effectiveness (Riper et al., 2009). Web-based brief alcohol interventions are found to be
effective in reducing excessive alcohol use among students (Bewick et al., 2013; Kypri et al., 2013).
Several reviews have emphasized the relevance of evaluating the effects of web-based brief alcohol
interventions on alcohol-related cognitions (e.g., social norms, self-efficacy) to better understand the
underlying mechanisms of change in alcohol use (Carey et al., 2009; Elliott, Carey, & Bolles, 2008;
Kaner et al., 2009). Yet, web-based brief alcohol intervention trials that looked into alcohol-related
cognitions as mechanisms of change among students are limited and focused mostly on social norms
(Carey, Henson, Carey, & Maisto, 2010; Lewis and Neighbors, 2007; Pengpid et al., 2013; Turrisi et al.,
2009; Walters et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2010). This is remarkable, since most web-based brief alcohol
interventions address alcohol-related cognitions as part of their intervention considering that these
cognitions are theoretically expected to influence alcohol use (Collins and Carey, 2007; Cullum et al.,
2010; Lewis et al., 2010; Oei et al., 2005; Young et al., 2006). The results of brief alcohol intervention
trials that conducted analyses on self-efficacy as a working mechanism are inconsistent, not conducted online among students, and/or used few time-points to assess the outcome measures. Barnett
et al. (2010) investigated self-efficacy as a working mechanism of their brief alcohol intervention
among patients aged 18-24 years who were admitted for alcohol related incidents at an emergency
room in a trauma center and found no effects at six and 12-months follow-up. In addition, the results
of Kulesza, McVay, Larimer, & Copeland (2013) revealed no proof of self-efficacy as a working mechanism of their brief alcohol intervention among students at one-month follow-up. Besides, Black et
al. (2012) demonstrated self-efficacy related to the social situations as a mechanism in the relation
between their brief alcohol intervention and alcohol use at one and four-months follow-up among
students with social anxiety.
In 2010, we developed the ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD) web-based brief alcohol intervention using
the Intervention Mapping protocol (Bartholomew et al., 2001), a sound framework for theoretical
and evidence based development, implementation, and evaluation of effective behavioral change
interventions. The WDYD intervention aims to reduce heavy drinking among young adults and is
based on Motivational Interviewing (MI) principles (Miller and Rollnick, 2002) and parts of the IChange model (De Vries et al., 1988). Knowledge, social norms, and self-efficacy are incorporated
in the WDYD intervention as most changeable determinants of behavioral change. Part one of the
WDYD intervention focuses on increasing participants’ awareness of the potential problems, consequences, and risks associated with their drinking behavior by providing personalized normative
feedback based on their answers on a screening test. The personalized normative feedback contains
comparative information about personal drinking levels and drinking levels of same-sex peers to
correct misperceptions of descriptive social norms conform social influence models. Part two of the
WDYD intervention focuses on goal setting, action planning, and strengthening participants’ drinking
refusal self-efficacy (DRSE) by providing advice and tips to succeed and maintain drinking goals for
12 risk situations (i.e., situations in which people find it hard to resist alcohol).
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Recently, we examined whether the WDYD intervention could sustain a reduction in alcohol use
among heavy drinking students by using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) with 30 timepoints. EMA is a repeated sampling strategy of behaviors in real-life settings at strategically selected
moments in time (Shiffman et al., 2008). Although the WDYD intervention did not result in an overall
reduction effect on alcohol use, the results of our previous study revealed that participants in the
experimental condition showed lower weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking
directly after the intervention compared to participants in the control condition (Voogt, Kuntsche,
Kleinjan, Poelen, & Engels, 2014). These effects sustained at three and six-months follow-up, respectively, and indicated that participants in the experimental condition stabilized, whereas participants
in the control condition deteriorated by increasing their alcohol use. Although the preventive effects
of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use were small, the use of EMA with multiple time-points and
LGC modelling techniques resulted in identifying intervention effects that would remain undetected
when using a traditional approach with few time-points (i.e., baseline assessment, one-month follow-up, and six-months follow-up) to test intervention effectiveness (Voogt et al., 2013b).
DRSE is defined as one’s belief in the ability to resist alcohol. Three DRSE states relevant to young
adults can be distinguished: 1) drinking related to emotional relief (e.g., ‘when I am angry’), 2) drinking related to opportunity (e.g., ‘when I am watching TV’), and 3) drinking related to social pressure
(e.g., ‘when my friends are drinking’) (Lee & Oei, 1993; Young et al., 1991). High overall DRSE (Collins,
Witkiewitz, & Larimer, 2011) and high opportunity and high social pressure DRSE (Baldwin, Oei, &
Young, 1993; Ehret, Ghaidarov, & LaBrie, 2013; Young et al., 1991) are related to reduced alcohol use.
The sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use could thus be manifested
by an increase in DRSE states directly after the intervention. However, both DRSE states (Van Zundert
et al., 2010) and alcohol use (Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011) are dynamic constructs
that fluctuate over time. To capture variations in DRSE states and alcohol use over time, a repeated
sampling strategy with short time intervals is needed to adequately assess the interplay between
DRSE states and alcohol use and to establish whether the WDYD intervention might have an effect
on this interplay. Accordingly, this study used EMA with 30 time-points and explored series of Latent
Growth Curve (LGC) models without and with time-varying covariates (TVCs) to examine (1) whether
the WDYD intervention resulted in changes in DRSE states directly after the intervention, and if so,
whether these changes sustained at six-months follow-up and (2) whether DRSE states were related
to alcohol use over time, and if so, whether the strength of these relationships differed across conditions. Insight herein can help explain the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on
alcohol use among heavy drinking students, as reported in our previous study (Voogt et al., 2014).
This study uses a range of innovative methodological, theoretical, and analytical elements. First,
EMA was used to assess the effects of a web-based brief alcohol intervention on DRSE states and
the relationship between DRSE states and alcohol use. The advantage of EMA is that it repeatedly
assesses the outcome measures at strategically selected moments in time, thereby considering the
fluctuating nature of individuals’ cognitions and behavior over time, such as DRSE states and alcohol use. In addition, repeated measures data of DRSE states and alcohol use usually fit well by LGC
models in which average group growth trajectories (i.e., mean intercepts and slopes) and betweenindividual differences in these trajectories (i.e., intercept and slope variances) are estimated (Muthén
and Muthén, 1998-2010). The estimation of variances in growth trajectories increases the reliability
of DRSE states and alcohol use, which is not possible with traditional techniques, such as repeatedmeasures ANOVA (Cunningham et al., 2009), since they provide only mean growth patterns and treat
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variances as error (Hardy and Thiels, 2009). Second, to our knowledge, no web-based brief alcohol
intervention trials have attempted to test the working mechanisms of DRSE states in explaining intervention effects on alcohol use among students using EMA with multiple time-points. Brief alcohol
intervention trials that conducted mediation analyses of DRSE exist, but the results are inconsistent
and these trials are not conducted online among students and/or used few time-points to assess
the outcome measures (Barnett et al., 2010; Black et al., 2012; Kulesza et al., 2013). It should be
acknowledged, however, that conventional mediation analyses could not be applied in the present
study considering that DRSE states were assessed in the moment, whereas alcohol use was assessed
retrospectively. Accounting for the differences between how DRSE states and alcohol use were assessed within one LGC model was not feasible. However, this study can help explain the sustained
preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use, as reported in our previous study (Voogt
et al., 2014). Finally, we focused on the differential effects of three DRSE states individually instead
of an overall DRSE effect, since each state is uniquely related to alcohol use (Baldwin et al., 1993;
Ehret et al., 2013; Young et al., 1991).
Based on studies showing that alcohol interventions can increase DRSE (Hyde et al., 2008) and
that alcohol use among students occurs mainly in social situations (Ehret et al., 2013; Kuntsche et
al., 2004), we hypothesized that the WDYD intervention increased the level of social pressure DRSE
directly after the intervention. This change in social pressure DRSE was expected to sustain at sixmonths follow-up and consequently to be responsible for the sustained preventive effects of the
WDYD intervention on alcohol use, as reported in our previous study (Voogt et al., 2014). We further
hypothesized that DRSE states were negatively related to alcohol use over time and that the WDYD
intervention affected the strength of these relationships, meaning that in the experimental condition
DRSE would be more effective in changing alcohol use compared to the control condition.

METHODS
Study design
A two-arm parallel group randomized controlled trial (RCT) using EMA with 30 time-points was
conducted online in the Netherlands in 2010-2011.

Participants and procedure
The sample consisted of 907 heavy drinking students recruited using a convenience sampling strategy. Students were recruited offline by distributing flyers at Higher Professional Education (HBO) institutions and universities and online by sending e-mails with information about the study. The recruitment lasted from September to December 2010. The inclusion criteria were being between 18 to 24
years of age, reporting heavy drinking in the past six months, being ready to change alcohol use,
having daily access to the Internet, and signing an electronic informed consent form. Heavy drinking
was defined as consuming more than 14 (females) or 21 (males) glasses of standard alcohol units per
week and/or consuming five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion at least one day
per week (Voogt et al., 2011). Exclusion criteria were reporting problem drinking in the past month
and/or receiving treatment for alcohol-related problems, since the WDYD intervention was developed
to reduce heavy drinking rather than problem drinking. Problem drinking was defined as a score of
20 or higher on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; (Babor et al., 2001) and differs
from heavy drinking regarding the presence of symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence. Eligible
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students were randomized to the experimental condition (n = 456) or control condition (n = 451)
in blocks of four using a computerized random number generator by an independent researcher at
the Behavioural Science Institute. Blinding was not feasible. Randomization was stratified by sex and
educational level before the baseline assessment in January 2011.
During the EMA-study, four pre-tests and 26 post-tests were administered every Monday morning
using online surveys (completion time: circa 10 minutes). In January 2011, participants were asked
to complete four EMA pre-tests assessing DRSE states and alcohol use. Subsequently, the participants in the experimental condition received the WDYD intervention while participants in the control
condition received no intervention. Immediately after the intervention in the first week of February,
participants in both conditions received the first EMA post-test. One week after the WDYD intervention, all participants were monitored on a weekly basis for six months, from February until August.
If participants were unable to access the Internet, they were asked to complete a paper and pencil
version, which they did in 2.7% of all answers. Participants received 100 euro as an incentive when
they completed at least 28 out of the 30 surveys. The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social
Sciences at Radboud University Nijmegen provided ethical approval (ECG30062011).

Interventions
Participants in the experimental condition were exposed to the single session WDYD intervention
(completion time: circa 20 minutes), whereas participants in the control condition received no intervention.

Outcome measures
Weekly alcohol consumption. The Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al.,
1992) was used at baseline and at 25 EMA follow-ups to measure participants’ weekly alcohol consumption, defined as the mean number of glasses of standard alcohol units consumed in the past
seven days. Participants were asked to indicate retrospectively the exact number, size, and type of
alcohol beverage they consumed on each day in the past seven days. For instance: ‘How many alcohol beverages did you consume last Sunday?’. To guarantee standardized responses, standard units
for various beverages were provided, with one unit representing ten grams of ethanol. In total, 1.5%
of the participants scored above three standard deviations of the sample mean of weekly alcohol
consumption. To retain these outliers in the analyses, they received a score exactly at three standard
deviations above the sample mean of weekly alcohol consumption (range 0 to 109) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The outliers were managed in the same fashion, as reported in our previous work (Voogt
et al., 2014).
Frequency of binge drinking. Binge drinking frequency, defined as the number of days in the past
week on which participants had drunk five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion
(Hibell et al., 2004), was measured on an 8-point Likert scale ranging from (0) ‘never’ to (7) ‘every
day’ assessed at baseline and at 25 EMA follow-ups. Participants were asked: ‘How many days did
you consume five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion in the past week?’.
Drinking refusal self-efficacy. The validated Drinking Refusal Self-Efficacy Questionnaire Revised
Adolescents Version (DRSEQ-RA; (Oei et al., 2005; Young et al., 2007) was used to measure participants’
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DRSE at baseline and at 25 EMA follow-ups. The instrument comprises 19 items and assesses three
states reflecting drinking related to emotional relief, opportunity, and social pressure measured on a
6-point Likert scale ranging from (1) ‘I am very sure I cannot resist alcohol’ to (6) ‘I am very sure I can
resist alcohol’. Participants were asked: ‘How sure are you that you could resist drinking alcohol?’.
Example items are: ‘when I am angry’ (i.e., emotional relief), ‘when I am watching TV’ (i.e., opportunity), ‘when my friends are drinking’ (i.e., social pressure). A higher score represents a higher level of
DRSE. The average internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha value) of the three DRSE states across all 30
measurements was 0.97 for emotional relief, 0.91 for opportunity, and 0.90 for social pressure, indicating a high degree of internal consistency for each state (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). All three DRSE
states were inter-correlated: emotional relief and opportunity: r = 0.80, p < .001, emotional relief and
social pressure: r = 0.55, p < .001, and opportunity and social pressure: r = 0.55, p < .001.

Analyses
All analyses were based on the intent-to-treat principle and performed in Mplus 6.0 (Muthén and
Muthén, 1998-2010). Missing data were handled in SPSS by employing multiple imputations using
the predictive mean matching method (Landerman et al., 1997) conform our earlier study on the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention over time (Voogt et al., 2014). Twenty imputed datasets were
evaluated for statistical significance with p = 0.05 by averaging the results. Attrition analyses were
conducted using six-months follow-up as outcome and demographic characteristics, alcohol use,
DRSE states, and condition status (i.e., intervention: 1 versus control condition: 0) as predictors. Additionally, descriptive analyses were conducted to explore whether the randomization resulted in an
equal distribution of participants’ demographic characteristics, alcohol use, and DRSE states across
baseline conditions.
LGC analyses of DRSE states (i.e., emotional relief, opportunity, and social pressure) were conducted
to examine whether the WDYD intervention changed DRSE states directly after the intervention, and
if so, whether these changes sustained at six-months follow-up. LGC models provide an individual
growth curve for each individual with a certain initial level (i.e., intercept) and a certain rate of
change over time (i.e., slope). LGC models are variants of structural equation models where repeated
measures data are indicators of latent variables that describe average group growth trajectories
while allowing for between-individual differences in these trajectories (Muthén and Muthén, 19982010). First, LGC models without condition status and covariates (i.e., baseline levels of DRSE states)
were estimated. Next, intercepts and slopes of DRSE states were regressed on condition status and
covariates. The means of the intercepts represent the average level of DRSE states at baseline, whereas the means of the slopes represent the average rate of DRSE states across the 25 EMA follow-ups.
Accordingly, unstandardized intercepts (B0), unstandardized slopes (B1), and standard errors of coefficients (SE) are reported. To assess the model fit, Chi-square statistic, Comparative Fit Index (CFI),
Tucker-Lewis fit Index (TLI), and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) are reported.
LGC analyses with time-varying covariates (TVCs) were conducted to examine whether DRSE states
were related to the intercepts and slopes of alcohol use (i.e., weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking) over time. Thus, in the LGC analyses, a limited number of predictors (i.e., alcohol use regressed on DRSE states) were entered as time-varying covariates to better understand the
dynamic relationships between DRSE states and alcohol use over time. LGC models with TVCs without
condition status and covariates (i.e., baseline levels of alcohol use) were tested first to determine
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average group growth trajectories of alcohol use and to examine individual variability in alcohol use
change over time. Herein, the mean of the intercept represents the average level of alcohol use at
baseline, whereas the mean of the slope represents the average rate of change in alcohol use across
the 25 EMA follow-ups. The means of TVCs represent average random slopes capturing the extent
to which TVCs altered the growth trajectory of alcohol use over time. Subsequently, intercepts and
slopes as well as covariates and TVCs were regressed on condition status to examine whether the
strength of these relationships differed across conditions. In total, six different TVCs were coded as
observations of three DRSE states regressed on two alcohol outcome measures at each EMA followup time-point. Accordingly, unstandardized intercepts (B0), unstandardized slopes (B1), unstandardized TVCs (B2), and standard errors of coefficients (SE) are reported. Figure 1 presents the LGC model
with TVCs.
The EMA-study consisted of 30 weekly measurements with four pre-tests and 26 post-tests. The
four pre-tests were aggregated into a baseline score per DRSE state, and the first post-test immediately after the intervention was excluded from the analyses since participants reported on alcohol
outcome measures over the past week, thereby making it impossible to observe direct intervention
effects. Thus, for the analyses four pre-tests and 25 post-tests were used.

RESULTS
Flow diagram 										
The participant flow through the study is depicted in Figure 2. The sample originally comprised 913
students, but this number was reduced to 907 by excluding six students who did not fill out the baseline assessment. In total, 907 participants were enrolled in the EMA-study and randomized in the experimental condition (n = 456 (50.3%)) or control condition (n = 451 (49.7%)). Attrition was 17.9%
(n = 162, 87 in the experimental condition and 75 in the control condition) at six-months follow-up
due to lack of interest and time. Attrition was not related to baseline demographic characteristics
[i.e., sex: χ2= 0.34 (df=1), p = 0.56, age: t(902)= -0.25, p = 0.80, and education: χ2= 1.88 (df=1),
p = 0.17], alcohol use [i.e., weekly alcohol consumption: t(903)= 0.32, p = 0.75 and frequency of
binge drinking: t(903) = -0.57, p = 0.57], DRSE states [i.e., emotional relief: t(897)= 1.43, p = 0.34,
opportunity: t(897)= 1.25, p = 0.19, and social pressure: t(897)= 0.43, p = 0.95], or condition [χ2=
0.93 (df=1), p = 0.34].
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Figure 1. Latent growth model with time-varying covariates (TVCs) for intervention and self-efficacy effects on alcohol
use. Solid lines indicate paths from intervention effects to intercept of alcohol use, slope of alcohol use, and
TVCs and their effects on alcohol use. Vertical solid lines indicate effects for TVCs on alcohol use at each EMA
follow-uptime-point. Dotted lines indicate the lagged effects.
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Figure 2 ( previous page ). Flow diagram following Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
guide lines.

Descriptive statistics									
Of the 907 participants, 547 (60.3%) were male, 667 (73.5%) were attending university, and 194
(21.4%) were ready to reduce alcohol use in the near future. The screening survey was administered
between September and December 2010, whereas the baseline assessment was administered in
January 2011, which might explain the lower rates of participant’s readiness to change alcohol use at
baseline. On average, participants were 20.8 (SD = 1.7) years old. At baseline, participants reported
consuming 21.9 (SD = 13.5) alcohol units per week and drinking five or more glasses of alcohol units
on average on 1.8 (SD = 1.0) occasions per week. The means of DRSE states related to emotional
relief, opportunity, and social pressure were 5.5 (SD = 0.7), 5.6 (SD = 0.5), and 3.8 (SD = 1.1) at
baseline, respectively (Table 1). No significant differences (p > 0.05) emerged between conditions in
demographic characteristics, alcohol use, and DRSE states at baseline (analyses not shown here).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics and outcome measures at baseline
Demographic characteristics
Male, n (%)
Age, M (SD)
Education, n (%)
HBO
University
Alcohol use, M (SD)
Weekly alcohol consumptiona
Frequency of binge drinkingb
Drinking refusal self-efficacyc, M (SD)
Emotional relief
Opportunity
Social pressure
Note.

Intervention
(n = 456)
275 (60.3)
20.9 (1.7)

Control
(n = 451)
272 (60.3)
20.8 (1.7)

Total sample
(N = 907)
547 (60.3)
20.8 (1.7)

122 (26.8)
334 (73.2)

118 (26.2)
333 (73.8)

240 (26.5)
667 (73.5)

22.2 (12.9)
1.8 (1.0)

22.1 (13.8)
1.7 (1.1)

21.9 (13.5)
1.8 (1.0)

5.5 (0.7)

5.5 (0.7)
5.6 (0.5)
3.8 (1.1)

5.5 (0.7)
5.6 (0.5)
3.8 (1.1)

3.8 (1.1)

All differences between conditions were non-significant (p > 0.05). M: mean. SD: standard deviation. HBO:
Higher Professional Education. a The mean number of glasses of standard alcohol units consumed in the past
seven days. b The number of days in the past week drinking five or more glasses of standard alcohol units per
occasion. One standard alcohol unit represents ten grams of ethanol. c Participants’ belief in their ability to
resist alcohol was assessed on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) ‘I am very sure I cannot resist alcohol’
to (6) ‘I am very sure I can resist alcohol’.

Model results										
LGC models for DRSE. The model without condition status and covariates revealed that intercept
and slope means were significant for all three DRSE states. This indicated that participants’ average
belief in their ability to resist alcohol did not change over time for emotional relief and opportunity
DRSE and steadily reduced over time for social pressure DRSE, with individual variability around the
group average (B0) and change (B1) over time. The model that included condition status and covariates revealed that participants in the experimental condition had a higher level of social pressure
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DRSE compared to participants in the control condition directly after the intervention. This effect
sustained at six-months follow-up. No significant changes emerged between conditions in emotional
relief and opportunity DRSE. The LGC models for DRSE provided reasonable fit to the data (Table 2).

Table 2.Full latent growth curve model presenting intercepts and slopes of intervention effects on
drinking refusal self-efficacy (DRSE) states (i.e., emotional relief, opportunity, and social pressure)
after six-months follow-up. N = 907

Emotional relief

Drinking refusal self-efficacya

Opportunity

Social pressure

Est. (SE)

P

Est. (SE)

P

Est. (SE)

P

DRSE intercept (B0)
DRSE slope (B1)

5.62 (0.02)
0.00 (0.00)

0.00
0.00

5.68 (0.02)
0.00 (0.00)

0.00
0.00

4.20 (0.04)
0.10 (0.00)

0.00
0.00

Baseline DRSE on DRSE intercept (B0)
Baseline DRSE on DRSE slope (B1)
Intervention condition on DRSE intercept (B0)
Intervention condition on DRSE slope (B1)

0.70 (0.02)
-0.01 (0.00)
0.02 (0.03)
0.00 (0.00)

0.00
0.00
0.62
0.43

0.65 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.00)
0.03 (0.03)
0.00 (0.00)

0.00
0.00
0.33
0.49

0.89 (0.02)
-0.01 (0.00)
0.12 (0.05)
0.00 (0.00)

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.12

Model without condition status and covariates

Model including condition status and covariates

Note.

Est.: estimate. SE: standard error. aFit indices for drinking refusal self-efficacy states were: emotional relief:

χ2 = 2669.85 (df=366), p < .001, CFI = 0.91, TLI = 0.91, and RMSEA = 0.08; opportunity: χ2 = 2530.49
(df=366), p < .001, CFI = 0.90, TLI = 0.90, and RMSEA = 0.08; social pressure: χ2 = 1767.92 (df=366), p <
.001, CFI = 0.95, TLI = 0.95, and RMSEA = 0.07.

LGC models with TVCs for weekly alcohol consumption. The LGC model without condition
status and covariates revealed that the intercept and slope means were significant for weekly alcohol consumption, with one exception (i.e., social pressure DRSE). This indicated that participants’
gradually reduced their consumption over time with individual variability around the group average
(B0) and change (B1) over time. TVC means (B2) were all significant, indicating that all three DRSE
states related negatively to weekly alcohol consumption. Including covariates and condition status
as predictors indicated that the relations between DRSE and weekly alcohol consumption were not
different for the experimental condition and the control condition (Table 3).
LGC models with TVCs for frequency of binge drinking. The model without condition status
and covariates revealed that intercept and slope means were significant for frequency of binge drinking. This means that participants’ average number of occasions on which they had drunk five or more
glasses of alcohol units slowly declined over time with individual variability around the group average (B0) and change (B1) over time. TVC means (B2) revealed that social pressure DRSE was negatively
related to frequency of binge drinking. Emotional relief and opportunity DRSE were not related to
frequency of binge drinking. The strength of the relationships between DRSE states and frequency
of binge drinking was not affected by the WDYD intervention when condition status and covariates
were included in the model (Table 3).			
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Table 3. Full latent growth curve models with time-varying covariates (TVCs) presenting alcohol use
intercepts, alcohol use slopes, and TVCs of intervention effects on alcohol use (i.e., weekly alcohol
consumption and frequency of binge drinking) at six-months follow-up. N = 907
Weekly alcohol
consumption
Est. (SE)
P

Drinking refusal self-efficacy: emotional relief
Model without condition status and covariates

Frequency of binge
drinking
Est. (SE)
P

Alcohol use intercept (B0)
Alcohol use slope (B1)
TVC (B2)

28.90 (1.84)
-0.05 (0.02)
-0.79 (0.31)

0.00
0.03
0.01

2.24 (0.18)
-0.01 (0.00)
-0.06 (0.03)

0.00
0.00
0.06

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Intervention condition on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on TVCs (B2)

0.86 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.00)
-2.12 (3.32)
0.09 (0.04)
-0.00 (0.58)

0.00
0.00
0.52
0.02
0.996

0.65 (0.03)
-0.00 (0.00)
-0.05 (0.33)
0.01 (0.00)
-0.02 (0.06)

0.00
0.03
0.89
0.15
0.77

Alcohol use intercept (B0)
Alcohol use slope (B1)
TVC (B2)

30.15 (2.16)
-0.05 (0.02)
-1.00 (0.37)

0.00
0.03
0.01

2.30 (0.22)
-0.01 (0.00)
-0.07 (0.04)

0.00
0.00
0.06

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Intervention condition on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on TVC (B2)

0.86 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.00)
-6.25 (3.83)
0.09 (0.04)
0.73 (0.66)

0.00
0.00
0.10
0.03
0.27

0.65 (0.03)
-0.00 (0.00)
-0.40 (0.39)
0.00 (0.00)
0.05 (0.07)

0.00
0.03
0.31
0.17
0.51

Alcohol use intercept (B0)
Alcohol use slope (B1)
TVC (B2)

35.68 (1.19)
-0.02 (0.02)
-2.68 (0.24)

0.00
0.31
0.00

2.75 (0.09)
-0.01 (0.00)
-0.20 (0.02)

0.00
0.00
0.00

Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Baseline alcohol use on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on alcohol use intercept (B0)
Intervention condition on alcohol use slope (B1)
Intervention condition on TVC (B2)

0.84 (0.03)
-0.01 (0.00)
0.77 (1.87)
0.10 (0.04)
-0.64 (0.40)

0.00
0.00
0.68
0.01
0.11

0.64 (0.03)
-0.00 (0.00)
0.01 (0.15)
0.01 (0.00)
-0.03 (0.03)

0.00
0.04
0.95
0.09
0.33

Model including condition status and covariates

Drinking refusal self-efficacy: opportunity
Model without condition status and covariates

Model including condition status and covariates

Drinking refusal self-efficacy: social pressure
Model without condition status and covariates

Model including condition status and covariates

Note.

Time-varying covariates were coded as observations of drinking refusal self-efficacy states regressed on weekly
alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking at each EMA follow-up time-point. Est.: estimate. SE:
standard error.

DISCUSSION										
The present study elaborated on previous work by examining whether (1) the WDYD intervention
resulted in changes in DRSE states directly after the intervention, and if so, whether these changes
sustained at six-months follow-up and (2) DRSE states were related to alcohol use over time, and
if so, whether the strength of these relationships differed across conditions. This, to provide insight
into the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use among heavy drinking
students (Voogt et al., 2014). Using EMA with multiple time-points and LGC modelling techniques
enabled us to capture variations over time in DRSE states and alcohol use and to assess the interplay
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between these dynamic constructs (Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011; Van Zundert et al.,
2010). EMA generates ecologically valid outcome measures (Shiffman et al., 2008) that have an incremental value above traditional static measures that lack sufficient information for understanding
the processes by which dynamic constructs interplay.
Participants in the experimental condition experienced a higher social pressure DRSE compared to
participants in the control condition directly after the WDYD intervention that sustained at six-months
follow-up. This effect was not found for emotional relief and opportunity DRSE, as hypothesized.
This discrepancy may have emerged because the second part of the WDYD intervention focuses on
strengthening participants’ DRSE, especially in social situations, since 7 out of the 12 risk situations
(i.e., 58%) were linked to the social context (Voogt et al., 2013a). This increase in social pressure
DRSE is likely to be responsible for the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on
weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking at three and six-months follow-up,
respectively, as reported in our previous study (Voogt et al., 2014).
All three DRSE states were negatively related to weekly alcohol consumption over time in that participants with high emotional relief, opportunity, and social pressure DRSE had lower weekly alcohol consumption. Only social pressure DRSE was negatively related to frequency of binge drinking
over time in that participants with a high social pressure DRSE binged less frequently. Thus, partial
support was found for the hypothesis. Binge drinking occurs primarily in social situations in which
peer pressure is present (Kuntsche et al., 2004). Binge drinkers may not feel socially self-efficient to
turn down drinks or to drink a limited amount of alcohol in social situations where peers are drinking and where drinking large amounts of alcohol in a short time period is the ‘norm’. Thus, binge
drinking may be particularly likely to occur in the context of peer pressure or when the opportunity
arises rather than to cope with negative emotional consequences. Drinking to cope with negative
emotional consequences might be more likely to result in an overall higher frequency of drinking
and not per definition in binge drinking patterns confined to one occasion (Park & Levenson, 2002).
Consistent with prior research (Baldwin et al., 1993; Ehret et al., 2013; Young et al., 1991), results
revealed that social pressure DRSE is most strongly related to either weekly alcohol consumption or
binge drinking among students. The WDYD intervention did not affect the strength of the relationships between DRSE states and alcohol use, meaning that these relationships did not differ between
the experimental condition and the control condition. The absence of a difference in the relation
between DRSE and alcohol use between conditions might be explained by environmental factors
(e.g., time, day, location) that might automatically cue drinking habits and that take precedence over
the effects of the WDYD intervention when participants are in actual risk situations (Kleinjan et al.,
2012; Verplanken and Wood, 2006). After all, the single session WDYD intervention lasted about 20
minutes. Participants were not reminded of the personalized feedback, drinking goals, and action
plans to resist alcohol in actual risk situations to ultimately reduce heavy drinking. Besides, participants might be less aware of the content of the WDYD intervention under the influence of alcohol
since intoxication limits the cognitive capacity and hampers the inhibition of impulsive responses
(Steele & Josephs, 1990).

Limitations
Notwithstanding the strengths of this study, including the use of EMA to assess the outcome measures
in combination with sophisticated LGC modelling techniques, the high retention rate, and the sound
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theoretical background of the WDYD intervention (Voogt et al., 2013a), several limitations should be
acknowledged. First, conventional mediation analyses could not be conducted in the present study
considering that DRSE states were assessed in the moment by asking participants’ belief in their
ability to resist alcohol in 19 drinking situations, whereas alcohol use was assessed retrospectively
by asking participants the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they consumed on each
day in the past seven days. According to MacKinnon, Taborga, & Morgan-Lopez (2002) mediation
analyses consist of 3 steps: 1) analyzing whether the intervention has an effect on the mediator, 2)
analyzing whether the mediator has an effect on the outcome measures, while controlling for the effect of the intervention, and 3) analyzing whether or not the size of the mediating effects are statistically significant (Bryan, Schmiege, & Broaddus, 2007; MacKinnon et al., 2002). Following these steps
gets complex when using EMA with 30 time-points in one LGC model. Accounting for the differences
between how DRSE states and alcohol use were assessed within one LGC model was not feasible.
However, the present study provided insight into how the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD
intervention on alcohol use were likely to be achieved. Second, the use of EMA with multiple timepoints might have affected the observed changes in DRSE states and alcohol use due to assessment
reactivity (Clifford et al., 2007; Kypri et al., 2007; Maisto et al., 2007) that could result in an underestimation of the effects (McCambridge, 2009). Nonetheless, differences in assessment reactivity
between conditions are likely to be small, since participants in both RCT arms received weekly EMA
measurements. Besides, there is little evidence that EMA induces assessment reactivity (Shiffman,
2009). Third, a convenience sampling strategy was used to recruit participants based on availability.
Although this is a convenient way of recruiting a sufficient number of study participants, the sample
might not be representative of the population being studied, which undermines generalizability of
the results. Fourth, retrospective self-report alcohol outcome measures with a seven-day recall period
were used, which can introduce measurement errors, since precise recall is reduced after two or three
days due to memory deficits (Ekholm, 2004). Lastly, this study was conducted with 18 to 24 years old
students, thus one should be careful when generalizing the study results to individuals in other age
groups and those who have not attended a college or university.

Future directions 									
Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the present study has been the first to use EMA to examine the
effect of a web-based brief alcohol intervention on DRSE states and alcohol use and the interplay between
these dynamic constructs among students. The results emphasize the need to use dynamic formulations
and assess DRSE states and alcohol outcomes measures among students. Future trials are encouraged to
use EMA to assess the outcome measures, intervention effectiveness, and other known alcohol-related
cognitions (e.g., social norms) as dynamic constructs as well as to identify the underlying mechanisms of
change behind potential intervention effectiveness. The WDYD intervention increased one of the three
DRSE states, namely social pressure DRSE. It is not necessary that future web-based brief alcohol intervention trials try to impact the strength of the relationship between DRSE states and alcohol use, but rather try
to impact the level of DRSE states, especially in social situations since high social pressure DRSE is related
to reduced alcohol use (Baldwin et al., 1993; Ehret et al., 2013; Young et al., 1991) and alcohol use among
students occurs primarily in social situations in which peer pressure influences alcohol use (Kuntsche et al.,
2004). Besides, future trials could use cue-reminders administered in the context of alcohol use to provoke
self-enhancing cognitions and actions or re-expose participants to the web-based brief alcohol intervention to strengthen intervention effects (Kleinjan et al., 2012). Future trials on web-based brief alcohol
interventions should replicate and expand these results while accounting for this study’s limitations.
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Conclusions
The WDYD intervention increased the level of social pressure DRSE directly after the intervention that
sustained at six-months follow-up. This change in social pressure DRSE might be responsible for the
preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge
drinking at three and six-months follow-up, respectively, as reported in our previous study (Voogt
et al., 2014). In addition, emotional relief, opportunity, and social pressure DRSE states were shown
to be negatively related to weekly alcohol consumption over time. Social pressure DRSE was also
negatively related to frequency of binge drinking over time.
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CHAPTER 8
The effectiveness of the slightly modified version of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based
brief alcohol intervention in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking adolescents aged 1520 years with a low educational background: Study protocol for a randomized controlled trial
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ABSTRACT
The serious negative health consequences of heavy drinking among adolescents is cause for concern, especially among adolescents aged 15 to 20 years with a low educational background. In the
Netherlands, there is a lack of alcohol prevention programs directed to the drinking patterns of this
specific target group. The study described in this protocol will test the effectiveness of a web-based
brief alcohol intervention that aims to reduce alcohol use among heavy drinking adolescents aged
15 to 20 years with a low educational background. The effectiveness of the What Do You Drink
(WDYD) web-based brief alcohol intervention will be tested among 750 low-educated, heavy drinking adolescents. It will use a two-arm parallel group cluster randomized controlled trial. Classes of
adolescents from educational institutions will be randomly assigned to either the experimental (n =
375: web-based brief alcohol intervention) or control condition (n = 375: no intervention). Primary
outcomes measures will be: 1) the percentage of participants who drink within the normative limits
of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking, 2) reductions in mean weekly alcohol consumption, and 3) frequency of binge drinking. The secondary outcome measures include the alcoholrelated cognitions, attitudes, self-efficacy, and subjective norms, which will be measured at baseline
and at one and six months after the intervention. This study protocol presents the study design of a
two-arm parallel-group randomized controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness of the WDYD webbased brief alcohol intervention. We hypothesized a reduction in mean weekly alcohol consumption
and in the frequency of binge drinking in the experimental condition, resulting from the web-based
brief alcohol intervention, compared to the control condition.
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INTRODUCTION 5
Heavy alcohol use among adolescents continues to be a great public health concern in most Western countries, given the immediate and long-term health consequences (Rehm et al., 2009). In the
Netherlands, the prevalence of heavy drinking is particularly high among adolescents with a low
educational background, aged 15 to 20 years (Schrijvers & Schoenmaker, 2008; Schrijvers & Schuit,
2010; Stolte et al., 2005).
Adolescents with a low educational background not only engage in heavy drinking more often, but
also start drinking at a younger age compared to higher educated peers (Monshouwer et al., 2008;
Stolte et al., 2005; Van Dorsselaer, Zeijl, Van den Eeckhout, Ter Bogt, & Vollebergh, 2007). Possible
explanations for this difference are that they spend more time with friends, are raised more often in
single-parent families, experience less rule setting and monitoring by the mother, and engage more
often in externalizing behaviors (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010).
Both early drinking onset and heavy drinking can place low-educated adolescents at an increased risk
for developing acute and long-term health consequences, such as alcohol-related violence (Komro
et al., 2010), drunk driving, injuries and risky sexual behaviour (Mason et al., 2010). This behavior is
also associated with brain impairment and neurocognitive deficits, which have implications for learning and intellectual development (Bava & Tapert, 2010; Clark et al., 2008). In the long term, heavy
drinking is predictive of, among other things, problematic adult alcohol use (O’Neill et al., 2001), liver
cirrhosis (Norstrom & Ramstedt, 2005), specific types of cancer, and cardiovascular disease (Rehm
et al., 2009). From a public health viewpoint, it is crucial to develop alcohol prevention programs
directed at adolescents with lower education levels to encourage them to change their risky drinking
practices, especially considering that 60% of all adolescents, following secondary education in the
Netherlands, are low-educated (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). The study described in this protocol will
test the effectiveness of the WDYD web-based brief alcohol intervention that aims to reduce alcohol
use among heavy-drinking adolescents aged 15 to 20 years with a low educational background.
The school system in the Netherlands comprises several types of education. After eight years of primary education, pupils go directly to secondary education, which consists of preparatory secondary
vocational education (VMBO), senior general education (HAVO), and preuniversity education (VWO).
Pupils with a VMBO diploma are able to attend a secondary vocational education (MBO), which has
four learning routes: 1) the theoretical route allowing admission to MBO or HAVO, 2) a mixed educational route, 3) the vocationally oriented route, and 4) a vocational route allowing pupils to enter
the labor market directly. HAVO prepares pupils for higher professional education (HBO), while VWO
prepares pupils for university.
In the Netherlands, there is a lack of evidence-based alcohol prevention programs targeting adolescents following the lower education levels (Van Hasselt, 2010; Von Heijden & Collard, 2011). The
existing programs are mainly concentrated on first- and second-year MBO pupils, while less attention
is paid to third- and fourth-year MBO pupils, partly due to the increasing difficulty of reaching them
as a consequence of their internship commitments (Von Heijden & Collard, 2011).

5 The content of this study protocol for heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background over-

laps to some extent with the content of Chapter 3. Again, this is due to the fact that we adhere to CONSORT-statement, which
requires a published study protocol before publication of the trial. Also there is significant overlap with Chapter 9.
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Moreover, the prevention programs are inadequately tuned to the influence of the direct social environment (that is, friends, peers and parents) that is related to the heavy drinking patterns of this
specific target group (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). Therefore, it is essential to develop and evaluate the
effectiveness of alcohol prevention programs aimed at adolescents following the lower education
levels.
Prior research has demonstrated that web-based brief alcohol interventions can be effective in reducing heavy alcohol use in adolescents and students (Bewick et al., 2008; Chiauzzi et al., 2005;
Doumas et al., 2009; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009; Neighbors et al., 2004; Neighbors & Lewis, 2006).
Interventions delivered electronically via the internet have large practical advantages compared to
the more conventional methods (Borsari & Carey, 2000; Moyer et al., 2002; Wild et al., 2007). The
Internet is easily accessible and particularly appealing to young people. Furthermore, it allows the
participants to access the intervention in the privacy of their homes at a convenient time, which may
enhance their feelings of anonymity. Brief interventions are especially easy to implement by creating
links on websites or providing the link of this website in promotion and education materials. Moreover, these interventions can be provided in an automated, cost-effective and flexible way (Riper et
al., 2009). Finally, the majority of adolescents in Western countries have access to the internet and
make frequent use of internet technologies (Gross, 2004; Lebo, 2010), which make web-based brief
alcohol interventions particularly suitable for our target group.

Objectives and hypotheses
The objective of the study described in this protocol is to evaluate the effectiveness of the What Do
You Drink web-based brief alcohol intervention among heavy-drinking adolescents aged 15 to 20
years with a low educational background. A two-arm parallel-group randomized controlled trial will
be conducted with two follow-up assessments (that is, after one and six months) to examine the effectiveness of the intervention. Two hypotheses will be tested. First, we expect that a larger percentage of
participants in the experimental condition will drink within the normative limits of the Dutch National
Health Council for low-risk drinking (Gezondheidsraad, 2006) when compared to the control condition as a result of the WDYD intervention. This means that participants’ consumption will not exceed
a mean heavy alcohol use consumption of more than seven (girls aged 15 to 16 years), twelve (boys
aged 15 to 16 years), fourteen (women aged 17 to 20 years) or twenty-one (men aged 17 to 20 years)
glasses of standard units of alcohol per week and/or, in the case of binge drinking, five or more glasses
of standard units of alcohol on one drinking occasion at least once per month and week for boys and
girls aged 15 to 16 years and men and women aged 17 to 20 years, respectively, at one month and six
months after the intervention. Second, we expect that participants in the experimental condition will
reduce their mean weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking. Thus, it is hypothesized that exposure to the WDYD intervention will be more effective compared to no intervention.

METHODS
Trial design
The effectiveness of the What Do You Drink web-based brief alcohol intervention will be tested in a twoarm parallel-group cluster randomized controlled trial. Participants comprise approximately 750 heavydrinking adolescents with a low educational background aged 15 to 20 years: 375 are in the experimental
condition (web-based brief alcohol intervention) and 375 are in the control condition (no intervention).
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Participants and procedure
Participants will be recruited at VMBO and MBO institutions in the Netherlands. The VMBO and MBO
institutions will be selected from a list of all educational institutions in different regions in the Netherlands. The selected educational institutions will receive an invitation letter with additional information
about the study. A standardized cover story will be used in which institutions are informed that their
students will participate in a study examining newly developed health education materials addressing alcohol use. After two weeks, the institutions will be contacted by telephone to establish whether
or not they are willing to participate in the study. Those institutions that are willing to cooperate in
the study will be asked to participate with as many as possible classes. Additionally, they will be requested to distribute letters to the parents of adolescents aged 15 to 16 years to inform them about
the institution’s study participation. The parents will be given the opportunity to refuse participation by email or telephone during the entire study period. The informed consent materials will state
clearly the expectations of frequency, duration and extent of study participation.
From the participating institutions, none of the adolescents will be excluded from study participation
to avoid stigmatization and social exclusion. However, after the recruitment and enrolment of the
institutions in the trial, an online baseline assessment will be carried out to establish whether the
adolescents of the participating classes can be included in the study sample. Therefore, participants
must: 1) be between 15 and 20 years old, 2) report heavy drinking in the past six months, and 3) be
willing to change their alcohol consumption. Our definition of heavy drinking is based on measures
of heavy alcohol use and binge drinking, which differs across participants’ sex and age. To fulfill the
sample inclusion criteria, adolescents should be a heavy alcohol user and/or a binge drinker. However, problem drinkers who show symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence (that is, an AUDIT score
of 20 or above (Babor et al., 2001)) and/or of receiving treatment for alcohol-related problems will be
excluded from participation since the WDYD intervention focuses on the prevention of heavy drinking
rather than the prevention of problem drinking. The Ethical Committee (ECG) of the Faculty of Social
Sciences of Radboud University Nijmegen in the Netherlands has approved the trial protocol.

Intervention
Originally, the WDYD intervention had been developed for heavy-drinking young adults aged 18 to
24 years. Therefore, minor adaptations have been made concerning the usability (that is, use of language) of the intervention to make it more appropriate for the target group of adolescents with a low
educational background aged 15 to 20 years. Detecting and reducing heavy drinking of adolescents
who are willing to decrease their alcohol consumption is the main aim of the WDYD intervention.
Motivational Interviewing principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and parts of the I-Change model (De
Vries et al., 1988) are incorporated in the intervention, in which knowledge, social norms, and selfefficacy are embedded as the most changeable determinants of behavior change. To increase adolescents’ motivation to adapt their drinking behavior, discrepant personal information is presented
(Spijkerman et al., 2010). Therefore, the first part of the WDYD intervention consists of a screening
procedure and a form of personalized feedback based on the screening outcomes. The second part
of the WDYD intervention focuses on goal-setting, action planning, and strengthening adolescents’
drinking refusal self-efficacy (for more details of the intervention see ((Voogt et al., 2011)).
Intervention conditions. Participants in the experimental condition will be exposed to the WDYD
intervention, while participants in the control condition will receive no further intervention.
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Data collection
The recruitment, enrolment in the trial, online baseline assessment, and randomization is scheduled
during the period of October to December 2011. The follow-up assessments will be obtained one and
six months after the intervention, that is, in the period November to December 2011 and April to May
2012. In addition, the participating VMBO and MBO institutions will be offered an incentive in the
format of the DVD workshop ‘Advertisement agency’, after their students have completed the total
follow-up period. The workshop, designed by the Trimbos Institute (Netherlands Institute of Mental
Health and Addiction), is developed for adolescents and focuses on alcohol, tobacco, and drugs use
and peer pressure. An overview of the measurements is given in Figure 1.

Enrolment

Assessed for
eligibility

Randomized

Excluded
- not meeting the criteria
- declined to participate
- other reasons

Follow-up

Allocation

Baseline assessment

Allocated to
WDYD intervention

Allocated to
no intervention

 month follow-up measurement after the intervention

 months follow-up measurement after the intervention

Figure 1. Study design.
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Outcomes
Primary outcomes measures are: 1) the percentage of participants who drink within the normative
limits of the Dutch National Health Council for low-risk drinking, 2) reductions in mean weekly alcohol consumption, and 3) frequency of binge drinking. The secondary outcome measures include the
alcohol-related cognitions, attitudes, self-efficacy, and subjective norms.
The Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al., 1992) will be used to measure
participants’ average glasses of standard alcohol units in the previous week. To assess frequency of
binge drinking, respondents will be asked how often they consumed five or more glasses of standard
alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per month (boys and girls aged 15 to 16 years)
and week (men and women aged 17 to 20 years) in the past month and week, respectively.
Attitudes towards alcohol use reflect the extent to which respondents have a positive or negative
regard of alcohol use. Respondents will be asked about the perceived effects of alcohol (for example,
‘Drinking alcohol makes me feel less shy’ and ‘Drinking alcohol makes me fat’). Respondents will
complete 10 positive and 10 negative attitude items and respond on a 4-point scale ranging from (1)
‘strongly disagree’ to (4) ‘strongly agree’ (Malmberg et al., 2010).
Self-efficacy will be measured with a modified version of Young’s Drinking Refusal Self-Efficacy Questionnaire
Revised Adolescents Version (DRSEQ-RA: (Oei et al., 2005; Young et al., 2007)), which assesses respondents’
ability to resist drinking alcohol in various situations. This measure was modified by adding additional risk
situations in which respondents find it hard to resist alcohol. Additional items were generated by the authors
(for example, ‘When I have finished my exams’). Respondents will complete 26 items and respond on a 6point scale from (1) ‘I am very sure I cannot resist alcohol’ to (6) ‘I am very sure I can resist alcohol’, with
higher scores reflecting higher DRSEQ-RA. The measure incorporates three subscales that reflect drinking
refusal self-efficacy relating to social pressure (for example, ‘When my friends are drinking’), emotional relief
(for example, ‘When I am angry’) and opportunity to drink (for example, ‘When I am watching TV’).
Descriptive norms will be assessed by measuring perceived alcohol use among best friend, partner, parents,
and typical same-sex student. Respondents will be asked about the frequency of their best friend’s/partner’s/parents’ and typical same-sex student’s alcohol use in the previous four weeks. The respondents can
respond on a 6-point scale ranging from (1) ‘have not been drinking’ to (6) ‘every day’ (Engels & Knibbe,
2000). The intensity of their best friend’s/partner’s/parents’/typical same-sex student’s drinking will be assessed by asking the respondents the number of glasses of standard alcohol units their best friend/partner/
parents/typical same-sex student had drunk in the previous week in the contexts of at home and outside
the home (Engels, Knibbe, & Drop, 1999). By asking about these four specific situations, respondents are
forced to increase the reliability of response (Bot, Engels, & Knibbe, 2005). The scores on these four questions will be summed up to get an indication about the total number of glasses of standard alcohol units
the best friends/partner/parents/typical same-sex student of each adolescent consumed in the past week.
Injunctive norms will be assessed by measuring the perceived acceptability of drinking among adolescent’s best friend, partner and typical same-sex student. Respondents will be asked: ‘Do you think
that (1) your best friend, (2) your partner and (3) the typical same-sex student would mind if you
drink a lot?’ Responses will be coded using a 4-point scale anchored by (1) ‘not at all’ to (4) ‘a lot’.
A higher score indicates more liberal norms towards adolescent drinking. Thus, both proximal and
distal reference groups will be used to assess social norms.
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Sample size
The power calculation of our study reflects the notion that we aim to detect an increase in the percentage
of participants showing low-risk drinking after one month of 42% in the experimental group versus 31%
in the control group (Boon et al., 2011). A total sample size of 750 respondents (n = 375 per condition)
will be required to test the hypothesis in a two-sided test at alpha = 0.05, a power of (1-beta) = 0.80, and
expecting a worst-case scenario of totally 15% loss-to-follow-up after randomization. The fact that the
data are clustered (participants are nested in classes) was taken into account in the power calculation.
The intraclass correlation is expected to be between 0.03 and 0.06 indicating that there is a low degree
of similarity between participants within classes (Kutasha, Banks, Duchnowskia, & Lynna, 2007).

Randomization
Randomization will occur by class level within the educational institutions to avoid contamination
between the conditions. Thus, classes of adolescents from a VMBO or MBO institution will be randomly
assigned to either the experimental or the control condition. A blocked randomization scheme (block
size four) will be used. An independent researcher of the Behavioural Science Institute will perform
the allocation with a computerized random number generator after baseline assessment.

Statistical methods
Descriptive analyses will be conducted to explore whether the randomization has resulted in a balanced distribution of participants’ demographic characteristics across conditions. The potential nonindependence of the clustered data, due to the fact that participants are nested in classes, will be
taken into account in the analyses.
Data will be analyzed in accordance with the intent-to-treat principle and the completers-only framework in SPSS and/or Mplus. For the intention-to-treat analyses, missing data at follow-up assessments
will be handled using multiple imputations using the predictive mean matching method (continuous
data) and the logistic regression method (categorical data). Additionally, completers-only analyses
will be conducted on participants with scores on all measurements.
Logistic and linear regressions will be performed in both the intention-to-treat and the completers-only
analyses to test how the WDYD intervention is related to the alcohol outcomes (that is, heavy drinking, mean weekly alcohol consumption, and frequency of binge drinking) one and six months after the
intervention. Besides testing the main effects of the WDYD intervention, moderating effects of age,
sex, and drinking status will be investigated to establish whether subgroups are more likely to benefit
from the WDYD intervention. Moreover, mediating processes will be examined to: 1) test whether the
WDYD intervention modifies the mediating factors (that is, attitudes, social norms and self-efficacy:
ASE-model (Kok et al., 1991)), 2) provide insights into how the WDYD intervention achieves its effects
(that is, which mediating factors are modified by the WDYD intervention that are related to alcohol
outcomes), and 3) reveal which mediating factors are the most important for realizing change in the
alcohol outcomes (Koning et al., 2011). Three steps will be performed to analyze the mediating effects
(MacKinnon et al., 2002). First, it will be analyzed whether the WDYD intervention has an effect on the
mediating factors. Then, the effects of the mediating factors on the alcohol outcomes will be analyzed,
while controlling for the effect of the WDYD intervention. Finally, it will be analyzed whether or not the
size of the mediated effects are statistically significant (Bryan et al., 2007; MacKinnon et al., 2002).
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The study will be performed in accordance with the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials) guidelines (Schulz, Altman, & Moher, 2010).

DISCUSSION
The current study has described a study protocol for evaluating the effectiveness of the What Do You
Drink web-based brief alcohol intervention for 15- to 20-year-old adolescents with a low educational
background by using a two-arm parallel-group cluster randomized controlled trial. Evaluation of the
WDYD intervention will provide insights into its effectiveness, which will be communicated to scientists and health professionals.
One of the strengths of this program concerns the theoretical underpinning of the WDYD intervention, which is based on Motivational Interviewing principles and social influence models. Both have
been proven to be effective when used in web-based brief alcohol interventions aimed at reducing
heavy drinking among students (Bewick et al., 2008; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas et al., 2009; Kypri
et al., 2004, 2009; Neighbors et al., 2004). Further, the web-based approach of the tailored intervention may be more effective over the more traditional delivery methods (Spijkerman et al., 2010). In
addition, WDYD is a short intervention (about 20 minutes), which makes it less time-consuming than
regular prevention programs and, therefore, easier to implement. Finally, standardized responses will
be ensured by providing an overview of standard units for various beverages. However, this study
has several limitations that are worth mentioning. First, a convenience sampling strategy will be
used to recruit participants at VMBO and MBO institutions, which may limit generalizability. Second,
all measurements are based on self-report measures, possibly resulting in over- or underreporting
of alcohol outcomes due to social desirability (Offer et al., 2000). However, confidentially will be assured in the informed consent, which make the self-report measures of alcohol use reliable and valid
(Engels et al., 2007; Winters et al., 1991). Third, despite clustering the randomization at class level,
participants in the control condition could have been exposed to the WDYD intervention when they
have friends in the experimental condition who have shared the link of the intervention. However,
contamination between conditions is expected to be minimal since the WDYD intervention is neither
yet available to the general public nor online. Moreover, contamination between conditions will be
evaluated by asking all participants if they have actually seen the WDYD intervention by presenting
screening shots of the homepage of the intervention to reduce participants’ memory bias. Fourth, it
may be the case that being exposed to the intervention or control condition influences the way participants perceive the alcohol use and acceptability of drinking of the reference group under investigation. However, adolescents are rather accurate in estimating their best friend’s drinking behavior
(Poelen, Scholte, Willemsen, Boomsma, & Engels, 2007). Finally, the development of the effects of the
intervention over time cannot be examined, since there are only two follow-up assessments at one
and six months after the intervention.
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CHAPTER 9
The effectiveness of the slightly modified version of the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based
brief alcohol intervention in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking adolescents with
a low educational background at one and six months follow-up
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study was to evaluate the slightly modified version of the web-based brief alcohol
intervention ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD) among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged
15-20 years with a low educational background at one and six months follow-up. A two-arm parallel
group cluster randomized controlled trial was conducted online in the Netherlands in 2011-2012.
Participants included in the trial were recruited from preparatory and secondary vocational education
institutions and had to be between 15 and 20 years of age and report heavy drinking in the past six
months. In total, 73 classes representing 609 (59.9% male) participants were allocated to the experimental condition (37 classes, 318 participants: WDYD intervention) or control condition (36 classes,
291 participants: no intervention). Outcomes were heavy drinking, weekly alcohol consumption, and
frequency of binge drinking. Regressions analyses revealed no significant main intervention effects
on any of the alcohol outcomes at one and six month’s follow-up according to the intention-totreat principle. Additionally, there were no moderating effects of gender, age, educational level, and
readiness to change on the relation between the WDYD intervention and the alcohol outcomes at
follow-up. The WDYD intervention was not effective in reducing alcohol consumption among heavy
drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background at one
and six months follow-up. However, the absence of intervention effectiveness cannot be used as an
argument for not conducting these types of interventions with low educated individuals, since our
study was the first to target this population.
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INTRODUCTION
Heavy drinking is a serious burden on health and economy in most Western countries and contributes to 4% of total mortality. Additionally, economic costs attributable to heavy drinking in Western
countries are generally more than 1% of the gross domestic product (Rehm et al., 2009). The low-risk
drinking guidelines of the Dutch National Health Council recommend that adults should not drink
more than one (for females) or two (for males) glasses of standard alcohol units per day, with one
unit representing ten grams of ethanol, and adolescents under the age of 18 should abstain from
alcohol (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). However, alcohol consumption estimates in the Netherlands indicate that a substantial proportion of adolescents and young adults drink above these guidelines
and contribute to heavy drinking. This means drinking more than 7 (girls aged 15-16 years), 12
(boys aged 15-16 years), 14 (females aged 17-20 years), or 21 (males aged 17-20 years) glasses of
standard alcohol units per week and/or drinking 5 or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one
drinking occasion at least once per month for boys and girls aged 15-16 years and at least once per
week for males and females aged 17-20 years. Heavy drinking is especially prevalent among 15 to 20
years old individuals with a low educational background (Schrijvers & Schoenmaker, 2008; Schrijvers
& Schuit, 2010; Stolte et al., 2005). The prevalence of heavy drinking among adolescents and young
adults with a low educational background is alarming in light of the evidence showing that heavy
drinking is associated with negative short and long-term health related consequences, academic
performances, and social relationships (Hingson et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2009). Thus, it is necessary
to develop interventions to decrease the number of adolescents and young adults and adolescents
in general, and those with a low educational background in particular, who engage in heavy drinking, especially since they start drinking at a younger age, and engage in heavy drinking more often
compared to higher educated peers (Monshouwer et al., 2008; Stolte et al., 2005; Van Dorsselaer et
al., 2007). Moreover, the prevalence rates of heavy drinking increase even more as adolescents get
older (Brown et al., 2008). Nonetheless, Dutch alcohol prevention and intervention programs targeting specifically adolescents and young adults with low education levels are practically non-existent
(Van Hasselt, 2010; Von Heijden & Collard, 2011).
Web-based brief alcohol interventions, consisting of a screening procedure and personalized feedback, are found to be effective in reducing heavy drinking in adolescents and young adults (Bewick
et al., 2008; Doumas et al., 2009; Kypri et al., 2009, 2013). The general aim of these types of interventions is to reduce alcohol consumption patterns by providing discrepant personal information
to increase individual’s motivation to change behaviour (Spijkerman et al., 2010). Personal drinking
profile, risk factors, and normative comparisons are topics that are usually addressed in the screening procedure and when constructing the personalized feedback. The inclusion of normative comparisons of personal drinking levels and drinking levels of a relevant comparison group to correct
misperceptions of descriptive drinking norms is based on social influence models (Bandura, 1986).
Personalized normative feedback has been identified as an effective component of web-based brief
alcohol interventions aimed at reducing heavy drinking (Riper et al., 2009; Rooke et al., 2011), and
it is commonly delivered in a non-judgmental, non-confrontational, and non-aversive manner to
conform to Motivational Interviewing principles (Miller & Rollnick, 2002). The high accessibility, convenience, and cost-effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions (Tensil, Jonas, & Strüber,
2013) make these types of interventions suitable for targeting adolescents and young adults.
We are unaware of any studies examining the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background. Most randomized
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controlled trials on web-based brief alcohol interventions targeted young adults attending higher
education colleges or universities, possibly because these types of interventions require moderately
high levels of reading and computer literacy (White et al., 2010). In addition, evaluating intervention effectiveness among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background might
be challenging, since they are difficult to recruit, and they tend to drop out of the intervention more
frequently, resulting in low retention rates compared to higher educated groups (Pyatak et al., 2013).
Nonetheless, web-based brief alcohol interventions might also effectively reduce heavy drinking
among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background for several reasons. First,
a high prevalence of heavy drinking among adolescents and young adults with a low educational
background constitutes a serious burden on health and economy. Thus, due to the absence of Dutch
alcohol prevention and intervention programs targeting this population, there is a need to develop
interventions. Furthermore, web-based brief alcohol interventions have a number of advantages
over traditional face-to-face interventions regarding accessibility, anonymity, and cost-effectiveness
(Riper et al., 2009). Finally, most young adults have access to the Internet and are actively using it
(Escoffery et al., 2005).
The present study evaluated the slightly modified version of the web-based brief alcohol intervention
‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD) among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years
with a low educational background at one and six months follow-up. The WDYD intervention is initially developed by using the Intervention Mapping (IM) protocol (Voogt et al., 2013a) to detect and
reduce heavy drinking among young 18 to 24 years old adults attending higher education colleges
or universities (Voogt et al., 2011). The original WDYD intervention was slightly modified in terms of
usability (i.e., use of language) to target adolescents and young adults between the ages of 15-20
years with a low educational background. Part one of the WDYD intervention contains a screening
procedure and personalized feedback based on the screening outcomes, whereas part two focuses
on goal-setting, action planning, and reinforcing drinking refusal self-efficacy through providing tips
to maintain drinking goals in situations in which it is hard to resist alcohol. The core elements of the
WDYD intervention are based on principles of Motivational Interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002)
and parts of the I-Change model (De Vries et al., 1988), in which knowledge, social norms, and selfefficacy are included as the most changeable determinants of behavioral change. It took about 20
minutes to complete the single session WDYD intervention.					
			
Recently, the original version of the WDYD intervention was evaluated at one and six months follow-up among heavy drinking students aged 18-24 years attending higher education colleges or
universities. Although, no significant main effects were found for alcohol outcomes at both followups, the WDYD intervention appeared to be effective in lowering alcohol consumption for several
subgroups of college students (i.e., contemplators, carnivala participants, and those scoring high on
problem drinking) at one month follow-up (Voogt et al., 2013b). Based on the results of this previous trial, we hypothesized to find no significant main effects for the WDYD intervention on alcohol
consumption at one and six months follow-up. In addition, based on our earlier study among college students, we hypothesized that exposure to the WDYD intervention would prevent an increase
in alcohol consumption at one month follow-up compared to receiving no intervention among the
specific subgroup of participants who score high on problem drinking. Therefore, we further explored
whether gender, age, educational level (i.e., risk factors), and readiness to change (i.e., a theoretical
relevant factor that is targeted in the WDYD intervention to induce its effect) moderated the effect
of the WDYD intervention on alcohol consumption at both follow-ups. Moderating effects were ex145

plored to establish whether subgroups at higher risk might be more likely to derive benefit from the
WDYD intervention compared to subgroups at lower risk as well as to confirm the positive effects of
the intervention across subgroups. Gaining insight into subgroups that derive most benefit from an
intervention helps target specific subgroups for the WDYD intervention (Carey et al., 2007; Chiauzzi
et al., 2005; Riper et al., 2008; Turrisi et al., 2009).

METHODS
Study design
A two-arm parallel group cluster randomized controlled trial was used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the WDYD intervention. In total, 609 participants were randomized in the experimental (n = 318:
WDYD intervention) or control condition (n = 291: no intervention).

Participants and procedure
Education in the Netherlands is oriented towards the needs and background of the students. After attending elementary education, students go to one of the three types of secondary education: preparatory
secondary vocational education (VMBO), senior general education (HAVO) and pre-university education
(VWO). A VMBO education trains students for secondary vocational education (MBO) or, in some cases,
to move on to HAVO. A HAVO education is a preparation for a higher professional education (HBO) or
university, but students can also go to VWO. A VWO education prepares students for a university education. The present study recruited participants from VMBO and MBO institutions in 2011-2012.
The VMBO and MBO institutions were selected from a list of all educational institutions in different
regions (i.e., Overijssel, Gelderland, Noord-Brabant, and Limburg) in the Netherlands by means of a
convenience sampling strategy. The selected educational institutions received letters inviting them
to participate in the study and containing information about the study and inclusion criteria. A cover
story was used in which the institutions were informed that their students participated in a study
examining newly developed health education materials addressing alcohol use. After two weeks, the
VMBO and MBO institutions were contacted by telephone to establish whether they were willing
to participate in the study. If they were willing to be involved in the study, they were requested to
participate with as many classes as possible to recruit the necessary amount of participants based
on the power calculation (Voogt, Poelen, Lemmers, & Engels, 2012). In addition, they were requested
to distribute study invitation letters to the parents of students aged 15-16 years, giving them the
opportunity to respond if they had any objections to their child’s participation. All students of the
participating classes were followed during the entire study period to avoid stigmatization and social
exclusion. Yet, after the recruitment and enrolment of the classes in the trial, all students filled in
a baseline survey to establish whether they met the inclusion criteria of the study and could be included in the analyses. Inclusion criteria of the study were that participants needed to 1) be between
15 and 20 years of age, 2) report heavy drinking in the past six months, and 3) be ready to change
their alcohol consumption. Participants who showed symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence
(i.e., an AUDIT score of 20 above (Babor et al., 2001)) and/or received treatment for alcohol-related
problems were excluded from the study because the WDYD intervention focuses on the prevention of
heavy drinking rather than problem drinking.
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The power calculation was based on study findings of the effectiveness of a web-based personalized
feedback intervention on heavy alcohol use in male adults in the Netherlands (Boon et al., 2011). As
reported in our study protocol, 750 participants were needed to detect an increase in the percentage
of participants showing low-risk drinking of 42% (315/750) in the experimental condition versus 31%
(232.5/750) in the control condition corresponding to a number needed to treat of 9 (i.e., moderate to
large effect) at one month follow-up with a 2-sided test at alpha = 0.05, a power of (1-beta) = 0.80 and
an anticipated dropout rate of 15% after randomization (Voogt et al., 2012). The power calculation
accounted for the clustered nature of the data (participants are nested in classes) with expected intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC’s) between 0.03 and 0.06. In total, 1374 participants from 92 classes
at 9 VMBO and 10 MBO institutions were recruited. This number was deemed sufficient to identify 750
heavy drinking students, since a previous report on alcohol consumption among students from 20 different MBO institutions in the Netherlands (N = 7.977) indicated that a total of 79.1% of participants
drank at least one glass of alcohol per week, the average consumption was 5.1 glasses of alcohol per
week and 63% of the population did not adhere to low-risk drinking norms 6 (Rijpstra & Bernaards,
2011). However, contrary to what was expected based on these prevalence rates among lower education students, 44% (N = 609) of participants in our sample could be classified as heavy drinkers. Of these
609 participants, only 63 indicated that they were ready to change their drinking behaviour. Due to the
lack of readiness to change of the target population and time and financial constraints, we decided to
include all heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years (i.e., those meeting two out
of the three inclusion criteria) in the study and run the analyses on 609 participants. To avoid contamination between the conditions, randomization using a computerized random number generator with
blocked randomization scheme (block size 4) occurred by class level within the educational institutions.
An independent researcher from the Behavioural Science Institute performed the allocation before
baseline assessment. Participants were blinded to the aim of the study until the end of the study.
Surveys were administered online during school hours by means of school visits at baseline and at
one and six months follow-up. The participants were assured anonymity and confidentiality, since
the researchers were the only ones who had access to the data. The DVD workshop ‘Advertisement
agency’, designed by the Trimbos Institute (Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and Addiction),
was given as incentive by sending debriefing letters to the participating VMBO and MBO institutions
at the end of the study period after the last measurements had been filled out. This workshop was
developed for adolescents with an aim to focus on alcohol, tobacco, and drugs use as well as on peer
pressure. No individual incentives were given. The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences
at Radboud University Nijmegen approved the study (Voogt et al., 2012). This trial is registered in the
Netherlands Trial Register (no. NTR2971).

Interventions
Participants assigned to the experimental condition received the WDYD intervention. The content of
the WDYD intervention is described in detail elsewhere (Voogt et al., 2013a, 2013b). Participants assigned to the control condition received no intervention.

6

Prevalence rates of heavy drinking according to our definition are not available for students attending VMBO and MBO

education in the Netherlands.
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Outcomes 7			
Heavy drinking. Heavy drinking was defined as the percentage of participants drinking above the
limits of low-risk drinking and assessed at baseline and one and six months follow-up (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). This means drinking more than 7 (girls aged 15-16 years), 12 (boys aged 15-16
years), 14 (females aged 17-20 years), or 21 (males aged 17-20 years) glasses of standard alcohol
units per week and/or drinking 5 or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion
at least once per month for boys and girls aged 15-16 years and at least once per week for males and
females aged 17-20 years (Voogt et al., 2012).
Weekly alcohol consumption. The Dutch version of the Alcohol Weekly Recall (Lemmens et al.,
1992) was used to assess weekly alcohol consumption at baseline and one and six months follow-up.
Participants were asked to indicate retrospectively the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they consumed on each day in the past seven days. Standardized responses were assured by providing an overview of standard units for various beverages. In total, 2.15% of the participants scored
three standard deviations above the sample mean of weekly alcohol consumption and were given that
value in order to retain outliers in the analyses (resulting range 0 to 62) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). 8
Frequency of binge drinking. Frequency of binge drinking was defined as the percentage of participants drinking 5 or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion at least once per
month (boys and girls aged 15-16 years) or week (males and females aged 17-20 years) and assessed
at baseline and after one and six months follow-up. Participants were asked how often they had drunk
5 or more glasses of standard alcohol units on one drinking occasion in the previous month or week,
respectively. Responses were measured on an 8-point scale ranging from (0) ‘never’ to (7) ‘every day’
(Voogt et al., 2013b). The definition of frequency of binge drinking was derived in different ways according to participants’ age since we assumed that the prevalence and effects would be too small in
the youngest age group when using the ‘once per week’ criterion for the total group. Therefore, we
used the ‘once per month’ criterion for 15-16 year olds and the ‘once per week’ criterion for 17-20
year olds which is in line with a comparative study on the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol
intervention among binge drinkers aged 15-20 years in the Netherlands (Spijkerman et al., 2010).
Moderators. Gender (male vs. female), age (15-16 years vs. 17-20 years), educational level (VMBO
vs. MBO), and readiness to change (no vs. yes) were explored as moderators and assessed at baseline. Participants’ readiness to change was assessed using one item asking participants, which of the
following statement applied best to them: (1) ‘I do not drink alcohol anymore (action)’, (2) ‘In the
future, I will keep drinking alcohol as much as I do now’ (immotive), (3) ‘I want to reduce drinking
alcohol in the future, but not within the upcoming six months (precontemplation)’, (4) ‘I want to
reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming six months’ (contemplation), (5) ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming month’ (preparation), (6) ‘I have already reduced drinking alcohol,
but less than six months ago’ (action), and (7) ‘I have reduced drinking alcohol more than six months
ago (maintenance)’. The question was developed to provide a short and easy to administer and score
measure of participant’s readiness to change that was also incorporated in the screening test of the
WDYD intervention.
7 All

outcomes pertained to the individual level.

8 The

extreme values were managed in the same way as we did in our previous study on the effectiveness of the WDYD inter-

vention among heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years (Voogt et al., 2013b).
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Participants who selected statements 2 or 3 were considered not to be ready to change behavior
(n = 508), whereas those who selected statements 1, 4, 5 or 6 were considered to be ready to change
behavior or already in the process of changing behavior (n = 63) (Kremers, Mudde, & De Vries, 2001;
Prochaska & Velicer, 1997; Rollnick et al., 1992). Readiness to change was dichotomized to be consistent with the moderation analyses in our previous study on the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention among heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years up (Voogt et al., 2013b).

Statistical methods
The intent-to-treat (ITT) principle and the completers-only framework were used to analyze all data.
Missing data were handled by means of multiple imputations using the predictive mean matching
method (MMS). In total, twenty imputed datasets were evaluated with p = 0.05 as a criterion for
statistical significance by averaging the results (i.e., pooling). A completers-only framework was utilized with participants who participated in all measurements, without the inclusion of imputed data.
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the baseline characteristics of the participants. Logistic
regressions were conducted for heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking, whereas linear regressions were conducted for weekly alcohol consumption to evaluate the effectiveness of the WDYD
intervention at one and six months follow-up while adjusting for covariates that were unequally
distributed across conditions at baseline. We reported 1) odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the dichotomous variables and 2) standardized coefficients (Betas), standard errors (SE),
and p-values for the continuous variable. In addition, the effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s
d (i.e., M1 – M2 / √(SD12 + SD 22) / 2) (Cohen, 1988) for weekly alcohol consumption and numbers
needed to treat (NNT) (Kraemer et al., 2003) for heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking.
ICC’s were calculated for all three dependent variables at one and six months follow-up to control
for the clustered data since participants were nested within classes. Although ICC’s were expected
to be between 0.03 and 0.06 (Voogt et al., 2012), heavy drinking, frequency of binge drinking, and
mean weekly alcohol consumption had mean ICC’s of 0.05, 0.04, and 0.12 at one month follow-up
and 0.05, 0.05, and 0.07 at six months follow-up, respectively, indicating that class effect could be
explain a part of the variance. Therefore, all regression analyses were adjusted for clustering and
covariates in Mplus 6.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2010). In addition, all analyses were conducted
using the maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors (MLR) to correct for the skewed
distribution of the alcohol outcomes. Moreover, interaction terms were computed and entered into
the regression models to examine differences in intervention effectiveness between subgroups at
both follow-ups. Interaction terms were calculated as the products of the dummy coded interventioncontrol contrasts with gender, age, educational level, and readiness to change as moderators.

RESULTS
Participant flow
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of the classes and participants. Overall, 92 classes representing 1374 participants were recruited and filled in the baseline survey of which 37 classes (n = 318) were allocated
to the WDYD intervention and 36 classes (n = 291) allocated to no intervention. Due to sickness,
truancy, or changing from educational institution, loss to follow-up rates were 35.5% at one-month
follow-up and 54.0% at six months follow-up. Finally, 609 participants were heavy drinkers in the
ages between 15-20 years and eligible for the intention-to-treat analyses, whereas 280 participants
were eligible for the completers-only analyses.
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Enrolment
Allocation
Follow-up
Analysis

Assessed for eligibility
( 92 classes )
Excluded ( 19 classes ):
- not meeting the criteria ( 0 classes )
- declined to participate ( 19 classes )
- other reasons ( 0 classes ):

Randomized
( 73 classes )

Allocated to intervention
No of classes: 37

Allocated to no intervention
No of classes: 36

Received allocated intervention
No of classes: 37
Average class size: 38.6
Range of class size: 2-7
No of participants: 318

Received no intervention
No of classes: 36
Average class size: 37.5
Range of class size: 2-7
No of participants: 291

Did not receive allocated intervention
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 0

Did not receive allocated intervention
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 0

Lost to follow-up at  month
due to withdrawn
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 134

Lost to follow-up at  month
due to withdrawn
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 82

Lost to follow-up at  months
due to withdrawn
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 188

Lost to follow-up at  months
due to withdrawn
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 141

Analyzed
No of classes: 37
Average class size: 38.6
Range of class size: 2-7
No of participants: 318

Analyzed
No of classes: 36
Average class size: 37.5
Range of class size: 2-7
No of participants: 291

Excluded from analysis
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 0

Excluded from analysis
No of classes: 0
No of participants: 0

Figure 1. Flow of classes and participants according to the CONSORT guidelines.
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Baseline characteristics
The baseline characteristics at individual and class level for the experimental and control conditions
are shown in Table 1. The sample had a mean age of 17.3 (SD = 1.3) and consisted of 59.9% males.
Of the participants, 16.6% attended VMBO education, 36.5% drank heavily, and 63.4% engaged
in binge drinking. The mean weekly alcohol consumption was 11.6 (SD = 13.7) glasses of standard
alcohol units.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics at individual and cluster level
Intervention
(n = 318)

Control
(n = 291)

Total sample
(N = 609)

Male, n (%)
Age, M (SD)
Education: attending VMBOa, n (%)
Education: attending MBOb, n (%)
Readiness to changec, n (%)

217 (68.2)
17.2 (1.3)
65 (20.4)
253 (79.6)
36 (11.3)

148 (50.9)
17.4 (1.2)
36 (12.4)
255 (87.6)
27 (9.3)

365 (59.9)
17.3 (1.3)
101 (16.6)
508 (83.4)
63 (10.3)

Heavy drinkingd, n (%)
Frequency of binge drinking, n (%)
Weekly alcohol consumption, M (SD)

117 (36.8)
205 (64.5)
12.0 (13.9)

105 (36.1)
181 (62.2)
11.3 (13.5)

222 (36.5)
386 (63.4)
11.6 (13.7)

Number
Size, M (SD)

37
38.6 (19.3)

36
37.5 (18.2)

73
38.1 (18.8)

Baseline characteristics

Individual characteristics

Outcomes

Class characteristics

Note.

N: number of participants. M: mean. SD: standard deviation. a VMBO: preparatory secondary vocational
education. b MBO: secondary vocational education. c Readiness to change alcohol consumption was
assessed through one item asking the participants which statement applied best to them. Participants were
considered to be ready to change alcohol consumption when they selected ‘I do not drink alcohol anymore’
or ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol within the upcoming six months’ or ‘I want to reduce drinking alcohol
within the upcoming month’ or ‘I have already reduced drinking alcohol, but less than six months ago’.
d Drinking > 7 or 12 (girls/boys aged 15-16 years) or 14 or 21 (females/males aged 17-20 years) glasses of
standard units of alcohol per week and/or drinking 5 or more glasses of standard alcohol units per occasion
at least once per month for boys and girls aged 15-16 years and at least once per week for males and
females aged 17-20 years (= binge drinking).

Loss to follow-up									
Attrition rates were 35.5% (n = 216, 134 in the intervention condition and 82 in the control condition) and 54.0% (n = 329, 188 in the intervention condition and 141 in the control condition) at one
and six months follow-up, respectively, and related to conditions (χ2 = 12.9 [df = 1], p < .001 and
χ2 = 7.0 [df = 1], p < .01). Attrition analyses on baseline variables and alcohol outcomes indicated
that completers were more likely to be female (χ2 = 14.3 [df = 1], p < .001) and more likely to be
younger (t(607) = 1.97, p = 0.05).

Effect of the intervention
Heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking. The results revealed no significant differences
between conditions in heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking at 1 and 6 months follow-up.
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The results were replicated in the completers-only analyses, with the exception of frequency of binge
drinking at 1 month follow-up, indicating that 57.7% of the participants in the experimental condition drunk 5 or more glasses compared to 66.7% of the participants in the control condition (OR =
0.85; CI = 0.73 to 0.98; NNT = 11; p = 0.03) (see Table 2).
Table 2. Percentage of heavy drinking and frequency of binge drinking at one and six months follow-up by condition (WDYD intervention versus control): intention-to-treat analyses (multiple imputation) (N = 609) and completers-only analyses (n = 280) adjusted for clustering and covariates (i.e.,
gender and education level)
Measures

Intervention
n
%

Control
n
%

OR

95% CI

P

NNT

Heavy drinking

1-month follow-up

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

318
130

25.3
34.6

291
150

26.3
37.3

0.96
0.91

[0.84 to 1.10]
[0.79 to 1.04]

0.54
0.18

83
37

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only
Frequency of binge drinking

318
130

29.5
30.8

291
150

31.5
34.7

0.97
0.91

[0.84 to 1.11]
[0.77 to 1.08]

0.65
0.28

49
26

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

318
130

43.3
57.7

291
150

47.7
66.7

0.92
0.85

[0.82 to 1.04]
[0.73 to 0.98]

0.18
0.03

23
11

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

318
130

55.3
50.8

291
150

57.5
55.3

0.95
0.91

[0.85 to 1.06]
[0.80 to 1.03]

0.35
0.13

49
24

6-month follow-up

1-month follow-up
6-month follow-up

Note.

N: number of participants. OR: odds ratios. CI: confidence interval. P: p-value. NNT = number needed to treat.

Weekly alcohol consumption. The findings showed no significant differences between the experimental and control condition in weekly alcohol consumption at both follow-up assessments. These
findings were replicated in the completers-only analyses (see Table 3).

Moderating effects
Moderation analyses revealed no significant moderating effects of gender, age, educational level,
and readiness to change on the relation between the WDYD intervention and the alcohol outcomes
(i.e., heavy drinking, frequency of binge drinking, and weekly alcohol consumption) at follow-up at
one and six months after the intervention (results in Tables can be obtained from the first author
upon request).
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Table 3. Weekly alcohol consumption [standard deviations (SD)] at one and six months follow-up by
condition (WDYD intervention versus control): intention-to-treat analyses (multiple imputation) (N =
609) and completers-only analyses (n = 280) adjusted for clustering and covariates (i.e., gender and
education level)
Weekly alcohol consumption

1-month follow-up

Intervention
M
SD

Control
M
SD

Dif

Beta

SE

P

Cohen’s d

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

13.2
13.0

16.1
16.2

12.3
10.8

15.0
12.2

0.9
2.2

-0.01
-0.01

0.05
0.06

0.86
0.93

0.06
-0.02

Intention-to-treat
Completers-only

12.2
11.5

15.1
14.4

11.7
10.8

14.0
12.3

0.5
0.7

-0.01
-0.01

0.05
0.06

0.89
0.83

0.00
-0.08

6-month follow-up

Note.

N: number of participants. M: mean. SD: standard deviation. Dif: difference in means between conditions. SE:
standard error. P: p-value.

DISCUSSION
The present study evaluated the effectiveness of the slightly modified version of the web-based brief
alcohol intervention ‘What Do You Drink’ for adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with
a low educational background using a two-arm parallel group cluster randomized controlled trial.
As hypothesized, no significant main effects were found for the WDYD intervention on any of the
alcohol outcomes at one and six months follow-up. In addition, the findings showed no moderating
effects of gender, age, educational level, and readiness to change on the relation between the WDYD
intervention and the alcohol outcomes at both follow-ups. In addition to the absence of main effects,
also no moderating effects were found. An explanation for these latter null results could be found
in the difficulties encountered in the recruitment process, which accounted for a smaller sample
size (N = 609) than envisioned beforehand according to the power calculation (N = 750) (Voogt et
al., 2012). Another factor that could explain the absence of moderating effects may be linked to the
fact that low educated persons tent to respond better to visuals rather than text (Veen & Jacobs,
2005) with respect to online information and face more difficulties with interpreting and processing information (Van der Neut & Kools, 2005). It is debatable whether they have read, understood,
and remembered the personalized feedback and normative comparisons with alarming content and
utilized the tips to resist alcohol in high-risk drinking situations. The WDYD intervention may not
be comprehensible and appealing enough to subgroups of heavy drinking adolescents and young
adults attending VMBO and MBO education since they may not be stimulated enough to effectively process online information and increase their readiness to change alcohol consumption. Still,
we modified the WDYD intervention in terms of usability to the target population, which indicated
that its contents and design were appropriate. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the WDYD
intervention (i.e., 20-minutes and one single-session) may not have been intensive enough to reduce
alcohol consumption at follow-ups. Booster sessions might have increased students’ exposure to the
WDYD intervention and thereby strengthen and/or extend intervention effects (Portnoy et al., 2008;
Riper et al., 2011).
The abovementioned results should be considered in light of several limitations. First, we could not
recruit the required number of participants as indicated by the power calculation. Additionally, the ICC’s
were higher than expected in our study protocol (Voogt et al., 2012), indicating that class effect could
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explain a part of the variance. Yet, in our regression models we adjusted for the nested data structure.
Second, the attrition was relatively high in the present study, which is a common feature of many
web-based delivered interventions also termed as ‘the law of attrition’ (Christensen & Mackinnon,
2006). Despite the attrition, the results established that, any difference between the experimental
and the control condition on the alcohol outcomes at follow-ups was expected to be small and
probably would not have reached statistical significance even with a larger sample size. In addition, the study had a low retention rate that was distributed unequally over both arms of the trial,
indicating selective dropout. Yet, the results pertain to the intention-to-treat population. Acceptable
participation and retention rates may be accomplished by providing significant (monetary) incentives
employed in most trials (White et al., 2010) and/or by giving participants the opportunity to complete
the surveys after school hours in the privacy of their homes. Third, a convenience sampling strategy
was used; thus, participants did not have an equal chance of being selected; instead, they were selected based on availability, which may limit the generalisability. Fourth, participants in the control
condition might have been exposed to the WDYD intervention if they had friends in the experimental
condition who could have shared the information about the intervention. Yet, the contamination between conditions is expected to be small because the WDYD intervention is not yet available online
and the randomization occurred at class level within the education institutions. The fifth limitation is
the self-reported nature of the data, possibly resulting in social desirability or memory deficits that
may have influenced the recall of alcohol consumption, which tends to decrease after two or three
days (Ekholm, 2004, 2011; Engels et al., 1997; Gmel & Daeppen, 2007). Yet, possible underreporting
of alcohol intake would be assumed to be equally present across both conditions. Finally, the present
study did not consider the fluctuating nature of alcohol consumption among individuals (Del Boca
et al., 2004; Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011) since it used only two follow-ups (i.e., one
and six months), thereby increasing the danger of making inaccurate conclusions about intervention
effectiveness. To obtain a higher precision in measuring intervention effectiveness and minimize the
danger of inaccurate conclusions about intervention effectiveness when using few data time-points,
employing ecological momentary assessments (EMA) might be an opportunity. This is a repeated
sampling strategy to assess alcohol consumption in real-life settings at strategically selected moments in time (Shiffman et al., 2008). Advantages of EMA are that it 1) can overcome shortcomings
related to traditional methods of assessing alcohol consumption and intervention effectiveness, 2)
uses refined outcome measures that are sensitive to change, which might alleviate sample size requirements, 3) enables one to examine whether intervention effectiveness on the treatment outcome
is robust or varies over time when exploring multiple follow-ups while considering the fluctuating
nature of alcohol consumption, and 4) can generate overall intervention effects that can help determine the time at which the intervention effects have stopped as well as the time at which ‘booster
sessions’ are needed (Voogt et al., 2013b). The advantages of EMA justify the importance of adopting
this method more widely in future randomized controlled trials on web-based brief alcohol interventions to measure intervention effectiveness.
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Conclusions
The WDYD intervention was not effective in reducing alcohol consumption at one and six months
follow-up among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background. The absence of intervention effectiveness cannot be used as an argument for
not conducting web-based brief alcohol interventions with adolescents and young adults with a
low educational background, since our study was the first to target this population. Because of the
limitations of the present study, more trials should be conducted, preferably by means of EMA, to
test the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions for low educated individuals. In addition, future research should gain inside on methods that would be most effective in recruiting low
educated individuals in trials or on characteristics of these individuals that are associated with successful participation and retention rates with an aim to improve the quality of research and help us
better understand to obtain results.
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CHAPTER 10
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The main aim of the current thesis was to test the effectiveness of the ‘What Do You Drink’ (WDYD)
intervention among two at-risk populations, heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years using
an ecological momentary assessment (EMA) approach (i.e., Study 1) and heavy drinking adolescents
and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background using a traditional approach
(i.e., Study 2). To our knowledge, no studies have tested the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol intervention among college students by means of an EMA approach with multiple follow-up
time-points or among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background using a
traditional approach with few follow-up time-points. The findings of this thesis extend the existing
knowledge of web-based brief alcohol interventions by providing insight into the effectiveness of
this type of intervention among two at-risk populations using two different methods of effectiveness
assessment (i.e., comparing the results of EMA with multiple follow-up time-points and short time
intervals to the results of a traditional approach with few follow-up time-points and large time intervals). In addition, this thesis sheds some light on how web-based brief alcohol intervention effects
were achieved (i.e., underlying mechanisms). In this final chapter, the main findings are summarized
and reflected on in the light of theories and findings from prior research. First, a summary of the main
findings of both studies is presented (see Table 1). Subsequently, the findings of Study 1 and Study 2
are reflected on in the light of theories and findings from prior research. Finally, the limitations of this
thesis and implications for future research and practice are discussed.
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The WDYD intervention was not effective in reducing weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and heavy drinking among heavy drinking
adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background at one and six months follow-up.

•

Study 2: Heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational background using a traditional approach

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Intervention Mapping protocol was found to be a practical tool for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the WDYD intervention that was
tailored to a specific target population (i.e., young adults) in the area of alcohol prevention.
There were no main intervention effects in weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and heavy drinking among heavy drinking college students
aged 18-24 years at one and six months follow-up.
The WDYD intervention was found to have a preventive effect on weekly alcohol consumption on the short term for subgroups of heavy drinking college
students who 1) are ready to change drinking behaviour, 2) show more severe symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence, or 3) participate in carnival.
The use of EMA showed that the effects of the WDYD intervention on weekly alcohol consumption, frequency of binge drinking, and heavy drinking among
heavy drinking college students varied in terms of both the frequency and timing of the effects when analyzing the outcome measures at 25 follow-up timepoints separately. Not using multiple follow-up time-points by means of EMA might bring forth erroneous conclusions on intervention effectiveness due to
increased recall bias and ignoring the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among individuals over time.
Testing the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention using the advantages of multiple assessments (EMA) and of latent growth curve (LGC) modelling techniques
showed that the intervention was effective in preventing an increase in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking among heavy drinking
college students directly after the intervention. The effects sustained at three and six months follow-up, respectively. This would remain undetected when using
a traditional approach with few follow-up time-points to test intervention effectiveness.
The WDYD intervention changed the level of social pressure drinking refusal self-efficacy (DRSE) directly after the intervention and this effect sustained at six
months follow-up. This change is likely to be accountable for the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on weekly alcohol consumption and
frequency of binge drinking among heavy drinking college students at three and six months follow-up, respectively.
DRSE was negatively related to weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking among heavy drinking college students: high emotional relief,
opportunity, and social pressure DRSE were associated with lower weekly alcohol consumption and less frequency of binge drinking. The WDYD intervention did
not affect the strength in these relationships.

•

Study 1: Heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years using an EMA approach

Main findings

Table 1. Summary of the main findings of both studies
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Reflection on the main findings
The ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention in college students		
The WDYD intervention was not effective in reducing self-reported alcohol use (i.e., heavy drinking,
frequency of binge drinking, and weekly alcohol consumption) among heavy drinking college students aged 18-24 years at one and six months follow-up (see Chapter 4). We analysed self-reported
alcohol use at one and six months follow-up to be in line with the aims outlined in the study protocol
of Study 1 (see Chapter 3). These findings are in contrast with web-based brief alcohol intervention trials, which found reductions in alcohol use among heavy drinking college students using the
same follow-up measurements (Hester et al., 2012; Kypri et al., 2009). However, one and six months
follow-up time-points seem to be relatively arbitrary, as the effects of the WDYD intervention on
alcohol use showed variations over time, both in terms of the frequency and the timing of the effects
when analyzing the outcome measures at 25 weekly follow-up time-points by means of EMA (see
Chapter 5). Intervention effects were found for 1) heavy drinking status at one, two, seven, and 16
weeks follow-up, 2) frequency of binge drinking at one, two, seven, and 12 weeks follow-up, and
3) weekly alcohol consumption at one, two, three, four, and seven weeks follow-up. Thus, the WDYD
intervention was not effective in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college students at the
commonly used one and six month follow-up time-points; however, the intervention was effective
at some of the other follow-up time-points. By means of EMA and LGC modelling techniques, it has
been shown that the WDYD intervention was effective in preventing an increase in weekly alcohol
consumption and frequency of binge drinking among heavy drinking college students directly after
the intervention and that this effect sustained at three and six months follow-up (see Chapter 6).
This means that those in the experimental condition stabilized their weekly alcohol consumption
and frequency of binge drinking due to their exposure to the WDYD intervention, whereas those in
the control condition deteriorated by increasing their weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of
binge drinking possibly due to calendar-specific events (Beets et al., 2009) that are associated with
elevated risk of excessive drinking (Neighbors et al., 2011). However, it must be acknowledged that
the mean weekly alcohol consumption of heavy drinking college students exposed to the WDYD intervention was still higher compared to the low-risk drinking guidelines of the Dutch National Health
Council (see Figure 1), which recommends that adult males should not drink more than two standard
alcohol units per day and adult females should not drink more than one standard alcohol unit per
day (Gezondheidsraad, 2006). Therefore, whether the WDYD intervention prevented heavy drinking
college students from an increased risk for adverse consequences is debatable.
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Figure 1. Weekly alcohol consumption for males and females over time.

The sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention by means of EMA and LGC modelling
techniques deviate from the null effects (Bendtsen et al., 2012) and reduction effects found in other
trials on web-based brief alcohol interventions that used few follow-up time-points to test the intervention effectiveness (Bewick et al., 2008; Bewick et al., 2013; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas &
Andersen, 2009; Hester et al., 2012; Hustad et al., 2010; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009, 2013; McCambridge
et al., 2013; Murphy et al., 2010; Neighbors et al., 2010; Palfai et al., 2011; Walters et al., 2007).
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Despite the theoretical and evidence-based foundation of the WDYD intervention, by including intervention components that have been identified as successful in reducing heavy drinking among
college students (Carey et al., 2007), the intervention did not reduce heavy drinking of adolescents
and young adults who were ready to change drinking behaviour, although it prevented them from
an increase in alcohol use. Several explanations for these findings can be provided based on prior
research as well as by considering the content and the method of effectiveness assessment of the
WDYD intervention.
Content.One possible explanation for the absence of an overall reduction effect on alcohol use is
that the content of the WDYD intervention was not ideally matched with the heavy drinking college
students’ readiness to change prior to the exposure to the intervention. Heavy drinking college students needed to be in the contemplation stage of change (i.e., ready to change drinking behaviour
within six months) to meet the study’s inclusion criteria. According to most cognitive-behavioural
theories on health behaviour (e.g., Theory of Planned Behaviour; (Ajzen, 1991)), some level of readiness to change is considered necessary to change behaviour. Readiness to change has been found
to predict reductions in alcohol use (Carey et al., 2007; Mun et al., 2009) and related consequences,
such as regretted impulsive risk activities (Lee et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2009). All heavy drinking
college students (i.e., 100%) reported to be in the contemplation stage of change before randomization conform the study’s inclusion criteria, yet 21.4% reported to be in the contemplation stage at
baseline assessment one month later and 18.6% reported being in contemplation stage six months
later. The explanation of participants’ lack of readiness to change drinking behaviour at baseline
assessment, directly after intervention exposure, and six months later is not consistent with the
Motivational Interviewing (MI) theory, which posits that individuals who are less motivated initially
will be more responsive to an intervention focused on increasing the readiness to change drinking
behaviour (Hettema, Steele, & Miller, 2005). The personalized feedback, which conforms to MI principles, is provided in web-based brief alcohol interventions (Khadjesari et al., 2011) to increase individuals’ readiness to change drinking behaviour and move them along through the contemplation,
preparation, and action stage of change by exploring and resolving ambivalence. The use of MI in
web-based brief alcohol interventions (Khadjesari et al., 2011) is distinct from MI in face-to-face brief
alcohol interventions with respect to the delivery modus. It is debatable whether MI delivered online
through personalized feedback is as effective in increasing readiness to change drinking behaviour
as MI delivered in person between therapist and client. The current findings reveal that only a small
percentage of heavy drinking college students were ready to change drinking behaviour at baseline
assessment and that WDYD intervention was not able to increase readiness as intended. Considering that some level of readiness to change is considered necessary to change drinking behaviour,
the lack of it might explain the absence of an overall reduction effect of the WDYD intervention on
alcohol use. Thus, future research should examine whether MI delivered online through personalized
feedback is as effective in increasing readiness to change drinking behaviour as MI delivered in person between therapist and client. Moreover, it might be valuable to examine whether the inclusion
of heavy drinking college students in the preparation stage of change leads to an overall reduction
effect of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use.
The intensity (i.e., number of intervention sessions and completion time) of the WDYD intervention might be another content-related explanation for the absence of an overall reduction effect
on alcohol use among heavy drinking college students. Although single session web-based alcohol
interventions with a short duration, like the WDYD intervention, are less time-consuming and easier
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to implement compared to multiple web-based alcohol intervention sessions of a long duration,
our single session intervention might not have been intensive enough to reduce alcohol use among
heavy drinking college students. Still, other single session web-based brief alcohol interventions trials have found reduction effects when using a traditional approach with one (Doumas & Andersen,
2009; Kypri et al., 2013) or two follow-up time-points (Hester et al., 2012; Kypri et al., 2009; Walters et al., 2007). These trials had a similar content regarding intervention theory and intervention
components (i.e., personalized feedback, MI principles, social norms information, action planning,
and/or generic alcohol information) as well as intervention intensity (i.e., single session with a short
duration between ≤ 10 and 35 minutes). They also used similar arms (i.e., experimental condition
and assessment only control condition), yet they differed from our trial regarding the method of
effectiveness assessment, since we used EMA with multiple follow-up time-points. Therefore, it is
not possible to directly compare the findings from our trial, which was conducted among heavy
drinking college students and used EMA with multiple follow-up time-points, with the findings from
traditional trials that used few follow-up time-points. The empirical findings on the intensity of webbased brief alcohol interventions that is required to find reduction effects among at-risk populations
are scarce, and the few existing findings provide inconsistent findings. The number of intervention
sessions (i.e., single versus multiple) and completion time (i.e., range: ≤ 10-80 minutes) differ across
web-based brief alcohol interventions targeting heavy drinking college students. Two systematic
reviews of computer-delivered interventions for several health behaviours (Portnoy et al., 2008) and
web-based self-help interventions for problem drinking behaviour (Riper et al., 2011) suggested that
implementing multiple sessions can extend and strengthen the intervention effects. At the same time,
a recent systematic review of face-to-face interventions versus computer-delivered interventions for
heavy drinking college students indicated that the completion time of both types of interventions
did not moderate alcohol use and related consequences, implying that the interventions with a long
completion time are not necessarily more effective compared to interventions with a short completion time (Carey, Scott-Sheldon, Elliott, Garey, & Carey, 2012). Thus, more insight is needed to address
the required intensity of web-based brief alcohol interventions regarding the number of intervention
sessions and completion time to find an overall reduction effect on alcohol use while accounting for
the differences in the method of effectiveness assessment.
Method of effectiveness assessment. The method of effectiveness assessment might explain
why the sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention deviate from the null effects and
reduction effects found in other web-based brief alcohol interventions trials (see Table 1 in Chapter
1). The sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention were found when using EMA with
multiple follow-up time-points with short time intervals, whereas the null and reduction effects of
prior web-based brief alcohol interventions trials were found when using a traditional approach with
few follow-up time-points with large time intervals. As stated before, the WDYD intervention was
not effective in reducing alcohol use among heavy drinking college students at one and six months
follow-up (see Chapter 4). These time-points are commonly used in trials on web-based brief alcohol
interventions to test short-term (Hester et al., 2012; Hustad et al., 2010; Kypri et al., 2009; Murphy et
al., 2010; Palfai et al., 2011) and long-term (Hester et al., 2012; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009; Neighbors
et al., 2010) intervention effects. When the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention was tested at
25 follow-up time-points separately by means of EMA, it was found to be effective at several other
follow-up time-points (see Chapter 5). If we included three or four months follow-up time-points in
our study protocol to test the mid-term effects of the WDYD intervention, as other trials did (Bewick
et al., 2008; Bewick et al., 2013; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas & Andersen, 2009; McCambridge et
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al., 2013; Walters et al., 2007), we would have concluded that the intervention effect was significant
in the mid-term rather than the short-term and the long-term. Thus, the selection of follow-up timepoints to test intervention effectiveness seems relatively arbitrary and differs across web-based brief
alcohol intervention trials. When using EMA and LGC modelling techniques, the WDYD intervention
was found to be effective in sustaining a preventive effect on alcohol use (see Chapter 6). Using
relatively short reference periods (i.e., one week) with multiple follow-up time-points (i.e., 25) by
means of EMA might have overcome the shortcomings related to a traditional approach of assessing outcome measures and testing intervention effectiveness, thereby enabling the detection of the
sustained preventive effect. It seems that when using only few follow-up time-points, the small
effects of the WDYD intervention failed to be significant. However, the small effects of the WDYD intervention were consistent across 25 EMA measurements (see Chapter 5), and significant differences
between conditions were obtained by using EMA and LGC modelling techniques (see Chapter 6). This
does not mean that the WDYD intervention was more or less effective at any given follow-up timepoint, but simply that one can detect small but consistent effects of any intervention better when
using EMA and LGC modelling techniques. A traditional approach, often used in web-based brief
alcohol intervention trials, uses relatively long reference periods (i.e., 30 days or longer) to assess
outcome measures in combination with few follow-up time-points to test intervention effectiveness.
Long reference periods increase the likelihood of recall bias (Ekholm, 2004, 2011; Engels et al., 1997;
Gmel & Daeppen, 2007). However, short reference periods in combination with few follow-up timepoints still neglect the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among college students due to the academic
calendar (e.g., holidays) or personal events (e.g., birthdays) (Del Boca et al., 2004; Maggs et al., 2011;
Neighbors et al., 2011). Therefore, the combination of short reference periods and multiple follow-up
time-points by means of EMA is likely to result in the most reliable outcome measures and a high
precision in intervention effectiveness that otherwise remain unnoticed. This is particularly important
because brief alcohol interventions tend to have small effect sizes (Carey et al., 2009; Rooke et al.,
2011). One might argue about the degree to which reduction effects reported in prior web-based
brief alcohol intervention trials are reliable, considering the use of 30-day or longer reference periods,
the use of four or less (arbitrary) follow-up time-points to test intervention effectiveness, and the
neglect of the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among college students (see Table 1 in Chapter 1).
Caution should be exercised when interpreting the findings of trials that used a traditional approach
to assess outcome measures and intervention effects, since intervention effects seem to vary every
week across outcome measures (see Chapter 5). Besides, some of these trials seem to be underpowered, thereby reducing the chance of detecting the true effect, overestimating the effect size, and/or
reducing the reproducibility of the findings (Button et al., 2013).
For future research, it seems worthwhile to use short reference periods with multiple follow-up
time-points by means of EMA to assess outcome measures and test the effectiveness of web-based
brief alcohol interventions. When justifying the importance of adopting this method of effectiveness
assessment more widely in future research, several measurement and methodological considerations
of EMA should be considered. A measurement consideration that applies to EMA involves the design
of instruments to assess alcohol use outcomes in the moment, per hour, per day, or per week. Existing
instruments should be adapted or new instruments should be created to fit the reference period of
the EMA-measurement, since most instruments are not designed to assess momentary, hourly, daily,
or weekly states (Shiffman et al., 2008). Subsequently, it is necessary to pilot the adaptations of the
instruments among the target population. The final surveys should be short and reliable, considering
that participants encounter each measurement multiple times. The shortness and the format of the
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surveys depend on the device (e.g., mobile phone) or medium (paper, online) used. Furthermore, it
should be considered that the data collected via EMA are subject to self-report bias (Shiffman et al.,
2008). Additionally, the reactivity bias is a methodological consideration that might apply to EMA. Although the evidence that EMA stimulates reactivity bias is limited (Shiffman et al., 2008), one might
consider using a two by two factorial trial in which participants are randomized to the experimental
condition or control condition to test the intervention effectiveness and further randomized within
each condition to multiple measurements or single measurements to examine reactivity bias, thereby
permitting the simultaneous test of two different hypotheses. In some cases, the strengths of a two
by two factorial trial might outweigh its limitations associated with the need for large sample sizes,
the difficulties with the delivery of the intervention and randomization, and the complex statistical
analyses. Compliance is another methodological consideration of EMA. Participants may not respond
to all EMA-measurements to report the behaviour under study or may systematically avoid reporting. A clear study protocol, short and reliable online surveys, and monetary incentives might facilitate compliance. In addition, the burden of responding to a large number of measurements raises
concerns about the use of EMA with special populations (e.g., children, elderly, clinical populations),
especially when the data are collected via electronic devices. Nonetheless, the use of EMA with electronic devices has been successful in different special populations (Shiffman et al., 2008).
In addition to measurement and methodological considerations of EMA, one should be aware that
the term EMA could be somewhat misleading when using weekly reference periods. Most substance
use studies that applied EMA used shorter reference periods (e.g., momentary, hourly, daily) (Shiffman, 2009). Although the data of Study 1 were not collected in participants’ natural drinking environments (e.g., bars, cafes, clubs, and homes) or while participants were actually drinking, the use
of 30 weekly EMA-measurements generated outcome measures that are much closer to the actual
drinking behaviour of individuals compared to any other trial on web-based brief alcohol interventions in the current alcohol prevention research. Besides, true in-the-event measures would be very
difficult over long periods. Thus, it seems that weekly reference periods with multiple follow-up
time-points is a good compromise between recall bias and high response burden, reactivity, and/or
attrition.
Personalizing and refining the ‘What Do You Drink’ intervention for college students:
Identifying predictors of intervention effects and mechanisms underlying effectiveness
As mentioned above, several studies on web-based brief alcohol interventions have shown that these
interventions have beneficial effects on alcohol use in college students. Yet, it is not always clear who
benefits most from these types of interventions. Additionally, the processes through which web-based
brief alcohol interventions operate to produce effects are not well studied. To provide an optimal intervention effect and to further improve the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions,
a better understanding is needed about how these interventions work and whom they affect. In this
thesis, we examined specific subgroups of heavy drinking college students who can potentially benefit
the most from the WDYD intervention. Moreover, we examined the putative mechanisms underlying the
sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use among heavy drinking college
students. The WDYD intervention appeared to be more effective among several subgroups of heavy
drinking college students. In addition, one underlying mechanism of the sustained preventive effects
of the WDYD intervention was indentified. The section below elaborated on the predictors of the intervention effects and mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention among heavy
drinking college students.
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Moderators. The findings of this thesis showed that a number of characteristics of heavy drinking
college students, that is, being ready to change drinking behaviour, having severe symptoms of alcohol abuse or dependence, or participating in carnival, predict a less steep increase in weekly alcohol
consumption at one-month follow-up. Prior research on the moderating effects of web-based brief
alcohol interventions on readiness to change drinking yielded inconsistent findings. Some studies indicated more favourable outcomes among those with a high degree of readiness to change (Barnett et
al., 2010; Carey et al., 2007; Mun et al., 2009), whereas other studies reported opposite effects (e.g.,
Maisto et al., 2001). It is assumed that heavy drinking college students who are ready to change drinking behaviour may be more likely to pursue their drinking goals, feel strongly committed to them, and
consider that the drinking goals are attainable (Cox et al., 2007). Additionally, heavy drinking college
students who are most at risk, like those with more severe alcohol use patterns and those participating
in carnival, might be more inclined to seek help or advice (Fraeyman et al., 2012; White et al., 2010).
They might also perceive the personalized normative feedback and tips to resist alcohol in high-risk
drinking situations of the WDYD intervention as more relevant, leading to more active processing of the
information (LaBrie, Feres, Kenney, & Lac, 2009).
Some other studies have likewise identified the severity of alcohol use as a predictor of the effectiveness of alcohol interventions (e.g., Lewis et al., 2007; Sher & Rutledge, 2007), whereas other studies did
not (e.g., Barnett et al., 2010; Riper et al., 2008). To our knowledge, no studies have identified cultural
related drinking events, like carnival, as possible moderators of web-based brief alcohol interventions
so far. The accurate timing of the intervention exposure might explain why heavy drinking college
students who participated in carnival benefited more from the WDYD intervention compared to others. The increased possibility to induce change in this subgroup, as opposed to the group comprising
heavy drinking college students who are less at risk, might further explain the beneficial effects of the
WDYD intervention on heavy drinking college students most at risk at one-month follow-up. The findings further reveal that gender, freshmen, and fraternity or sorority membership did not relate to the
effectiveness of the WDYD intervention among heavy drinking college students at one and six months
follow-up. There was no difference in male and female heavy drinking college students with regard to
the intervention effects, which is in line with other brief alcohol interventions (Ballesteros et al., 2004)
and those delivered online (Bewick et al., 2008; Kypri et al., 2009). However, some web-based brief
alcohol interventions have indicated that males show better outcomes compared to females (e.g., Spijkerman et al., 2010), whereas other studies indicated the opposite pattern (e.g., Chiauzzi et al., 2005).
The ambiguous moderating role of gender in web-based brief alcohol interventions necessitates further
research and indicates that it is necessary to target both males and females in future research. In addition, freshmen (i.e., incoming first year college students) and members of fraternities or sororities did
not benefit from the WDYD intervention, although both subgroups were found to be at an elevated risk
for developing and engaging in heavy drinking (Hustad et al., 2010; Turrisi et al., 2006). In conclusion,
the findings of this thesis show that a number of characteristics of heavy drinking college students
predict a less steep increase in weekly alcohol consumption at one month follow-up. The moderation
effects might have been extended to six months follow-up after the participants were exposed to the
WDYD intervention multiple times (Portnoy et al., 2008; Riper et al., 2011). Still, caution is warranted
when interpreting the moderation effects of the WDYD intervention, since the regression analyses were
conducted only at two (arbitrary) follow-up time-points (i.e., one and six months follow-up) instead of
conducting LGC analyses on all 25 follow-up time-points. The use of all follow-up time-points of EMA
in combination with LGC modelling techniques might have resulted in identifying moderation effects of
gender, freshmen, and fraternity or sorority membership that are now undetected.
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Mediators. In this thesis, we identified an underlying mechanism of the sustained preventive effects
of the WDYD intervention among heavy drinking college students. A possible working mechanism of
DRSE could be identified with the EMA-design with multiple follow-up time-points and LGC modelling techniques, since the WDYD intervention was effective in preventing an increase in weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking among heavy drinking college students, and
this effect sustained at three and six months follow-up, respectively (see Chapter 6). The findings of
the current thesis revealed that the WDYD intervention changed the level of social pressure DRSE
directly after the exposure to the intervention and that this effect sustained at six months follow-up.
The WDYD intervention did not change the level of emotional relief and opportunity DRSE possibly
because the WDYD intervention focused mainly on strengthening participants’ self-efficacy in social
situations: seven out of the 12 high-risk situations (i.e., 58%) were linked to the social context (see
Chapter 2). The change in social pressure DRSE was likely to be responsible for the sustained preventive effect of the WDYD intervention on weekly alcohol consumption and frequency of binge drinking
among heavy drinking college students at three and six months follow-up, respectively.
To our knowledge, no web-based brief alcohol interventions targeted at college students incorporated self-efficacy as an intervention component (see Table 1 in Chapter 1). Although brief alcohol
intervention trials that conducted mediation analyses of self-efficacy exist, their findings are inconsistent. They were not conducted online with college students, and/or they used few follow-up
time-points to assess the dynamic outcome measures of self-efficacy and alcohol use (Barnett et al.,
2010; Black et al., 2012; Kulesza et al., 2013; Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011; Van Zundert
et al., 2010). According to Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), one’s sense of self-efficacy or having control over the (change in) behaviour is considered to be the foundation of human
motivation and action. For drinking behaviour, self-efficacy refers to one’s belief in the ability to resist
alcohol. High self-efficacy has consistently been found to be related to reduced alcohol use (Baldwin
et al., 1993; Collins et al., 2011; Ehret et al., 2013; Young et al., 1991). Combining the findings of the
current thesis with the findings from prior research, it seems promising for future web-based brief
alcohol interventions to incorporate (social pressure) self-efficacy as an intervention component to
reduce heavy drinking among college students. This can be done by providing tips to maintain drinking goals in (social) situations in which college students find it hard to resist alcohol, as demonstrated by the WDYD intervention. Four other sources of information through which self-efficacy
can be increased are: 1) performance accomplishments, 2) vicarious learning, 3) verbal persuasion,
and 4) reduced levels of emotional arousal (e.g., anger) related to the drinking behaviour (Maddux,
2011). For instance, developers of web-based brief alcohol interventions might promote ‘buddy support’ by stimulating participants in the personalized feedback to select a buddy. The buddy may be a
non-drinker, another heavy drinker trying to reduce his/her alcohol use, an ex-heavy drinker, or even
a current heavy drinker identified from within an existing social structure (e.g., partner or friend) or
a new tie. The buddy can be given special responsibility to either congratulate or support the participant in the successful completion of drinking goals when (s)he faces situations in which it is hard to
resist alcohol (i.e., performance accomplishments). Another possibility involves the inclusion of short
videos in which role models demonstrate how to resist alcohol in tempting situations (i.e., vicarious
learning). Developers of web-based brief alcohol interventions might also provide one individual
e-counseling session via chat or e-mail in which a counselor and the user encourage and support
each other to maintain drinking goals (i.e., verbal persuasion). Finally, to reduce levels of emotional
arousal, developers could help the user by encouraging the awareness and acceptance of emotions
as they arise, and recognizing their impermanence by providing mindfulness exercises (Marcus, Faan,
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& Zgierska, 2009). Future research on web-based brief alcohol interventions are further encouraged
to replicate the working mechanisms of self-efficacy within an EMA-design using multiple follow-up
time-points to capture variations in self-efficacy and alcohol use over time.
Overall, more research on moderators and mediators of the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol
interventions is needed among heavy drinking college students to identify those who benefit most
from these types of interventions to better understand the mechanisms of change (Carey et al., 2009;
Elliott et al., 2008; Kaner et al., 2009). There has been some progress in identifying moderators (i.e.,
gender, readiness to change, and alcohol use severity) and mediators (i.e. social descriptive norms) of
the effectiveness of brief alcohol interventions, yet similar effort is lacking for other relevant theory
based moderators (e.g., age, participation in specific events, freshmen, and fraternity or sorority
membership) and mediators (e.g., self-efficacy) that relate to heavy drinking. The current thesis provides more insight about those who benefit the most from the WDYD intervention and about how the
sustained preventive effects were likely to be achieved by detecting social pressure self-efficacy as
an ‘active intervention component’ of intervention effectiveness. Still, future research on web-based
brief alcohol interventions should apply the strengths of the EMA-design, as demonstrated in this
thesis, and address the encountered limitations.

The ‘What Do You Drink’ intervention in lower educated youth
To our knowledge, no studies to date have tested the effectiveness of a web-based brief alcohol
intervention among lower educated youth. The WDYD intervention was not found to be effective in
reducing alcohol use (i.e., heavy drinking, frequency of binge drinking, and weekly alcohol consumption) among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults aged 15-20 years with a low educational
background at one and six months follow-up (see Chapter 9). Several explanations with regard to the
content and the method of effectiveness assessment of the WDYD intervention can be put forward
to explain the absence of an overall reduction effect on alcohol use among adolescents and young
adults with a low educational background.
Content. The adaptations of the original version of the WDYD intervention might be too small and
not well enough attenuated to the needs of adolescents and young adults with a low educational
background. Although the usability (i.e., use of language) was slightly modified to stimulate them
to effectively interpret and process the online information, the WDYD intervention still required a
moderately high level of text reading and computer literacy to fill in the screening test, understand
the personalized normative feedback, and utilize the tips to resist alcohol in high-risk situations.
Adolescents and young adults with a low education background face more difficulties with interpreting and processing information compared to those with a high educational background (Van der
Neut & Kools, 2005) and tend to respond better to visuals compared to text (Veen & Jacobs, 2005).
Unfortunately, it was not feasible to incorporate more visuals and less text to deliver the content
of the WDYD intervention to the needs of those with a low educational background due to time
and financial constraints. Otherwise, we would have used the Intervention Mapping protocol to
develop the WDYD intervention for heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low education background, as done for heavy drinking college students (see Chapter 2), to improve the chance
of success (Brug et al. 2005). In addition, only 10.3% of the adolescents and young adults with a
low education background reported to be in the contemplation stage of change at baseline assessment, partly due to the difficulties encountered in the recruitment process (see Chapter 9). The small
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percentage of adolescents and young adults with a low education background in the contemplation
stage of change prior to intervention exposure was inconsistent with the target population of the
WDYD intervention, which might explain the lack of an overall reduction effect on alcohol use.
Furthermore, the difficulties in the recruitment process accounted for a smaller sample size than
envisioned beforehand (see Chapter 8). The sample size calculation for our trial among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background was planned carefully and
considered large enough to have a high probability (i.e., power) of detecting statistically significant
and clinically relevant small differences between conditions while accounting for attrition during the
study. However, the required sample size was not achieved, potentially resulting in the absence of
an overall reduction effect on alcohol use. The null effects might be further explained by the trial’s
high attrition that was unequally distributed across conditions, indicating selective dropout. ‘The
law of attrition’ or the phenomenon that participants drop-out, is common in web-based delivered
interventions (Christensen & Mackinnon, 2006; Eysenbach, 2005), especially in populations with a
low educational background, as they tend to drop-out more frequently compared to populations with
a high educational background (Pyatak et al., 2013). Attrition is often unavoidable and challenges
web-based delivered interventions, such as the WDYD intervention, particularly if the intervention
is not mandatory, not supervised, or not critical to the health status of the user (Eysenbach, 2002,
2005). Besides, the recruitment and retention of adolescents and young adults with a low education
background was not promoted by an individual monetary incentive, since a DVD workshop ‘Advertisement agency’ was given as an incentive to the participating education institutions rather than individuals. Conclusively, it seems clear that the content of the WDYD intervention and the conduction
of the trial among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background
could improve substantially by accounting for different issues raised in this section.
Method of effectiveness assessment. The method of effectiveness assessment can explain the
absence of an overall reduction effect on alcohol use among adolescents and young adults with a
low educational background. Study 2 incorporated relatively short reference periods (i.e., one week)
with few follow-up time-points (i.e., one and six months follow-up), ignoring the fluctuating nature
of alcohol use among individuals (Del Boca et al., 2004; Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011).
Therefore, the null effects of the WDYD intervention among adolescents and young adults with a
low educational background should be interpreted with caution, especially since the intervention
effects seem to vary from week to week across outcome measures (see Chapter 5). Before making
firm conclusions about whether to target adolescents and young adults with a low educational
background in future web-based brief alcohol intervention trials, the findings should be replicated
and expanded, preferably by using an EMA approach with multiple follow-up time-points to assess
outcomes measures and test the intervention effectiveness. Moreover, a sufficient number of participants who are in the contemplation stage of change should be recruited and retained to detect
statistically significant differences between conditions. Therefore, it seems useful for future research
to test the effectiveness of different strategies for recruiting and retaining motivated populations
with a low educational background in web-based delivered interventions and explore, which sociodemographic characteristics and risk factors within this population are associated with successful
recruitment and retention.
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Personalizing and refining the ‘What Do You Drink’ intervention for lower educated youth:
Identifying predictors of intervention effects and mechanisms underlying effectiveness
Besides testing the main intervention effects, this thesis also examined specific subgroups of heavy
drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background who could potentially
benefit from the WDYD intervention. No moderation effects of the WDYD intervention were found
for gender, age, educational level, and readiness to change drinking among adolescents and young
adults with a low educational background at one and six months follow-up. Moreover, possible underlying mechanisms of the WDYD intervention among adolescents and young adults with a low educational background were not examined due to non-significant main intervention effects. Although
the presence of main intervention effects is not required for mediation to occur, as meditational
processes may cancel each other out (Bryan et al., 2007), we decided only to examine possible underlying mechanism when main intervention effects were detected to be consistent with Study 1. More
research is clearly needed with respect to the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions
among lower educated youth, considering the limitations of Study 2 and the fact that this study was
the first to target this population with this type of intervention. Future research is encouraged to test
the main effects of web-based brief alcohol interventions for lower educated youth by using EMA.
Subsequently, moderation and mediation analyses are recommended to identify specific subgroups
of lower educated youth who would benefit the most from web-based brief alcohol interventions and
to better understand the mechanisms of change.
It remains debatable whether web-based brief alcohol interventions are the most suitable types of
interventions for lower educated youth. Web-based brief alcohol interventions are individual-focused
interventions that require a moderately high level of text reading and computer literacy. To satisfy
the needs of lower educated youth, it seems useful to include more visuals rather than text when
developing web-based brief alcohol interventions to stimulate lower educated youth to effectively
interpret and process the online information. It might also be useful for web-based brief alcohol
interventions to focus on strengthening assertiveness of low-educated youth to make them more
resistant to peer-pressure, as they spend more time with friends compared to more higher educated
youth (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). For instance, short videos might be included in web-based brief
alcohol interventions in which role models demonstrate how to become more assertive and cope
with peer pressure. In addition, it might be beneficial to intensify the number of intervention sessions,
since the exposure to repetitive online information is useful for achieving a learning effect in lower
educated youth (Van der Neut & Kools, 2005). Moreover, the lack of readiness to change behaviour
among lower educated youth (see Chapter 9) implies that it is important to focus on identifying
and mobilizing their intrinsic values and goals to stimulate behaviour change. For instance, one
in-person MI session undertaken by a health-care professional could be added followed by a webbased brief alcohol intervention with several booster sessions. Although multiple-session web-based
brief alcohol interventions, including a face-to-face session, are more time-consuming and expensive
compared to single-session web-based brief alcohol interventions, they might improve the outcomes
of lower educated youth. Lower educated youth might benefit more from family-focused, schoolfocused, and/or community-focused interventions than individual interventions. As lower-educated
youth generally experience less rule setting and monitoring by parents (Koning, Engels, Verdurmen,
& Vollebergh, 2010; Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010), it might be advantageous to develop family-focused
interventions aiming at increasing parental alcohol-specific rules that are found to be effective in
restraining alcohol use among adolescents (Mares, Lichtwarck-Aschoff, Burk, Van der Vorst, & Engels,
2012; Verdurmen, Koning, Vollebergh, Van den Eijnden, & Engels, 2014). In addition, school-focused
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interventions delivered online based on principles of social influence models (Bandura, 1986) are
found to be effective in reducing alcohol use among adolescents (Champion, Newton, Barrett, &
Teesson, 2013) and might as well be effective for lower educated youth. Moreover, communityfocused interventions that enforce law and regulations (e.g., monitoring age related with alcohol
sales) might also be effective for lower educated youth (Schrijvers & Schuit, 2010). In sum, future
research should focus more on testing which type of intervention (e.g., individual-focused, family-focused, school-focused, and/or community-focused) is most beneficial for lower educated youth when
it comes to reducing heavy alcohol use patterns.

Limitations
Several limitations that might have affected the current studies’ findings and conclusions are discussed below.

Limitations of RCTs
RCTs are considered the gold standard for testing the intervention effectiveness (Kaptchuk, 2001), and
they have been increasingly used to test the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions in
alcohol prevention research. In RCTs, a researcher randomizes the participants into different conditions
to ensure that the allocation is determined by chance and not subjectively influenced by the researcher
or participants. The random allocation intends to protect against any systematic differences between
conditions, thus, it maximizes the homogeneity between conditions and removes the potential of bias
(Rohrig, du Prel, Wachtlin, & Blettner, 2009). Bias can be defined as a systematic error, where ‘error’
refers to any difference between an estimated value and the ‘true’ value of a variable, which can occur
in any phase of research (Pannucci & Wilkins, 2010). The different biases that possibly affected the current studies’ findings and conclusions are discussed below and presented in Table 2, with suggestions
to avoid biases before, during, and after both the RCT among heavy drinking college students as well as
the RCT among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low educational background.
Bias before the RCT. Selection bias, which is a systematic error in the deliberate selection of study
participants (Kunz, Vist, & Oxman, 2007), might have occurred in both studies, since all participants
were recruited by means of a convenience sampling strategy. Participants who are included in the study
might not be representative of all heavy drinking college students or all heavy drinking adolescents
and young adults with a low educational background in the Netherlands. They might have participated
in the study for different reasons. Selection bias might have occurred especially among participants
in Study 1 who could receive an individual monetary incentive of 100 euro after study completion.
Selection bias impairs the external validity, that is, the extent to which the findings can be generalized
to other situations and populations. Although the majority of web-based brief alcohol interventions
trials have used a convenience sampling strategy to recruit the study participants (e.g., Spijkerman et
al., 2010), external validity is best achieved by choosing a representative sample through a random
sampling strategy to ensure that each participant has an equal chance of being selected.
Bias during the RCT. Attrition bias, a systematic error between conditions in dropout from a study,
might have occurred in both studies. The majority of web-based brief alcohol intervention trials lose
(substantial numbers of) participants after randomization (Christensen & Mackinnon, 2006), which
might cause attrition bias. Study 1 had a low attrition rate (i.e., 17.9% at 25 EMA follow-ups) that
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was balanced between conditions, thereby limiting attrition bias. In contrast, Study 2 had a high attrition rate (i.e., 35.5% and 54% at one and six months follow-up), which was unequally distributed
across conditions, since completers were more likely compared to non-completers to be female and
to be younger, thereby indicating attrition bias. Thus, the findings of Study 2 might not be representative, since non-completers were different compared to completers.
Contamination bias. The random allocation of participants to the conditions cannot control for
the possibility that the WDYD intervention might finds its way into the control condition. Contamination between conditions biases the estimate of the intervention effect toward the null hypothesis
(Delgado-Rodríguez & Llorca, 2004), which might have been manifested in both studies, specifically
when participants in the control condition had friends in the experimental condition who shared
the website link of the WDYD intervention. Nonetheless, contamination between conditions was
expected to be small, since the WDYD intervention was not yet available to the public or online.
Researcher bias. The main author collected the data for both studies. In doing so, researcher bias,
that is, systematic errors between how the data is collected, recorded, and interpreted, might have
occurred in both studies (Pannucci & Wilkins, 2010). The researcher was not blinded to the allocation
to the conditions. Blinding refers to withholding information about the allocated conditions from
the individuals involved in the RCT who may potentially be influenced by this knowledge (Moher et
al., 2010). Participants were also not blinded to the allocated conditions and might have responded
favourably when receiving the WDYD intervention compared to no intervention. Blinding safeguards
the sequence after allocation, which is particularly important when assessing subjective outcome
measures that are susceptible to social desirability, like alcohol use. The lack of blinding the participants might have further decreased the compliance and increased dropout, especially in Study 2.
Blinding both researchers and participants and giving all participants both the intervention and a
placebo in alternating periods helps avoid against this bias.
Reactivity bias. Reporting on one’s own drinking behaviour might induce reflection and actual change
in alcohol use, which is commonly known as reactivity. Reactivity bias might have occurred in both studies, since participants in Study 1 had to report on their own drinking behaviour at 30 weekly time-points
compared to three time-points for participants in Study 2. It might have occurred especially among
participants in the experimental condition, since they needed to answer questions on their alcohol
use in the screening test of the WDYD intervention. Although the evidence shows that reactivity can
reduce alcohol use (Clifford et al., 2007; Kypri et al., 2007; Maisto et al., 2007) especially among college
students (McCambridge & Kypri, 2011), evidence that EMA stimulates reactivity is limited (Shiffman et
al., 2008). Besides, if reactivity bias occurred, it probably would have underestimated the effects of the
WDYD intervention in both studies, since participants in the control condition might have reduced their
alcohol use as well due to the repeated EMA measurements (McCambridge & Kypri, 2011).
Self-report bias. Similar to any other web-based brief alcohol intervention trials (McCambridge &
Kypri, 2011), the outcome measures of both studies relied on self-reported data that possibly resulted
in measurement errors due to the effect of situational and cognitive factors (Brener, Billy, & Grady,
2003). Participants might have over- or underreported their alcohol use due to social desirability (Offer et al., 2000), which is a situational factor. Yet, self-reported data on alcohol use are found to be
reliable and valid when confidentially is assured (Del Boca & Darkes, 2003; Engels et al., 2007). In
both studies, all participants signed the informed consent forms electronically, which assured their
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anonymity and the confidentiality of the data to avoid social desirability and reduce measurement
error. In addition, over- or underreporting of alcohol use might also be explained by memory deficits
arising from recall bias. Precise recall of alcohol use decreases after two or three days (Ekholm, 2004,
2011; Gmel & Daeppen, 2007; Kuntsche & Labhart, 2012). However, the validity of the self-reported
data in Study 1 was expected to be maximized (Shiffman et al., 2008), since participants had to report retrospectively the exact number, size, and type of alcohol beverage they consumed on each day
in the past seven days at 30 weekly time-points over a six months period instead of reporting their
‘average’ alcohol use in the past week or month at few follow-up time-points, which is a method
commonly employed by other web-based brief alcohol intervention trials. Although participants in
Study 2 had to report their alcohol use over the same, relatively short reference period (i.e., one
week), measurement errors could be present, since only three time-points (i.e., baseline assessment,
one month follow-up, and six months follow-up) were used to assess the outcome measures, thereby
ignoring the fluctuating nature of alcohol use among individuals over time (Del Boca et al., 2004;
Maggs et al., 2011; Neighbors et al., 2011).
Bias after the RCT. Reporting bias, a systematic error between reported and unreported findings,
may be one of the most substantial biases affecting the findings from RCTs (Chan & Altman, 2005).
In both studies, we used multiple outcome measures (heavy drinking, frequency of binge drinking,
and weekly alcohol consumption), multiple moderators (i.e., gender, age, education level, readiness
to change, problem drinking, freshmen, fraternity or sorority membership, and carnival participation),
and a single mediator (i.e., self-efficacy), thereby increasing the chance of type I error (Leon, 2008).
Yet, both studies were pre-registered in the Netherlands Trial Register (i.e., Study 1: NTR2665 and
Study 2: NTR2971) and adhered to the CONSORT-statement (Moher et al., 2010), thereby improving
the quality of reporting (Turner et al., 2012). Besides, to provide more transparency in the process,
design, and procedures of both studies, study protocols were written and published for both studies
(see Chapters 3 and 8).

Limitations of using an EMA approach
As with all methods, EMA has limitations that may have affected the current findings and conclusions
of Study 1. As stated earlier, multiple measurements of EMA might have resulted in reactivity bias
(Clifford et al., 2007; Kypri et al., 2007; Maisto et al., 2007; Otten et al., 2014). In addition, the assessment of multiple EMA-measurements over long periods is time-consuming (Moskowitz & Young,
2006), thereby increasing the likelihood of attrition bias. Still, attrition was rather low in Study 1.
Moreover, all EMA-measurements relied on self-report measures that might impose self-report bias
(e.g., recall bias). The alcohol outcome measures were assessed retrospectively with a relatively short
reference period of seven days, yet recall bias might have affected the current findings, since precise
recall decreases after two or three days (Ekholm, 2004, 2011; Gmel & Daeppen, 2007; Kuntsche &
Labhart, 2012). A final limitation is that all data were collected in the absence of the researcher, thus
there is no independent check of the truthfulness of the data (Moskowitz & Young, 2006).

Additional limitations
Two additional limitations could have affected the findings and conclusions of Study 1. First, due to
the difference in reference periods of the outcome measures, conventional mediation analyses could
not be conducted to test the underlying mechanisms of self-efficacy that would explain the sustained
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preventive effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use. The reason for this is that alcohol use
was assessed retrospectively, whereas self-efficacy was assessed in the moment. Unfortunately, it
was not feasible to account for the difference in reference periods between alcohol use and selfefficacy within the LGC model. Still, the findings shed some light on how the sustained preventive
effects of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use at six months follow-up were likely to be achieved by
an increase in social pressure self-efficacy directly after the intervention that sustained at six months
follow-up. Second, the process evaluation of the WDYD intervention was less extensively performed
compared to the effect evaluation. The data of the process evaluation were gathered during the last
EMA-measurement by asking participants about the use and acceptability (i.e., credibility and satisfaction) of the WDYD intervention. The first question of the process evaluation entailed whether participants visited an alcohol website at the beginning of the study without providing screenshots of
the WDYD intervention. Of the participants in the control condition, 6.4% reported to have visited an
alcohol website. Participants in the control condition might have visited the WDYD intervention due
to the contamination between conditions or might have visited other alcohol websites that target
other at-risk populations (e.g., www.minderdrinken.nl/, www.alcoholdebaas.nl/). Of the participants
in the experimental condition, only 39.3% reported to have visited an alcohol website, whereas all
were exposed to the WDYD intervention. This is most likely due to the notion that we did not specifically referred to the website of the WDYD intervention, but rather to an alcohol website. Participants
might not have regarded the WDYD intervention as an alcohol website. Participants that answered
‘no’ to the first question of the process evaluation skipped to the end of the survey. Only those who
answered ‘yes’ to the first question of the process evaluation could complete other questions regarding the use and acceptability of the WDYD intervention due to the routing of the survey. The small
percentage of participants who answered all questions on the process evaluation cannot be regarded
as being representative; therefore, the questions produced inconclusive results. In contrast to the
effect evaluation of the WDYD intervention, firm conclusions about the process evaluation cannot be
made. Insight herein would have informed us about the feasibility of the WDYD intervention, helped
us optimize the effectiveness of the intervention, and helped us predict the response to the intervention (De Graaf, Huibers, Riper, Gerhards, & Arntz, 2009).
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Blind all individuals involved in the trial.
Pre-register the trial with an approved trial registry (e.g., trialregister.nl or clinicaltrials.gov).
Write and publish a study protocol before the start of the trial.
Adhere to the CONSORT statement.

Provide individual (monetary) incentives after study completion.
Personalized contact with the participants via telephone or e-mail.
Cluster randomization.
If the extent of contamination bias is known, adjust for contamination bias in the analyses.
Blind the researcher involved in the trial.
Conduct a two by two factorial randomised controlled trial.
Test whether reactivity bias is distributed equally across conditions. If not, adjust for reactivity bias in the analyses.
Use objective non self-reported data, whenever possible, for instance blood alcohol content (BAC) data.
When using subjective self-reported data, use short reference periods, preferably shorter than one day or even two hours, over time using
multiple follow-up time-points by means of applying EMA.
Test whether recall bias is distributed equally across conditions. If not, adjust for recall bias in the analyses.

Select participants by means of a random sampling strategy to ensure that each participant has an equal or a known chance of being selected.

Suggestions to avoid bias

Note. CONSORT: Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials. EMA: ecological momentary assessment.

Reporting bias

Bias after the RCT

Self-report bias

Reactivity bias

Researcher bias

Contamination bias

Attrition bias

Bias during the RCT

Selection bias

Bias before the RCT

Type of bias

Table 2. The different types of biases that might have occurred before, during, and after both RCTs and suggestions to avoid these biases.

Implications for future research and practice
Although the findings of the current thesis should be replicated and expanded, several implications with respect to the content of web-based brief alcohol interventions for future research can
be derived. Moreover, since the WDYD intervention that has been evaluated in this thesis produced
sustained preventive effects on alcohol use among heavy drinking college students, it is relevant
to discuss the implementation of the intervention on a larger scale. Therefore, the section below
discusses the implications for future research with respect to the content of web-based brief alcohol
interventions. Moreover, it provides suggestions for the implementation of the WDYD intervention
among heavy drinking college students and describes the possibility to adapt the intervention to new
at-risk populations.
Content. The current thesis provides helpful directions for future research regarding the content of
web-based brief alcohol interventions in heavy drinking college students. The content of web-based
brief alcohol interventions that are found to be effective in preventing (see Chapter 6) or reducing
(Bewick et al., 2008; Bewick et al., 2013; Chiauzzi et al., 2005; Doumas & Andersen, 2009; Hester et
al., 2012; Hustad et al., 2010; Kypri et al., 2004, 2009, 2013; McCambridge et al., 2013; Murphy et
al., 2010; Neighbors et al., 2010; Palfai et al., 2011; Walters et al., 2007) alcohol use among heavy
drinking college students varies considerably. Most web-based brief alcohol interventions, including
the WDYD intervention, incorporated descriptive social norms as intervention components by providing normative comparisons of personal drinking levels and drinking levels of a relevant comparison
group (see Table 1 in Chapter 1). This was done to correct misperceptions of descriptive social norms
considering that young adults who report higher descriptive social norms of alcohol use among peers
are more likely to engage in heavy drinking themselves (e.g., Danielsson et al., 2010; Wood et al.,
2001). A possible working mechanism of descriptive social norms for the sustained preventive effects
of the WDYD intervention on alcohol use among heavy drinking college students was not examined,
since self-efficacy was the only alcohol-related cognition that was assessed within the EMA-design.
Brief alcohol intervention trials that conducted mediation analyses of descriptive social norms among
college students yielded consistent findings (e.g., Borsari & Carey, 2000; Carey et al., 2010; Kulesza
et al., 2013; Lewis & Neighbors, 2007; Turrisi et al., 2009; Walters et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2010).
Yet, only one of the above-mentioned trials was conducted online (Turrisi et al., 2009) and all trials
used few follow-up time-points to assess the outcome measures, thereby ignoring the fluctuations of
descriptive social norms and alcohol use over time (Maggs et al., 2011). Besides, the evidence for the
mediating role of injunctive social norms in the effectiveness of brief alcohol interventions is limited,
and the few existing studies provide inconsistent findings (Carey et al., 2010; Turrisi et al., 2009) possibly due to the subjective nature of injunctive social norms (Lewis et al., 2010).
Future web-based brief alcohol interventions are encouraged to include descriptive social norms
as intervention component, and additional trials should examine the working mechanisms of this
cognition, preferably within an EMA-design. It is ambiguous whether future web-based brief alcohol
interventions should incorporate injunctive social norms as an intervention component, since the associations between injunctive social norms and heavy drinking are less consistent (Lewis et al., 2010)
and a limited number of trials included this concept as an intervention component (Neighbors et al.,
2010). In addition, self-efficacy, especially related to social pressure, partially accounted for the sustained preventive effects on alcohol use among heavy drinking college students. This finding implies
the relevance of increasing self-efficacy to resist alcohol use in the social context and of including
this cognition as intervention component in future web-based brief alcohol interventions. Moreover,
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the findings from this thesis revealed that exposure to the single session WDYD intervention with a
duration of 20 minutes prevented an increase in alcohol use among heavy drinking college students
when using an EMA approach.
The current thesis did not examine the effect of booster sessions to strengthen and/or extend main
intervention effects and moderation effects of the WDYD intervention. As mentioned earlier, evidence
about the required intensity of computer-delivered interventions to find overall reduction effects on
alcohol use is limited, and the few existing studies provide inconsistent findings (Portnoy et al., 2008;
Riper et al., 2011). To strengthen and/or extend the intervention effects, future web-based brief alcohol interventions might include additional intervention components. It has been well documented
that social networks can influence individuals to change behaviour (Miller, 2013; Valente, 2012).
Therefore, it seems valuable to add an intervention component that focuses on mobilizing users’
social networks by involving their social network members (e.g., partner, friend, family) as part of
web-based brief alcohol interventions. For instance, the screening test of web-based brief alcohol
interventions might assess users’ social network. Subsequently, the personalized feedback of webbased brief alcohol interventions should encourage users to contact social network members who
were identified as potential social support providers of changing drinking behaviour after intervention exposure. Web-based brief alcohol interventions might as well provide tips on how users can
ask for social support from their social network. In addition, adding e-counselling as an intervention
component might also strengthen the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions, since
it can provide additional personalized feedback, support, reinforcement, and recommendations for
changing drinking behaviour (Saperstein, Atkinson, & Gold, 2007). For instance, the screening test of
web-based brief alcohol interventions might ask users whether they would like to receive e-counselling after intervention exposure, and if so, what medium (i.e., chat or e-mail) and how many e-counselling sessions (e.g., one to five sessions) they preferred. E-counselling can help formulate concrete
action plans after intervention exposure. Moreover, the effects of web-based brief alcohol interventions can be strengthened and/or extended by combining them with mobile-health (m-health) tools.
M-health can be defined as the provision of health-related services by using mobile communication
technology (Free et al., 2013). Mobile phone text messages or applications (i.e., apps) are tools that
can be used for relapse-prevention (Cohn, Hunter-Reel, Hagman, & Mitchell, 2011). For instance, daily or weekly text messages can be sent to users’ mobile phones with tips to resist alcohol in high-risk
situations to maintain drinking goals. Text messages can also be sent to the mobile phones of social
network members with tips on how they can provide support to users of web-based brief alcohol
interventions. Another possibility is to use apps to connect users with alcohol info-line services, allowing them to speak directly to a health-care professional. In this setting, the user can ask for advice
if a relapse occurs. Moreover, apps could be created to link users with an effective web-based brief
alcohol intervention, or the content of an effective web-based brief alcohol intervention can be used
as a blueprint to create a brief alcohol app. For future research, it seems useful to examine whether
web-based brief alcohol interventions are as effective as brief alcohol apps in reducing alcohol use
among at-risk populations. In addition, future research is encouraged to develop and test the effectiveness of brief alcohol apps as either ‘stand-alone’ interventions or an m-health relapse-prevention
tool for web-based brief alcohol interventions. In sum, future developers of web-based brief alcohol
interventions might consider adding new intervention components that focus on mobilizing users’
social networks, e-counselling, and/or relapse prevention by using m-health tools. In doing so, it
seems important to test whether these intervention components can strengthen and/or extend the
effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions.
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Implementation. Several population-based intervention strategies within the public health approach are designed to reduce heavy drinking and its adverse consequences for individuals and societies, such as decreasing the demand for alcohol by increasing its tax and prices; regulating access to
alcohol by restrictions on opening hours, sales days or purchase age for alcohol; and regulating the
marketing of alcohol by means of bans on advertising practices particularly for vulnerable populations such as young people. From a public health perspective, there is growing support for targeted
intervention strategies that are easily accessible, affordable, non-judgmental, and effective in reducing heavy drinking among at-risk populations (WHO, 2010). Although the WDYD intervention did not
reveal an overall reduction effect on alcohol use, its sustained preventive effects across a large group
of heavy drinkers can be considered as clinically relevant from a public health perspective.
The sustained preventive effects of the WDYD intervention can serve as an initial treatment in the
stepped care model of healthcare delivery (Bower & Gilbody, 2005). The first aspect of stepped care
is that individuals are initially provided the least intrusive and least expensive treatment that is likely
to provide significant health gains. Least restrictive may either refer to the effect of the treatment on
the individual in terms of costs and inconvenience or to the amount of therapist’s time required in the
context of healthcare systems (Bower & Gilbody, 2005). The single session WDYD intervention with
minimal duration (i.e., ≤ 20 minutes) can be regarded as a less intrusive and less expensive treatment to prevent heavy drinking college students from increasing their alcohol use, since it is highly
accessible (i.e., 24h/7days) and guarantees users’ anonymity. Furthermore, the implementation costs
are reasonable, considering that the cost of this type of intervention per additional user is negligible
(Riper et al., 2009). The second aspect of stepped care is self-correcting, meaning that more intensive
treatments are only provided to individuals who do not benefit from less intensive treatments. Thus,
for heavy drinking college students who do not benefit from the single session WDYD intervention
with minimal duration, the intervention could be intensified by adding e-counselling booster sessions after the WDYD intervention (Riper, 2008). The WDYD intervention can be further intensified by
adding one in-person MI session undertaken by a health-care professional before the WDYD intervention with e-counselling booster sessions. This intensive treatment serves heavy drinking college
students who lack readiness to change behaviour before exposure to the initial treatment. Adding
one in-person MI session can increase heavy drinking college students’ readiness to change drinking
behaviour, so they are sufficiently prepared for the WDYD intervention. The next-step would then involve more extensive treatments (e.g., relapse prevention) with therapeutic guidance and increased
levels of time and costs. This step might be needed for heavy drinking college students transiting
into problematic alcohol use after college or university. For them, the WDYD intervention can be extended by using m-health tools (i.e., mobile phone text messages, apps) and/or therapeutic relapse
prevention guidance. In this way, the stepped care model has the potential to implement cost-effective treatments, since resources included in more intensive treatments are not wasted on individuals
who would achieve health gains with less intensive treatments. A final aspect of stepped care is that
treatment results and decisions about treatment provision need to be monitored systematically by
therapists and the health care system to facilitate necessary changes if current treatments are not
achieving health gains (Bower & Gilbody, 2005). A proposed four step stepped care model for treatment of heavy drinking college students in the Netherlands by applying the WDYD intervention is
depicted in Figure 2.
Now the effectiveness of the WDYD intervention has been tested, it is time to inform (inter)national
and local organizations in the field of alcohol prevention and health promotion (e.g., Trimbos Insti177

tute, RIVM: National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, STAP: Dutch Institute for Alcohol Policy), educational institutions (e.g., Higher Professional Education institutions and Universities),
and Community Health Services about the small but sustained preventive effects of the intervention
through a large-scale mailing to help them deliver the intervention to the target population. It is
relevant to encourage organizations, educational institutions, and Community Health Services to
make referrals to the WDYD intervention on their official websites and in other alcohol prevention
communications. Therefore, promotion materials about the WDYD intervention should be distributed
to all interested parties by e-mail. Furthermore, the WDYD intervention needs to be incorporated into
the national campaign and program on alcohol and parenting, the school-based prevention program
‘Healthy School and Drugs’, and the I.COM program of the Trimbos Institute that encourages the use
of e-mental health. Due to the brief character of the WDYD intervention, it can be implemented easily
through websites, promotion materials, and education materials (see Chapter 2).
The WDYD intervention was tested in an effectiveness trial that tests whether an intervention produces the expected results delivered in real-world conditions rather than an efficacy trial that tests
whether an intervention produces the expected results in ideal conditions (Flay, 1986). Therefore,
only minor changes are necessary before its implementation. Before the WDYD intervention can be
implemented broadly, small textual adaptations to the personalized feedback are needed, considering the governmental changes in the legal age for alcohol use that is set at 18 years instead of
16 years for all alcoholic beverages (Van Rijn, 2013). In addition, manuals and technical support
should be available to allow third parties to implement the WDYD intervention. Moreover, the WDYD
intervention should be available online to the public and monitor and evaluate tools to gain inside
into how well it works for different populations in different settings. Herein, it should be noted that
the public does not receive a monetary incentive for visiting the WDYD website, which might result
in less or more motivated users. Although cost-effectiveness is an important indicator of successful
implementation (Riper, 2008), insight into the cost-effectiveness of the WDYD intervention could not
be provided in the current thesis due to the absence of an overall reduction effect on alcohol use at
one and six months follow-up among heavy drinking college students. Future trials on web-based
brief alcohol intervention are encouraged to test cost-effectiveness with an aim to safeguard a broad
implementation. Conclusively, an ongoing process of the development, evaluation, and implementation of the WDYD intervention is needed to make it work in the real world.
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+ + Extensive treatment:
In-person MI session + WDYD
intervention + e-counselling sessions + relapse
prevention by using m-health tools
and/or therapeutic guidance

COS

TIME
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+ Intensive treatment:
In-person MI session + WDYD
intervention + e-counselling session(s)

- + Intensive treatment:
WDYD intervention + e-counselling
booster session(s)ounselling session(s)

- - Initial treatment:
WDYD intervention

Figure 2. A proposed four step stepped care model for treatment for heavy drinking college
students in the Netherlands utilizing the WDYD intervention.

Adapting the ‘What Do You Drink’ web-based brief alcohol intervention to new populations.
When a health promotion intervention shows promising outcomes for a specific population, it is
valuable to adapt the intervention to new populations and/or settings. Thus, future research is encouraged to make adaptations to the intervention based on theory and empirical evidence and to
retain its crucial elements that have been proven effective while satisfying the needs of the new
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at-risk population. It is recommended to apply the stepwise approach of the Intervention Mapping
protocol (Bartholomew et al., 2001) when adapting the original intervention to new populations to
increase the chance of detecting main intervention effects. New populations that might benefit from
web-based brief alcohol interventions, and thus possibly from the adapted WDYD intervention, are
those in the workplace (Ames & Bennett, 2011). Two specific populations in the workplace that might
benefit from a modified version of the WDYD intervention are military personnel and healthcare
professionals. Military personnel appear to consume more alcohol compared to civil populations.
Several studies on the prevalence of alcohol use in the United Kingdom and United States have
consistently shown a high prevalence of alcohol misuse and related consequences (e.g., productivity
loss) among military personnel (Fear et al., 2007; Green, Beckham, Youssef, & Elbogen, 2014; Mattiko, Olmsted, Brown, & Bray, 2011), especially after combat deployment (Jacobson et al., 2008). To
our knowledge, to date, no prevalence studies of alcohol use among military personnel have been
conducted in the Netherlands. Two studies on the perceptions of unwanted behaviours among Dutch
military personnel indicated that 15% (2006) and 27% (2008) of the participants reported alcohol
misuse in their units (Meijer & Verrall, 2009). However, these studies offer no conclusions about the
actual alcohol use among Dutch military personnel. In addition, remarkably little work has been done
on the effectiveness of web-based brief alcohol interventions among military personnel, yet this type
of intervention seems promising in reducing alcohol misuse (Pemberton et al., 2011; Simon-Arndt,
Hurtado, & Patriarca-Troyk, 2006; Williams, Herman-Stahl, Calvin, Pemberton, & Bradshaw, 2009),
and it is able to access hard-to-reach population at high risk for alcohol misuse. From this perspective, it seems timely to conduct a trial by means of EMA to gain insights into the actual alcohol use of
Dutch military personnel and test the effectiveness of a modified version of the WDYD intervention
to curb alcohol misuse in this population, especially since Dutch alcohol prevention and intervention
programs targeting this at-risk population are practically non-existent (Meijer & Verrall, 2009). Webbased brief alcohol interventions have numerous advantages over traditional face-to-face ones, such
as safeguarding users’ anonymity that may be especially important for military personnel for whom
disclosure of alcohol misuse could have adverse career effects (Pemberton et al., 2011). Besides,
interventions that safeguard users’ anonymity may enhance reliable responses and reduce defensiveness when confronted with personalized feedback (Kypri et al., 2004). Moreover, web-based brief
alcohol interventions are cost-effective to implement (Riper et al., 2009), which might be beneficial
considering that the Dutch defence budget has been declining from 1.6% of the gross domestic
product in 2006 to an expected 1.15% by 2015 (Fidler & MacDonald, 2011). Healthcare professionals
comprise a second population in the workplace that might benefit from a modified version of the
WDYD intervention (e.g., doctors, nurses, dentists). First, healthcare professionals are found to be at
an increased risk for alcohol misuse (Oreskovich et al., 2012; Wallace, 2012), as they have high levels
of work-related stress, are in frequent contact with illness and death, and experience disrupted sleep
and social life (Bennett & O’Donovan, 2001). Alcohol misuse among healthcare professionals not
only threatens their own health, but also their ability to provide adequate patient care and serve as
role models of healthy lifestyles (Bennett & O’Donovan, 2001). In addition, there is a need to develop
highly accessible and cost-effective interventions with short duration that can safeguard the anonymity of health care professionals who may experience a high degree of stigma, shame, and fear when
misusing alcohol (Oreskovich et al., 2012). Moreover, Dutch alcohol prevention and intervention
programs targeting healthcare professionals are limited (De Jong, Dam, & De Haan, 2009).
When conducting trials for military personnel and healthcare professionals, it seems important to
use weekly EMA measurements over a long period (e.g., six months) to cover the fluctuating nature
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of alcohol use and other dynamic outcome measures of these two populations in the workplace.
Multiple outcome measures should be used to assess alcohol use (e.g., weekly alcohol consumption,
frequency of binge drinking, heavy drinking, problem drinking), alcohol-related cognitions (e.g., attitudes, social norms, self-efficacy), and demographics (e.g., both populations: gender, age, ethnicity,
family status, readiness to change; military personnel: military rank, service component, branch of
office, occupational category, cigarette smoking status, symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder;
healthcare professionals: symptoms of a mood disorder, personality disorder, and/or attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder). In addition, the original version of the WDYD intervention should be adapted
by changing its layout, graphics, and content to attenuate to the needs of military personnel and
healthcare professionals based on the output of focus group discussions with these populations. For
instance, it seems valuable for military personnel to relate the personal drinking profile to not only
weight and money expenses, but also impaired job performance, increased chance of military punishment, and/or adverse effects on unit missions. For healthcare professionals, it seems important to
relate the personal drinking profile to increased rates of accidents and absenteeism due to alcohol
misuse (Roche, Pidd, Berry, & Harrison, 2008). This would increase the acceptance of the personalized
feedback of the WDYD intervention. Moreover, the personalized feedback of the WDYD intervention
might focus on normative comparisons using proximal reference groups (i.e., same-sex peers of
military personnel and healthcare professionals) of social descriptive norms. For military personnel,
military-specific norms, such as uniforms, appearance, and/or conduct, could also be provided in the
personalized feedback (Simon-Arndt et al., 2006). Developers should adapt the original version of
the WDYD intervention targeted at military personnel and healthcare professionals based on input
from researchers from the Netherlands Defence Academy and The Royal Dutch Medical Association.
This would ensure that the content of an adapted WDYD intervention, which drives the effectiveness
of the intervention, would not be altered (Williams et al., 2009). Besides testing the main intervention effects of the adapted versions of the WDYD intervention targeted at military personnel and
healthcare professionals, moderation and mediation effects should be examined.

Concluding statement
The findings of the current thesis extend the existing knowledge of web-based brief alcohol interventions by providing insights into the population that benefited most from the WDYD intervention and
the mechanisms through which the intervention achieved the desired effects. The findings revealed
that the WDYD intervention prevents an increase in alcohol use among heavy drinking college students when using an EMA approach with multiple follow-up time-points, but no overall reduction
effects in alcohol use were found among heavy drinking adolescents and young adults with a low
educational background when using a traditional approach with few follow-up time-points. In addition, the findings demonstrated the strengths of using EMA in assessing outcome measures that
fluctuate over time and in testing intervention effectiveness in alcohol prevention research. Therefore, future alcohol prevention research are encouraged to apply EMA more widely. Although the use
of web-based brief alcohol interventions seems to reduce alcohol use among college populations,
more insight is needed about whether these types of interventions can also be used for other at-risk
populations (e.g., military personnel, healthcare professionals). Additionally, web-based brief alcohol
interventions are advised to be integrated in a stepped-care model with other more targeted intervention strategies to provide tailored approaches for different patterns of alcohol use and misuse
among adolescents and young adults.
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DUTCH SUMMARY
( NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING )
Een groot deel van de Nederlandse adolescenten en jongvolwassenen drinkt te veel en te vaak
alcohol. Overmatig alcoholgebruik heeft negatieve gevolgen voor zowel de drinker zelf als de maatschappij. Voor de drinker zelf heeft overmatig alcoholgebruik invloed op bijna alle organen in het
lichaam en hangt het samen met ongeveer 60 verschillende aandoeningen, zoals hersenschade,
kanker, en hart- en vaatziekten. Voor de maatschappij brengt de hoge prevalentie van overmatig alcoholgebruik onder adolescenten en jongvolwassenen hoge gezondheidskosten mee. Het ontwikkelen van een interventie – een doelbewuste ingreep om een bepaald soort gedrag bij een bepaalde
groep te verbeteren – is dus noodzakelijk om de hoge prevalentie en de negatieve gevolgen van het
overmatig alcoholgebruik bij adolescenten en jongvolwassenen te reduceren.
Een veelbelovende vorm van interventie voor de doelgroep adolescenten en jongvolwassenen betreft
de kortdurende online alcoholinterventie (‘web-based brief alcohol intervention’), ofwel een zelfhulpprogramma waar de gebruiker persoonlijke feedback ontvangt op basis van antwoorden op een screeningtest.
De persoonlijke feedback omvat onder andere een persoonlijk drinkprofiel, risicofactoren van overmatig
alcoholgebruik en richtlijnen voor laagrisico alcoholgebruik en/of normatieve vergelijkingen. Uit verschillende internationale onderzoeken is gebleken dat kortdurende online alcoholinterventies effectief kunnen
zijn om het overmatig alcoholgebruik bij studenten te reduceren. Kortdurende online alcoholinterventies
hebben veel voordelen in vergelijking met de traditionele ‘face-to-face’ interventies tussen behandelaar en
cliënt. Zo zijn kortdurende online alcoholinterventies altijd beschikbaar en daarnaast ook kosteneffectief.
Tevens kunnen kortdurende online alcoholinterventies groepen bereiken die niet zelf actief op zoek gaan
naar hulp en wordt de anonimiteit van gebruikers gewaarborgd. Vanwege de voordelen van kortdurende
online alcoholinterventies en het gebrek aan beschikbare interventies voor drinkende adolescenten en
jongvolwassenen lijkt een kortdurende online alcoholinterventie een veelbelovende aanpak om overmatig alcoholgebruik te reduceren. Daarom is een kortdurende online alcoholinterventie ‘Wat Drink Jij’
(WDJ) ontwikkeld voor twee specifieke groepen: studenten in het hoger onderwijs (HBO en Universiteit)
en jongeren in het (voorbereidend) beroepsonderwijs (VMBO en MBO). Er is gekozen voor deze twee
groepen omdat de prevalentie van het overmatig alcoholgebruik vooral bij deze groepen hoog is. De WDJ
interventie voor hoger opgeleiden is ontwikkeld in 2010 volgens een gedetailleerd ontwerpprotocol voor
interventies (Intervention Mapping). Vervolgens zijn er in 2012 aanpassingen in de originele versie van de
WDJ interventie doorgevoerd om de interventie aan te laten sluiten op de behoeften van lager opgeleiden.
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit een reeks studies naar de effectiviteit van de WDJ interventie bij hoogopgeleide
jongvolwassenen (18 tot 24 jaar) en laagopgeleide adolescenten en jongvolwassenen (15 tot 20 jaar).
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De WDJ interventie heeft als doel om adolescenten en jongvolwassenen die gemotiveerd zijn om
minder te drinken te helpen bij het reduceren van hun overmatig alcoholgebruik. De WDJ interventie
is gebaseerd op motiverende gespreksvoeringsprincipes en delen van het I-Change model en richt
zich op zowel het verhogen van de motivatie om het gedrag te veranderen als op het bewerkstelligen van gedragsverandering. De WDJ interventie bestaat uit twee delen. Deel 1 richt zich op het
motiveren van de gebruiker om het alcoholgebruik te veranderen. Allereerst beantwoordt de gebruiker een aantal vragen in een screeningtest en ontvangt vervolgens persoonlijke feedback op de
gegeven antwoorden. Voorbeeldvragen van de screeningtest zijn: ‘Wat is je voornaam?’, ‘Hoeveel
standaardglazen alcohol drink je gewoonlijk in een week?’ en ‘Hoeveel standaardglazen alcohol
denk jij dat jouw leeftijdgenoten gemiddeld per week drinken?’. Na het invullen van de vragen
in de screeningtest ontvangt de gebruiker persoonlijke feedback gebaseerd op de antwoorden. De
persoonlijke feedback die de gebruiker ontvangt bevat 1) advies over het alcoholgebruik volgens de
richtlijnen van de Nederlandse Gezondheidsraad waarin wordt aanbevolen dat mannen niet meer
dan twee standaardglazen alcohol per dag mogen drinken en vrouwen niet meer dan één standaardglas alcohol per dag, 2) het aantal standaardglazen alcohol dat de gebruiker het afgelopen jaar
heeft geconsumeerd, het aantal geconsumeerde calorieën, de toename in gewicht door het alcoholgebruik en de hoeveelheid geld dat is uitgegeven aan alcohol en 3) een staafdiagram waarin te zien
is hoeveel standaardglazen alcohol de gebruiker denkt dat leeftijdgenoten van hetzelfde geslacht
per week drinken versus het werkelijke alcoholgebruik van leeftijdgenoten. Na het ontvangen van
de persoonlijke feedback krijgt de gebruiker toegang tot deel 2 van de WDJ interventie dat zich richt
op het daadwerkelijk reduceren van het alcoholgebruik. De gebruiker stelt doelen en maakt plannen
hoeveel standaardglazen alcohol hij of zij maximaal per dag en per week wil drinken. Daarnaast
kiest de gebruiker uit 12 geschetste drinksituaties de drie situaties waarin hij of zij het meest moeilijk
vindt om weerstand te bieden aan alcohol. Om de gestelde doelen en plannen met betrekking tot het
alcoholgebruik te behalen worden voor de drie gekozen drinksituaties tips aangereikt om weertand
te kunnen bieden aan alcohol.
Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een algemene introductie met informatie over de aanleiding voor het ontwikkelen
van de WDJ interventie. Tevens wordt de inhoud van de WDJ interventie beschreven. Daarnaast wordt
beschreven hoe de WDJ interventie wordt getoetst bij zowel hoogopgeleide jongvolwassenen als
laagopgeleide adolescenten en jongvolwassenen. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een beschrijving van de
opbouw van het proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling, implementatie en evaluatie van
de WDJ interventie door gebruik te maken van het Intervention Mapping (IM) protocol. Het IM protocol bestaat uit vijf stappen. Voorafgaand vindt er een probleemanalyse (‘need assessment’) plaats
waarin het op te lossen probleem en het gewenste gedrag van de doelgroep wordt vastgesteld. Stap
1 bestaat uit het formuleren van de specifieke interventiedoelen op grond van de probleemanalyse.
In stap 2 worden de theoretische methoden en praktische interventietechnieken geselecteerd. Het
ontwikkelen van de interventie staat in stap 3 centraal, waarbij samenwerking met de doelgroep en
de personen die de interventie gaan implementeren belangrijk is. Stap 4 beschrijft hoe de interventie wordt geïmplementeerd. In stap 5 wordt beschreven hoe de interventie wordt geëvalueerd. Het
IM protocol werd als een praktisch instrument beschouwd voor de ontwikkeling, implementatie en
evaluatie van de WDJ interventie. Hoofdstuk 3 bevat het studieprotocol voor studenten in de leeftijd
van 18 tot en met 24 jaar. Het studieprotocol geeft onder andere informatie over het studiedesign, de
inclusiecriteria voor de onderzoeksdeelnemers, de pre-gespecificeerde uitkomstmaten, de steekproefgrootte, de randomisatie, de statistische methoden en de tijdsduur van het onderzoek. Dit, om aan
de richtlijnen van de CONSORT-statement (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) te voldoen.
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Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de effectiviteit van de WDJ interventie voor studenten na één en zes maanden
follow-up. De WDJ interventie bleek niet effectief in het reduceren van de alcohol-uitkomstmaten
(i.e., zwaar drinken, gemiddelde weekconsumptie en frequentie van binge drinken) bij studenten
na één en zes maanden follow-up. Wel bleek de WDJ interventie effectief om bij bepaalde groepen
studenten (i.e., studenten die gemotiveerd waren hun alcoholgebruik te verminderen, studenten die
symptomen van probleemdrinken vertoonden en studenten die carnaval vierden) de gemiddelde
weekconsumptie te reduceren na één maand follow-up. Hoofdstuk 5 demonstreert dat de effecten
van de WDJ interventie op de drie alcoholuitkomstmaten variëren wanneer de effecten afzonderlijk
op 25 wekelijkse follow-ups worden gemeten. De effectiviteit van kortdurende online alcoholinterventies wordt vaak op enkele follow-ups gemeten (e.g., korte termijn: één maand follow-up en lange
termijn: zes maanden follow-up). Er wordt daardoor geen rekening gehouden met het feit dat het
alcoholgebruik bij studenten verschilt per dag, per weekend en per week. Daarnaast worden onderzoeksdeelnemers veelal gevraagd hun alcoholgebruik te rapporteren over de afgelopen maand of
het afgelopen half jaar. Het gebruik van relatief lange referentieperioden verhoogt de kans op onderof overrapportage van het alcoholgebruik doordat onderzoeksdeelnemers zich niet precies kunnen
herinneren hoeveel zij daadwerkelijk hebben gedronken (herinneringsbias). Het gebruik van meerdere follow-ups in combinatie met kortere referentieperioden kan een hogere precisie van de effectiviteit van interventies geven. Daarom zijn de effecten van de WDJ interventie bij studenten onderzocht door gebruik te maken van 25 wekelijkse follow-ups. Deze methode voor het verzamelen van
de onderzoeksdata heet ‘Ecological Momentary Assessment’ (EMA). Geen gebruik maken van EMA
vergroot de kans op foutieve conclusies over de effectiviteit van interventies door herinneringsbias
en het negeren van het fluctuerende karakter van alcoholgebruik bij studenten over tijd. Hoofdstuk 6
beschrijft de effectiviteit van de WDJ interventie voor studenten over tijd door gebruik te maken van
alle 25 follow-ups van de EMA methode. De WDJ interventie bleek effectief in het voorkomen van
een toename van de gemiddelde weekconsumptie en frequentie van binge drinken tot en met drie en
zes maanden follow-up. Deze preventieve effecten houden in dat het alcoholgebruik van studenten
die zijn blootgesteld aan de WDJ interventie stabiliseerde, terwijl het alcoholgebruik van studenten
in de controlegroep toenam. Het gebruik van de EMA methode heeft preventieve effecten van de
WDJ interventie geïdentificeerd die niet waren geconstateerd als de effectiviteit alleen op enkele
follow-ups werden gemeten. Hoofdstuk 7 onderzocht of de preventieve effecten van de WDJ interventie bij studenten verklaard konden worden door veranderingen in zelfredzaamheid. Studenten
die werden blootgesteld aan de WDJ interventie konden beter alcohol weigeren in sociale situaties
dan studenten in de controlegroep. Deze verhoging in zelfredzaamheid heeft er waarschijnlijk voor
gezorgd dat de WDJ interventie effectief is in het voorkomen van een toename van de gemiddelde
weekconsumptie en frequentie van binge drinken tot en met drie en zes maanden follow-up. Hoofdstuk 8 bevat het studieprotocol voor (V)MBO leerlingen in de leeftijd van 15 tot en met 20 jaar. De
inhoud van dit hoofdstuk komt overeen met de inhoud van Hoofdstuk 3: het geeft informatie over
het studiedesign, de inclusiecriteria voor de onderzoeksdeelnemers, de pre-gespecificeerde uitkomstenmaten, de steekproefgrootte, de randomisatie, de statistische methoden en de tijdsduur van het
onderzoek. Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft de effectiviteit van de WDJ interventie voor (V)MBO leerlingen na
één en zes maanden follow-up. De WDJ interventie bleek niet effectief in het reduceren van zwaar
drinken, gemiddelde weekconsumptie en frequentie van binge drinken bij (V)MBO leerlingen na één
en zes maanden follow-up. De WDJ interventie was ook niet effectief voor bepaalde groepen (V)MBO
leerlingen. Het uitblijven van effecten van de WDJ interventie bij (V)MBO leerlingen kan niet worden
gebruikt als argument om kortdurende online alcoholinterventies niet op deze doelgroep te richten,
aangezien dit de eerste studie is die gericht is op laagopgeleide adolescenten en jongvolwassenen.
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Hoofdstuk 10 bevat een algemene discussie waarin op de onderzoeksresultaten wordt gereflecteerd,
de tekortkomingen worden besproken en suggesties worden gegeven voor vervolgonderzoek.

De resultaten van dit proefschrift hebben de kennis over kortdurende online alcoholinterventies vergroot door inzicht te geven voor wie de WDJ interventie effectief is en hoe de effecten zijn bereikt.
Resultaten tonen aan dat de WDJ interventie een toename in het alcoholgebruik bij studenten kan
voorkomen, waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door een verhoging in de zelfredzaamheid van studenten. De
preventieve effecten van de WDJ interventie maken de implementatie van de interventie als eerste
stap in het stepped care model mogelijk. Volgens het stepped care model ontvangen individuen een
behandeling voor een gezondheidsprobleem die niet zwaarder is dan strikt noodzakelijk. De WDJ
interventie bleek niet effectief in het reduceren van het alcoholgebruik bij (V)MBO leerlingen.
Het gebruik van de EMA methode heeft preventieve effecten van de WDJ interventie geïdentificeerd
die niet waren geconstateerd als de effectiviteit alleen op enkele follow-ups werden gemeten. Vanwege de voordelen van de EMA methode worden toekomstige onderzoekers aangemoedigd om deze
methode vaker te gebruiken. Verder worden toekomstige onderzoekers aangemoedigd om te onderzoeken of kortdurende online alcoholinterventies voor andere doelgroepen effectief kunnen zijn.
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